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From The Editors: Special Issue 2021
Diversity Is Not Justice: Working Toward Radical
Transformation and Racial Equity in the Discipline
“to lift each other up, push each other forward, and stand together”
—Browdy, Milu, del Hierro, Gonzales

W

e begin with a word of thanks to Drs. Ore, Cedillo, and Wieser for the
invitation to compose this short introduction. We hope this prelude
does justice to their work in bringing new, vibrant voices to the journal by
celebrating what the various pieces might bring to the field at large. Their
hard work as editors of this special issue can be seen within the pages that
follow; from compelling narratives to thought-provoking course designs and
to insightful reviews, the pieces in this special issue foreground difficult questions with which the discipline continues to wrestle. In toto, the issue stages
a multifaceted, multivocal exploration of how to support Black faculty, Indigenous faculty, and faculty of color (often referred to in the issue as BIPOC
faculty); launches useful critiques of current practice; and provides frameworks for improving justice-oriented support for BIPOC faculty. Together,
the work of the special issue editors—and of the authors they have brought
together in these pages—prompts us all to further, better action.
This special issue also marks a milestone in the journal’s efforts to continue the work supporting scholars of color. Following the 2017 Outstanding
Composition and Rhetoric Journal Award in Recognition of Inclusive Editorial
Practices, the journal continues to be proactive in recruiting, supporting, and
mentoring authors, reviewers, and advisory board members of color. In addition, and with thanks to the contributors to the Antiracist Scholarly Reviewing
Practices heuristic,1 we will soon roll out a new Heuristic Guide for Anti-Racist
Editorial Practices at Composition Studies. This set of documents will outline
our specific commitments to antiracist editing, reviewing, and publication,
provide grounding rationale for those policies, and make available additional
resources to help first-time authors reach the journal’s pages. The work for
this special issue has been invaluable in helping us initiate this process, and we
look forward to better serving our readers—and the field—through this effort.

This Issue
For the cover to this issue, we thank Marley Roppolo. It is a painting depicting a man who, all editors agreed, looks restful. In a time of widespread difComposition Studies 49.2 (2021): 9–12

ficulty—nay catastrophe—we appreciate the prompt this artwork provides
for reflection on restfulness, repose, and care for oneself.
At a Glance: Connections & Collaborations
Emily Legg’s At A Glance for this issue depicts a Cherokee medicine wheel
thematized as a model of knowledge making, one which helps Legg think
through the tensions of academic practice, find balance among her identities, and locate a methodology for research. But there is more to the story:
Legg has prepared a substantial (and graphically beautiful) presentation on
Indigenous research methodologies, which you can access by clicking on the
medicine wheel. The presentation outlines the four parts of this rhetorical
model and—as usefully—offers methods for making relations, maintaining
relations, keeping wisdom, and seeking knowledge through story.
The Articles
In “From Cohort to Family,” Ronisha Browdy, Esther Milu, Victor del Hierro, Laura Gonzales lay out “what gets us to thrive (not just survive) in academia.” The answer? Unwavering support. Understanding. Solidarity. Family.
Through a series of personally revelatory stories that neither elide personal
difference nor lean on oversimplified formulas, these authors map out the
assemblage of “strategies that [they] used to lift each other up, push each
other forward, and stand together amidst institutional infrastructures.” Getting crunk, heart-to-hearts, mock interviews, and other practices of visible
care have helped these authors survive graduate school, the job market, and
the tenure track by collectively fighting off spirit murder, affirming collective
and individual identities, and, as we see wonderfully demonstrated here, taking opportunities for collaborative scholarship.
Diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) work continues to happen across
institutions nationwide; in response, José Cortez, Sonia Arellano, and Romeo
García urge us not to forget the “shadow work” that happens as the result of
the failures of DEI efforts. Through collaborative storytelling, the authors show
how and why shadow work happens and what shadow works means. And they
invite readers in as witnesses to do the work that must be done in the “shadows.”
Christine Garcia, Les Hutchinson Campos, Genevieve Garcia de Müeller,
and Christina V. Cedillo’s article argues that BIPOC faculty experience disbelonging in whitestream academic programs, institutions, and organizations, as
well as in the discipline. Sharing a collective testimonio, the authors suggest
that exclusion happens through what they call “white penitence” or “a public
demonstration of one’s antiracist beliefs that rely on BIPOC suffering and that
therefore demands a constant supply of pain in order to maintain the facade of
allyship.” Throughout the article, they use dialogue as a way to remind other
10 Composition Studies

BIPOC they are not alone and to remind mentors, allies, and colleagues of
ways to be partners in antiracist work.
Isabel Baca’s testimonio outlines her lived experience as a Latina scholar
going up for promotion to full professor...and being denied. A kind of Canterbury tale for academic promotion—including a cast of gatekeepers, white
allies, privileged white accomplices, and mi gente—Baca’s story details how
even the most well-meaning colleagues can create hurdles for scholars of color.
We suspect that the cluster of subject positions in the story will provide readers a kind of heuristic value for thinking about how institutions support their
rising faculty of color...or not.
Turn up the volume for Kathleen Tarr’s “The Tone Police’s Greatest Hits,”
because it’s a text with something to say. Part fictionalized anecdote, part album
review commentary, and all skewering satire, this article tracks—literally—
“misgynoiracist experiences within RhetComp” in a way that is funny, serious,
and eviscerating. (Think Jonathan Swift meets NWA.) It’s a text that indicts
and challenges the discipline and, in important but fleeting moments, gives
voice to some small hopes for a better future.
The Course Designs
Cruz Medina outlines the design of an advanced writing course that weaves
together comparative cultural studies, critical race theory, and composition
by examining “purposes of storytelling across different rhetorical traditions.”
This course focalizes that inquiry by branching out from traditional expressive writing texts in composition to pay closer and more careful attention to
writers of color from diverse cultural backgrounds. The result is manifold: a
course with a strong epistemic foundation in CRT; a course that “normalizes
writing by BIPOC writers and scholars as part of the standard curriculum”;
a course that helps Medina counter local, ahem, hesitancy about including
scholars of color on course syllabi; and a course that speaks back to normative assumptions about advanced writing in our discipline (even as Medina
negotiates the tensions of those expectations).
Khirsten Scott’s seminar, “Whose World Is This?: Explorations in Hip Hop,
Writing, and Culture,” centers on hip hop as a subject and method. As Scott
explains, the title comes from Nas’ 1994 album, “The World is Yours,” and
the course uses hip hop as a medium to explore the questions, “who survives
the university? Who survives the US?” Taught in 5 units and using 16 major
assignments, the seminar revolves around “cyclic engagement with self, community, and world.” Scott states that hip hop cyphers allow the opportunity
to use hip hop as both content and method in the course because the “cypher
encourages intentional reflexivity with/in community.”
From the Editors: Special Issue 2021 11

The Book Reviews
Rounding things out, we have two individual reviews taking up timely issues
in the field. The first is by Kristiana L. Báez who reviews Beyond Civility: The
Competing Obligations of Citizenship, by Robert Danisch and William Keith.
The book addresses our need for civility in public discourse even among continued tensions and deep divides by asking the question, “how do we move
forward when we have significant disagreements about what we value?” The
second review, written by Loretta Ramirez, focuses on the edited collection
by Surviving Becky(s): Pedagogies for Deconstructing Whiteness and Gender by
Cheryl E. Matias. This collection, which includes contributions from twentysix authors, applies counterstory methods to the problematic white women in
academia—otherwise known as “Beckys.” The various chapters expose Becky
as “colonizer, as weaponized emotion, as entitlement, as terror, as presumed
expert, as ally, as violence, and as manipulator and gaslighter in education.”
In similar ways, the reviews ask the readers to challenge the type of future of
which they hope to be a part.
We conclude in the same way we began—with a note of thanks: to our
Advisory Board for helping us review submissions, to our copyeditors for
helping to get the issue ready for print, and to our editorial managers, Megan
Busch and Mike Haen, for making sure everything and everyone stayed on
task. And again, we thank the special issue editors, Drs. Ore, Cedillo, and
Wieser, for their tireless work on bringing this issue to life. We thank you for
inviting us into this space to have the conversations that are vital for moving
the field forward.
KT and MD
Denver and Boston
August 2021
Note
1. Contributors to that document include: Lauren E. Cagle, Michelle F. Eble,
Laura Gonzales, Meredith A. Johnson, Nathan R. Johnson, Natasha N. Jones, Liz
Lane, Temptaous McKoy, Kristen R. Moore, Ricky Reynoso, Emma J. Rose, GPat
Patterson, Fernando Sánchez, Ann Shivers-McNair, Michele Simmons, Erica M.
Stone, Jason Tham, Rebecca Walton, Miriam F. Williams. It is available at https://
tinyurl.com/reviewheuristic
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At A Glance
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Click on the image to go to a multimodal presentation of the Cherokee Rhetorical Model.

Click on the image above to take you to a multimodal presentation
Rhetorical Model.
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Articles
From Cohort to Family: Coalitional Stories of Love
and Survivance
Ronisha Browdy, Esther Milu, Victor del Hierro, Laura Gonzales
This essay provides insights into how one cohort of four scholars established a community of support (in other words, a family) that began during
graduate recruitment week at their PhD institution and now extends deep
into their tenure-track careers. Presenting stories that chronicle an academic
trajectory, these scholars describe how, despite having very little difference
in academic “rank,” they have mentored and supported each other. Through
connected stories of mentorship and familial support, the authors suggest
new scholars build coalitional families in the academy to support each other
and continue learning throughout their careers.

I

n the summer of 2020, amidst a pandemic that is disproportionately killing Black, Latinx, and Indigenous communities, through ongoing uprisings prompted by persistent and sanctioned anti-Black violence in and beyond the US, on the verge of the 2020 election, the four authors of this paper
each navigated our individual situations while also doing what we have done
since meeting in graduate school: relying on each other. Through phone calls,
Zoom happy hours, text messages, mail deliveries, work collaborations, and
much more, we came together to process what was happening in the world
and to find strength to push through an academic grind that likes to pretend
everything is normal. Upon seeing the call for contributions to this special
issue, we also began reflecting not only on what got us through 2020, but
also on what gets us to thrive (not just survive) in academia—a space that
lacks formal mechanisms for sustaining the lives, experiences, needs, and possibilities of BIPOC scholars (Báez and Ore; Kynard; Niemann et. al). As Kristiana Báez and Ersula Ore remind us, while academia claims to “welcome”
or “invite” diversity, behavioral norms, communication styles, knowledgemaking practices, and ways of being, academia remains dominated by white
supremacy. For students from marginalized backgrounds, graduate school
begins a long process of attempted indoctrination into an oppressive system
that centralizes “very white fields, very white disciplines, and very white departments,” and the ways in which these interact with each other (Báez and
Ore 332).
Composition Studies 49.2 (2021): 14–30

As we reflected on our experiences from grad school recruitment to our
current positions as tenure-track assistant professors at research-intensive
universities in Florida and North Carolina, we took note of the various strategies that we used to lift each other up, push each other forward, and stand
together amidst institutional infrastructures that were never created with us in
mind. We draw inspiration from other BIPOC scholars who share “culturally
specific mentoring model[s]” that foreground a “trusting kinship and relationship” over competition (Ribero and Arellano). In this article, we illustrate our
own process for “etching out space” in the academy, specifically by describing
how we—Ronisha, a Black woman from Florida; Esther, a Black Indigenous
transnational woman from Kenya; Victor, a Chicano from the El Paso/Ciudad Juarez borderland region; and Laura, a Latina transnational woman from
Bolivia —came together in graduate school to develop a longstanding familial
relationship that can be identified as a mentorship network, a support group,
a peer-review circle, but is always first and foremost a family (Okawa).
In this article, we share grounded stories and collective strategies of what
Natasha Jones describes as “coalitional learning,” or learning that happens
through “an acknowledgement of interrelatedness and interconnectedness”
outside of academia’s hierarchical structures (518). We weave our voices together to illustrate different points of an academic’s career, including getting
through graduate school, moving our families to start a tenure track career,
and navigating the tenure track. In each section, we illustrate both what we
navigated as individuals in these situations and also how we supported each
other as a family throughout this process. We hope that other BIPOC scholars
can learn from and build on the strategies we share as we all continue carving
out space and shifting the landscape of academia (Royster).
Grad School: Surviving with Heart-to-Hearts
In their introduction to The Crunk Feminist Collective, Brittney Cooper
(Crunktastic), Susana Morris (Crunkadelic), and Robin Boylorn (Crunkista)
describe the early days of their feminist perspective and practice: “In the beginning, we got CRUNK. At house parties…In the club. And in the classroom. Crunkness was energy and life, fire and resistance, swagger and verve,
going off and showing out. But it was also about showing up, for ourselves
and for each other, in spaces that didn’t love us” (1). Cooper, Morris, and
Boylorn describe these acts of crunkness that include moments of fun and
play, along with self-affirmation and solidarity as practices that helped to sustain them through graduate school. In reviving their project as academics,
these same strategies of survival and action are what they looked to reclaim. If
“getting CRUNK” is how the Crunk Feminists named their graduate experiFrom Cohort to Family 15

ence, within our family, heart-to-hearts were an integral part of our collective
survival and success.
Throughout our graduate experience together, we each hosted social gatherings (some intimate—with only us four in attendance—and others larger
with extended family). These “get-togethers,” meant to “turn-up” in celebration or “wind down” from stress, became important support spaces for our
family, while serving as a foundation to our long-term friendships (Cooper et
al.). Laura introduced us to heart-to-hearts, casual open forums where anyone
present could share how they were feeling with the larger group. Stories of
personal struggles, insecurities, frustrations, and pains, many of which arose
out of experiences within academia, were shared within heart-to-heart sessions.
This space was important because it allowed us to speak freely without
judgement, but also to be able to listen to each other—to hear each other’s
different perspectives and ways of coping, navigating, and negotiating the
daily obstacles and expectations of graduate school. Although we were all
graduate students of color within the same doctoral program, our journeys for
getting to that place in that particular moment, and our individual identities,
were different.
For example, Ronisha arrived at our Midwest institution from Florida less
than two months after completing her MA. As a first-generation college student,
she had limited guides on how to navigate higher education, although she had
the constant support of her parents and long-time partner. For her, pursuing a
doctorate degree meant achieving an educational milestone that no one in her
immediate family, extended family, or social groups had ever done before, and
the realities of being The First weighed heavily on her. It also meant moving
away from home to an unfamiliar environment and entering into unknown
territory within her educational career. For instance, although she had a clear
interest in cultural and Black rhetorical studies, she did not see herself as an
aspiring scholar at that time nor fully understand writing and rhetorical studies
as a potential profession and not just a disciplinary subject in school. Because
of this, much of the assumed knowledge of academia, such as building a CV,
attending conferences, conducting research, and publishing, were unknown
to her at the time; yet, she did not let her lack of knowledge prevent her from
seeking the opportunity to learn and advance.
Victor arrived in the Midwest ready to escape the oppressive heat of a
major southern state university. Although he had a strong community of
peer-mentors, including his older brother, to support him at his master’s
institution, the department and college culture of that institution was heavily
influenced and impacted by the right-wing conservative state government.
Skipping summer commencement to attend new student orientation in the
greener pastures of a Midwest state school could never be worse than what
16 Composition Studies

he had just experienced. On top of that, during the recruitment process, he
got the chance to meet Ronisha and Laura, who would be in his cohort, and
Esther, who was his recruitment buddy. He felt like walking into his first day
of PhD school, he already had a community to take on the next four years.
For Laura, starting a PhD program was the first time she got to go away to
school. Laura immigrated to Orlando, Florida from Santa Cruz, Bolivia with
her parents when she was in elementary school. Going away from Orlando for
college as an undergrad was not an option due to financial and familial issues.
After her parents moved back to Bolivia following the 2008 financial crash in
the US and her baby brother’s graduation from high school, Laura decided to
apply to PhD programs across the country. To her, moving to go to school and
being in academia was a privilege, something she never imagined being able to
do. Having worked at a grocery store to support her household through her
master’s program and previous position as a college lecturer, Laura started her
PhD program excited to have the privilege of only having to read and think
and write as her source of income. She had never had just one job, and she
didn’t understand why people took academia so seriously when being in the
books felt very much detached from the so-called real world.
Esther joined graduate school from a very different cultural and educational
background: Kenya. Although she felt educationally and professionally accomplished, having earned two postgraduate degrees and having a promising career
as a probation officer, as she quickly learned, her previous educational and prior
literate experiences in Kenya did not translate to anything much in the US.
From the get-go, she began sensing that she was “presumed incompetent” as
a Kenyan woman attending a Predominantly White Institution (PWI) in the
Midwest, a space that privileges white/Western education, backgrounds, and
people (Niemann et al.). Esther had not initially planned to attend graduate
school in the US; she had come to America to support her husband who was
pursuing a PhD in Agricultural Economics. But, finding herself idle with an F2
dependent visa, she decided to apply to the PhD program in the Department
of English because of her background in literature and teacher education. She
was rejected. She tried her luck in the rhetoric and writing program and also
got rejected. However, the rhetoric and writing graduate admissions committee advised her to apply for their MA degree program. Esther did as advised,
and a few months later she was pursuing a graduate degree at a major research
university. But the feeling of being presumed incompetent due to her race and
her nationality continued to bother her.
While Esther was excited about the opportunity to study in an American
university, she was not prepared for the culture of individualism and competitiveness or the liberal individualism that characterizes American higher
education and American society in general. She observed with shock that her
From Cohort to Family 17

colleagues were always anxious that someone was going to steal their ideas; or
they bragged about having access to the best academic mentors in and beyond
the department (some called them academic mothers and fathers); or they
speculated about whose research was likely to make the greatest impact in the
field. This experience contrasted sharply with her previous graduate school
experience in Kenya, where everybody helped each other. In Kenya, the goal
was for everyone to do well. This academic culture of collaboration, solidarity,
and support in African universities is well described by Mary Muchiri et al.:
“African university students are first of all members of groups: of a small band
of students with whom they survive the university, of the body of students
as a whole, and of a community beyond the university, of family, village, and
tribe. These loyalties are embodied in daily practices of academic life” (180).
One of the researchers in Muchiri et al.’s study, Mary, studied students at
Kenyatta University, where Esther completed her post graduate certificate in
education. According to Muchiri et al.:
Mary wanted to know how students at Kenyatta came to know just
what was expected on an exam, since the exam questions themselves
did not provide explicit guidance. They were getting much of their
information, she found, from what they call “survival groups.” Students band together, sharing notes, sharing knowledge of lecturers,
so that the strong help support the weak. (180)
This is the culture of support Esther expected to find in her graduate program. Instead, once she entered her US graduate program, Esther struggled
to find a solid “survival group”—a family, a tribe. She remembers a hostile
experience when she once tried to shine in the department. It was her third
year in the MA program when she finally decided to re-apply to the PhD program that had rejected her three years back. Four colleagues in her MA cohort
also applied. Before they received official communication from the graduate
admissions committee, word leaked out that only Esther and another student
of color had made it, and that Esther had also been ranked the top candidate
from the pool of applicants. White colleagues, who had not been accepted,
went berserk. One, who had been Esther’s closest friend, told her that she did
not believe Esther was more qualified than her and that she would demand
to see application materials for all the candidates. Of course, this shifted the
relationship between Esther and her colleague and reaffirmed the fact that
when it comes down to friendships and relationships in academia, whiteness
continues to prevail. This is why coalitions of BIPOC scholars are so important.
From then onward, it was not the same for Esther. The colleagues, with
whom she had worked, studied, and laughed, were suddenly beginning to ques18 Composition Studies

tion her competency, and Esther felt this questioning directly. Esther wondered,
why would they not want her to win? She started withdrawing, isolating, and
becoming more guarded about her academic friendships. During her first and
second year in the PhD program, she yearned for a sense of real and authentic
academic relationship, where colleagues would actively listen to her ideas instead
of having a one-sided relationship and where Esther’s role was to listen or offer
feedback. Esther’s search ended when she met Ronisha, Laura, and Victor. For
Esther, this trio represented what Pamela Hoff calls “real folk in the academy,”
noting that such people “are few and far between” and if you ever find them,
“holding onto them is essential” (41). Drawing from Black cultural norms,
Hoff develops a theory of “realness” in the academy and identifies some basic
tenets of “real”: putting the community first; privileging we over I; reciprocity
over “accumulation of transactions”; and resisting standards of achievement
and progress measured using white cultural norms (41).
Hoff writes that “realness comes from culturally grounded, regular folk,
flawed and vulnerable yet purposeful in trying to be better, though not at the
expense of another” (41). As Esther came to learn through her interactions with
Ronisha, Laura, and Victor, they were just like her: regular, flawed, vulnerable,
and struggling to make it. They would put their community first, making sure
to look out for one another in graduate seminars, at conferences, and when opportunities came up in the field. They said (and continued to say) each other’s
names in the right rooms and spaces, instead of just looking out for themselves.
In them, she had finally found a “survival group,” her tribe, a brother and two
sisters who were determined to see her win, in word and action.
Coming from such different backgrounds and places, for us, heart-to-hearts
were a space to sift through the complexities and contradictions of our different realities as graduate students of color. Given that we all came to graduate
school with different levels of experience, goals, and stakes, mentorship that
acknowledged those differences were important, which is what made these
intimate moments of reflection, storytelling, and sometimes just plain ol’
venting so important. Along with being a space for recognizing our various
voices, heart-to-hearts also served as productive spaces to practice rhetorical
listening, where we listened without judgement and offered each other comfort
and solidarity (see Ratcliffe). These opportunities to listen critically to each
other’s stories and thought processes were useful in revealing our differences in
points of view, priorities, and positionalities, and these continue to be helpful
as we navigate our work at very different institutions who all function under
white supremacy.
These moments of talk-back were (and are) less about asserting one solution
to a problem and more about pooling several possible solutions and strategies
for navigating an issue. Our differences gave each of us access to multiple ways
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of seeing and responding to potential conflicts and stresses we faced as graduate students. For example, we helped each other navigate tensions among our
dissertation committees by providing different perspectives on the issues we
were facing. We also provided each other with different perspectives on our
research interests, serving as empathetic but rigorous audiences during mock
interviews, practice research presentations, and more. Often, heart-to-hearts
were the spaces where we had the discussions we couldn’t have in class in front
of white peers and white faculty who would not understand where we were
coming from when raising questions or resisting particular points of view.
By making space for diverse and under-represented voices within the
academy, prioritizing listening to understand, and combining our resources
to assist each other in time of need, our graduate family engaged in our own
version of co-mentoring (Bona et al.; Godbee and Novotny; McGuire and
Reger). Unlike traditional, master-apprentice mentoring models, co-mentoring
offers an alternative to the top-down exchange of knowledge within traditional
mentoring. Through a reciprocity that acknowledges how power may impact
the effectiveness and sustainability of a relationship, co-mentoring, especially
a feminist co-mentoring model, advocates for shared power amongst peer
mentors. As discussed by Beth Godbee and Julia C. Novotny:
Through emphasizing the willingness to be in relationship and
through welcoming partners to bring their whole selves into mentoring, this model transforms mentoring from a relationship out of
necessity or coercion into one that is willed and mutual. At its best,
co-mentoring allows individuals to build group solidarity, and solidarity gained from the stance of power with enables shared empowerment—making the whole stronger than its parts—so that both
co-mentors gain from the relationship, even when those gains are
different in degree or kind. (180)
By understanding our power as shared, we were able to use our power to support and assist each other intellectually and professionally, as well as personally, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually. In other words, our responsibilities
to each other extended beyond the realms of academia; instead, our mentoring was holistic, and, as Dr. G explains in Gail Okawa’s study on senior mentoring, “helping the whole person to the extent possible” (512). By affirming
and supporting each other as whole people, we asserted our individual and
collective rights to belong in academia despite moments of uncertainty and
doubt (Godbee and Novotny). These practices of “showing up, for ourselves
and each other” sustained us through graduate school and continued to empower us as we progressed in our academic careers (Cooper et al. 1).
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Job Market: You Got This!
Going to graduate school in a program considered top-tier meant that there
were certain expectations for us to follow when it came to graduation and the
job market: we would graduate based on our department’s estimated timeline
and would secure those coveted tenure-track positions at research-intensive
universities. However, since we all got to graduate school for different reasons
and with different purposes, these differences led to various paths within (and
out of ) our graduate institution.
In Presumed Incompetent: The Intersections of Race and Class for Women
in Academia, Angela P. Harris, Gabriella Gutiérrez y Muhs, Yolanda Flores
Niemann, and Carmen G. Gonzalez, as well as their contributors, illustrate
the many ways through which academics of color, particularly women of
color, have to perform to meet white academic standards that always presume
BIPOC academics to be lesser than their white counterparts. The job market
is a space where this presumed incompetence, and the performativity needed
to counter these presumptions, are greatly exacerbated. Formally, what this
meant for us as graduate students is that we got told—often by white mentors who had extensive experiences navigating these processes—what to wear
(and not wear), how to talk (and not talk), what to eat (and not eat) in order
to be successful throughout this job market process. Informally, what the job
market also meant for us is that we needed to establish spaces where we could
be ourselves and where we could really see each other through this chaos.
For example, we set up spaces to interview each other and practice video
interviews and campus visits outside of any formal job group, in spaces where
we could mess up, ask hard questions, and support each other without having
to perform for others. Because there is no time for, or interest in, competition
within this family, when we were invited for interviews at the same schools, we
shared interview questions and tips, taking turns sharing depending on who
was interviewed when. As we decided where to go, we helped each other think
about other faculty of color who were (or were not) at our new institutions,
asking each other the tough questions about sustainability and support that
white mentors in the academy may not know or care to ask.
Each member of our family played different roles throughout this process.
For example, Victor helped strategize the best ways to practice video interviews.
He would keep track of when everyone was interviewing and would then gather
the rest of us, draft and share the questions, recruit other grad students to join
the calls as needed, and make sure that the person practicing was ready during
their scheduled date and time. Esther was the one who brought us together,
opening up her home and allowing us to spend time with her children and
family when we needed important reminders of what it means to be a human
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outside of academia. Ronisha was the person who could, and can still, look at
any one of us at any moment and know exactly what we are feeling and what
we need to hear. Often, this is a good wake-up call and a reminder of our
mantra: You KNOW you’re good. You KNOW you got this. What are you
worrying about? Be YOURSELF. Laura will always make sure you remember
that you are loved and that you have your family standing with you, no matter where you are.
This type of support was critical to our success, but it definitely didn’t make
things easy. For example, because universities want to claim that they welcome
diversity, the four of us found that, on the job market, we were sometimes
the only scholar of color to be invited to an on-campus interview—often in
order to fulfill university diversity quotas. Universities will sometimes include
a model minority candidate on their list of campus interviewees in order to
say that they tried to hire diversity. Meanwhile, the intent is usually to hire
a white candidate and claim that they are a better fit or more qualified. For
instance, on the job market, Laura found out that she was invited to a campus
interview against a white woman who already had connections at the university
and who had been told that the job was hers. Essentially, Laura was brought
in as the diversity-on-paper candidate to help the committee check off the
diversity requirements. There were only two candidates invited to campus for
that position—Laura and the white woman who had already been promised
the job. Both candidates were PhD students with similar qualifications and
experience. When Laura visited campus, her research talk impressed the faculty
and dean to the point that they overrode the recommendations of the search
committee and advocated for Laura to be offered the position first. While Laura
ended up declining that job offer, she later found out that the white woman,
who ended up being the second-choice candidate, was offered a starting salary
(before any negotiations) that was $28,000 higher than Laura’s original offer.
The search committee chair had manipulated the offer to make it less appealing to Laura, or to make her choose to accept this position without a livable
wage in an expensive city.
For Esther, during her first campus visit, the search committee chair had
made it very clear to her that her work attracted a great deal of interest among
the faculty and graduate students. This lifted Esther’s spirit, especially because
this school was moving very fast in scheduling initial interviews and campus
visits for the finalists. During Esther’s campus visit, the faculty members and
students seemed fascinated in her work to the point of fetishizing it. However,
throughout the interview process and conversations especially with faculty,
Esther got the general impression that though they admired the complexities
of the research she was describing, they could not understand its scholarly
value and implications to the field.
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What also struck Esther during the campus visit was how white the department was: there were no more than three faculty of color. In fact, after
her research talk (which was jam-packed) Esther was chatting with faculty and
students when the only Black student attending the talk pulled her aside and
asked: “What in God’s name are you doing here? Why would you want to
work in a place like this?” Noticing that Esther was confused by the question,
the student tried to help Esther understand: “Look around. How many Black
folks do you see in this room?” For sure, it was only Esther and the student.
At this point, Esther realized she might not have a real shot at being hired.
Had she just been invited to campus for the search committee to check the
diversity box—to show that they had invited a diverse pool of applicants to
campus? Did they really value her research? A week later, she got the rejection
letter. Of course, she knew she was not going to get every job she applied for,
but there was something about this job that made her feel she had it on lock.
One senior faculty member had even whispered to her after the talk: “we really
want you here; we hope the dean does not screw this for us.” After receiving
the rejection, her spirit was crushed.
Building on the work of critical race theorist Patricia Williams, Bettina
Love notes that “spirit murder” for BIPOC is real in academia. Spirit-murdering
denies inclusion, protection, safety, nurturance, and acceptance—all things
a person needs to be human and to be educated (Love 302). In “Anti-Black
State Violence, Classroom Edition,” Love describes spirit murder as a “slow
death, a death of the spirit . . . a death that is built on racism” that is meant
to humiliate and destroy people of color (1-2).
From here on it was a downward spiral for Esther. She questioned her
scholarly interests, even growing to hate them. She wanted to abandon her
research on translingualism in Kenyan Hip-hop altogether. What did she do
wrong? Was it the dean? Was it her research? Throughout her dissertation writing process, she had tried to change her methodology to sound as scientific as
possible and to write in a way that would appeal to the predominantly white
and monolingual audience in the field of rhetoric and composition, but her
experience during this interview left her feeling that this still wasn’t enough.
Esther decided to shelve her research about Kenya and Africa and map out
a different research trajectory to which most writing and rhetoric instructors
would relate. This shift posed a real risk, because it would mean slowing her
progress.
It was at this point that her co-mentoring family stepped in for an intervention: to remind her that her work was valuable, that our work as BIPOC
scholars is first and foremost for us and our communities, and that the field is
secondary. Victor, for example, went out of his way to find and share resources
that could help Esther see her research differently. One notable resource was
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Bagele Chilisa’s Indigenous Research Methodologies, a book on African Indigenous methodologies that changed Esther’s perspective and rekindled her spirit
to research guided by frameworks that are relevant to African communities.
Ronisha reminded Esther of the importance of highlighting our identity as
Black people in our research and of the value of drawing on Black rhetorical
and cultural traditions in our work—like storytelling, emotion, and spirituality. Esther and Ronisha have met regularly for the last ten years to just talk
about Black Language and African rhetorical traditions—from Africa and the
African diaspora—and also to strategize about how to practice these traditions more in our research. Laura offered to read draft after draft after draft
of Esther’s work, offering her feedback and encouraging her to write in a way
that revealed her voice and met the needs of the field; but, most importantly,
Laura encouraged Esther to highlight the work of the Kenyan/African communities she researched.
Through all of this, the four of us managed to graduate and secure tenuretrack positions, moving positions when necessary, and always relying on each
other when we need a reminder of who we are, where we come from, and why
we do what we do.
Navigating the Tenure-Track
In addition to the fact that family comes first, there is also something else
we should make clear about our family: we refuse to just get by. Tenure is a
check on the list, but our personal and collective goals sit much higher. We
recognize that academia will knock you out before it lets you get by, and thus
it is our job to always stay on top of things to ensure that we stay current, stay
mobile, and stay successful beyond the limitations of any single institution.
As Carmen Kynard explains in “Letter to my Former President and Provost:
Why I Left”:
For far too long, the conversations about retaining BIPOC faculty
at the college have centered on support for tenure. This logic assumes that tenure and promotion are something difficult for us. I
assure you that this has not been the case for me or my peers. My
generation of successful Brown and Black professionals are a mobile
generation and the most decorated amongst us do one thing when
an institution continually devalues us: we leave.”
This is a lesson Victor learned when he was given the chance to return to his
home and work in a tenure-track position at the university in his hometown.
He achieved the dream of many Chicanx scholars: to teach and research at
home, where you can work with the students that you literally used to be,
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where you can make a difference every class period by connecting with a different student, and where every reading is a chance to open a student’s mind.
That is, until he was laying on his office floor between classes because his
back has totally given out on him. He struggled to walk the fifteen feet to the
seminar room from his office. His graduate students watched him walk by
them, hunched over, as he arranged two chairs next to each other so that he
could lean as he sat to conduct class. His body was completely clenched and
aching because stress had not only completely taken his back, but had also
given him shingles. His students, concerned and slightly horrified, watched
Victor immobilized in pain as he tried to conduct class through clenched teeth.
Victor ended class early and appreciated students’ concerns, but waited for
them all to leave so that he could once again make the painful journey down
the hall back to his office.
At the time, you could not have convinced Victor that institutional stress
was the main cause of his pain. But as he looks back at how completely broken
his body became after 1.5 semesters on the tenure-track, he realized the overwhelming burden that came with being junior faculty at the school where you
are continually fighting uphill to get by. It was hard to leave, but he would not
have survived if he stayed. You cannot fix an institution that does not want to
be fixed. You also cannot do it before tenure. The lesson learned here is there is
a lot of latitude between making a difference and fixing an institution that had
no problem burning you out in fifteen months. And your family will always
be here to remind you of this.
Besides providing the support you need to leave an institution when you
need to, having academic family across various institutions can also lead to
collaborations that both challenge and sustain you. This practice of making
space and collective sustainability that serves multiple functions can also be
seen in the collaborative work between Esther and Ronisha.
For me, Ronisha, some of the realest conversations about my experiences
as a Black woman in academia have happened between Esther and me. A
recurring topic between us is finding our own voices and place within a disciplinary field that often feels like it doesn’t know us, love us, or want us. As
scholars who are personally and professionally on the fringes of our subfield of
African American rhetoric, it can at times feel like if your voice, experiences,
and research do not look, sound, or perform a certain way, you and it have
no real place. Although folks are cordial, there is a difference between being
invited to the party and being a +1.
In claiming and affirming our identities as “sister outsiders within” our
discipline, we-—Ronisha and Esther—have found ways to empower each
other to speak up privately and publicly on intra-racial conflicts and prejudices
within Black communities, our everyday lives, and academia (Lorde). These
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conversations began with a car ride to Detroit in 2014. During our drive,
our conversation somehow shifted to discussing misconceptions Black people
from different ethnic and cultural groups have about each other and how these
problematic stories plague Black people collectively. As two Black women—one
Kenyan and one African American—we spoke from two different experiences
of Blackness. The level of vulnerability it took on both of our parts to even
have that first conversation, to divulge the prejudices and ignorance that we
held within ourselves as stories about the other (not each other personally, but
stories from Black America about the “Africans” and stories from Africa about
“the Black Americans”), was both uncomfortable and healing. Over the last
several years, we have continued to engage in these conversations, and they
have strengthened our understandings of each other and (at least for me, Ronisha) have made me more cognizant of how these stories—even when they are
private and hidden within my distant memory or subconscious—affect how
I act and interact with non-African American Black folks. It is only through
acknowledging that these stories exist and doing the personal and intellectual
work of re-educating myself that I am engaging in the process of decolonizing
my mind and resisting the internalized oppression that has created an illogical
distance/hierarchy between myself and sisters, brothers, aunties, and cousins
across the African diaspora.
Furthermore, we have worked to translate these personal conversations into
scholarship. We have collaborated on a project that calls for extending African
American rhetorics, particularly in ways that recognizes African continuity
and strives for more inclusive practices that more thoroughly recognize the
identities, experiences, and rhetorical practices of all Black people across the
African diaspora. In other words, we want a globalized African (American)
rhetorics, which requires interrogating many of the prejudices and “private
stories” that we both know exist—because we talk about them—but remain
undertheorized or recognized within public and scholarly discourse (see King).
In other words, we air the dirty laundry.
The stress, isolation, and anxieties of the tenure-track have challenged
our family—Ronisha, Esther, Victor, and Laura—in many ways, but our
core principles of caring for ourselves and for each other remain constant. A
major practice that has extended our mentoring of each other is engaging in
practices of making space for each other. This includes creating opportunities
for each other through our own connections and scholarly endeavors. In other
words, we have had to develop practices of care that are visible and valuable
to us and academia.
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Looking Forward
Students don’t know what to make of me. I wear jeans and Converse.
I have tattoos up and down my arms. I’m tall. I am not petite. I am
the child of immigrants. Many of my students have never had a black
teacher before. I can’t help them with that. I’m the only black professor in my department. This will never change for the whole of my
career, no matter where I teach. I’m used to it. I wish I weren’t. There
seems to be some unspoken rule about the number of academic spaces people of color can occupy at the same time. I have grown weary
of being the only one. (Gay 22)
The transition from a graduate program with robust recruitment of graduate students of color to faculty positions within departments with limited
diversity is an under-discussed reality of being a junior faculty of color on
the tenure-track. The network, community, and family that we were able to
establish as graduate students shifted as we moved into spaces where resources
were lacking, and access to our previously established support systems became
strained as we started our careers at different universities across the country.
As we reflect on our own experiences, we realize the unfortunate reality
that there is no perfect graduate program and no perfect institution. The way
the academy is set up, a perfect or culturally-sustaining graduate education
just does not exist for marginalized scholars, especially at PWIs (Alim and
Paris). Understanding this, we have tried to cultivate what we need, and what
we express in this article is in solidarity with what we have seen and heard
from around the way.
In A Third University is Possible, La Paperson explains that while universities are always tied to colonialism and slavery—and thus cannot be decolonial—people within these institutions can participate and foster the work of
decolonization. Paperson directly “refuse[s] to offer a utopic description for a
strategic decolonizing machine,” as there is no perfect formula for decolonizing
universities, but he also clarifies that not all is lost:
I am sure that many readers are involved in university projects with
decolonial desires to implement change pragmatically, readers who
have appropriated university resources to synthesize a transformative, radical project. These formations may be personal, even solitary;
they may be small working groups of like-minded university workers, research centers, degree programs, departments, even colleges (n.
pag.).
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Like Paperson, we also refuse to provide or believe that there are concrete
formulas for fighting anti-Blackness and racism in the academy. Yet we share
stories about how we have navigated, and continue to navigate, our work
in community. Most importantly, we emphasize that finding your family
in the academy—your coalition, your heart-to-heart group—is essential for
survival, particularly for BIPOC scholars. Find a family where you can be
vulnerable, ask questions, get feedback, and continue reading and learning
the things you wish you had learned in grad school, even when you are many
years post-graduation.
It’s also important to emphasize that all of the authors of this article and
members of this family inhabit very different positionalities and spaces. We were
all recruited to our graduate program and our current jobs under the pretense
that we were exceptional candidates for the program with unique experiences
that would help make the program(s) better. However, students and faculty
of color are treated with a one (white) size fits all approach. What has been
brought to light through this experience is how wholly unprepared graduate
programs and academic departments in general are to support graduate students and colleagues of color. There are very few of us who do not have other
responsibilities aside from academia. There are very few of us who can work
with other faculty who have direct knowledge of the work we are interested
in doing. These have been the conditions for BIPOC students and faculty
well before any of us entered graduate school, and there seems to be very little
progress on this at the institutional level.
Collectively, we know that not a single one of us will experience the same
successes or struggles. What we can share is how each of us understands, leverages, or navigates our identities. Sometimes, there is crossover, and we are able
to build on each other. Other times, we recognize our privilege and do our
best to leverage it for others. These realities are always in flux and being able
to move with this fluidity is critical to self and community survival.
As we navigate our careers as tenure-track faculty, we all deal with loss,
grief, and distance. We have also needed to make difficult decisions to move
our families to find a better fit. Through each difficulty and circumstance, we
have been able to rely on each other and to remind each other that we are
worthy of adequate compensation and humane treatment. Even when we have
been too busy and overwhelmed to talk regularly, even if a few months have
passed, there is love and relief when one of us answers the phone or opens the
video call. Through all this, we continue to do what we have learned through
our experience, except now we have the benefit of multiple institutional literacies. We can speak confidently in our collective consultations. We share our
expanded resources as each of us gains a different experience. We want to end
by echoing Victor’s favorite mottos for academia: “no loyalties to institutions”
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and “if it feels racist, it is racist,” as we continue our family heart-to-hearts and
look toward the future. To other scholars seeking to find family in the academy,
we reiterate: You KNOW you’re good. You KNOW you got this. Be yourself.
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Shadow Work: Witnessing Latinx Crossings in
Rhetoric and Composition
Sonia Arellano, José Manuel Cortez, and Romeo García
As the rhetorical performances of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI)
work continue to proliferate and sell a movement towards more equitable
institutions, the authors challenge this rhetoric as merely a new mode of
epistemological and territorial expropriation. Instead, the authors put forth
the concept of shadow work, which happens as a result of the failures of
DEI work. Through a dialogue among the three authors, they parse where,
how, and why shadow work happens to compose collective understandings
of shadow work. Through collaborative storytelling, the authors invite readers to begin a practice of bearing witness to the structural work that must
be done in the shadows, quietly and collaboratively, to remain on this “side”
of the profession’s gated faculty community. The authors invite readers to
engage in their own critiques of the academic assembly line reproducing
dominant rhetorics of diversity.

Preface
Shadow work emerges wherever there are haunting circumstances. It may
seem odd, at first, to encounter these two concepts in the same breath. By
shadows, we mean places wounded by and imagined as death-spaces and people relegated to or thrown into the shadow zones of non-being (see Fanon;
Taussig). Perhaps the greatest irony here in the union of these two words is
that work occurs at all from the absences and silences produced in and by
relations codified through power. Shadow work, as we conceive of it in this
essay, is not about bootstrapping or making it on one’s own. “Rarely,” bell
hooks claims, “are any of us healed in isolation” (215). Echoing hooks’s sentiment that healing is an act of communion, Jacqui Alexander and Chandra
Mohanty remind us that when we work towards freeing ourselves from the
spaces and places of domination, it’s always already done “within the context
of a collective or communal process” (506). In the face of haunting circumstances that force assent, shadow work is carried out for another person in the
name of care, love, and healing without certainty or guarantee for what that
work might yield. Shadow work is not carried out evenly across space and
time, and this essay makes no attempt to try to smoothly weave our inherited,
lived, and fragmented experiences together.
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Dear reader: we call on you to bear witness to this impossible condition.
Shadow work is a symptom of a problem—it is not something to be mythologized. Therefore, in this essay, we are not advocating for the dedicated work
of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) on behalf of the institution of higher
education, which sometimes assumes that hiring BIPOC scholar-teachers will
fix the problem DEI discourse was deployed to solve, for this myth imposes
upon BIPOC scholar-teachers the responsibility to fix problems they did not
create. It also places BIPOC scholar-teachers into situations where the likelihood of harm is high. For those reasons, we’d like to draw a distinction between
the kind of DEI work that appears on brochures—the kind of DEI work that
maintains the appearance of social justice without actually doing anything to
uproot itself from its grounding in white supremacy—and a different kind
of infra-DEI work that takes place in the shadows. We, the co-authors of this
essay, attempt to outline the latter, and we ask our readers to think about
shadow work as something that is neither scalable nor romanticized—as, dare
we say, the care for the other “without the mandate for conquest” (Morrison).
Shadow work amounts to an act of care with no certainty of what it might
yield, no promise that it will fix that which is broken, and no guarantee of how
it will be valued for tenure and/or promotion. Shadow work happens despite
DEI—not because of it—so to ask how shadow work could serve as a model
for DEI is the wrong question to be asking. We will not offer yet another plan
of action for preserving white supremacy under the sigil of “diversity,” for we
do not assume you are entitled to diversity (as some commodity or body to
be added to fix your program) in the first place. To further elaborate on how
we’ve come to understand and undertake shadow work in our everyday lives
and the everyday work we carry out in our local institutions, we first turn to
stories from our communities.
San Marcos, Texas, 2011—Sonia
San Marcos, Texas, used to be known mostly for Texas State University (where
I went to graduate school) and the outlet mall. It’s about 30 minutes south
of Austin and 30 minutes north of San Antonio. I would drive down to San
Marcos from Austin to visit my mentor and professor at Texas State, Jaime
Armin Mejía, whenever I had a chance. I still do when I go back home. Jaime
has a way about him that ensures quality time. We usually meet at his house,
and then we drive together to the Palm Café II, a small Mexican restaurant
that is ordinary, yet delicious. It’s the kind of place that has mediocre coffee
and wonderfully greasy barbacoa tacos. Jaime knows all the waitstaff, and we
inevitably run into someone from the local community that he knows.
Usually, after breakfast, he suggests an outing—sometimes to a quilt store
or a bookstore, but often, he suggests the outlet mall. Jaime likes to integrate
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a trip to the outlet mall by claiming that he just wants to look around, but
inevitably it becomes a gift-giving opportunity for him.
One particular day right before I moved to Arizona to begin my PhD
program, we went to the outlet mall after breakfast, and he bought me a very
nice set of quality cutlery. It was like his contribution to my big transition and
his way of saying, “Good luck out there in the world.” The next year, I received
a call from Cruz Medina, a fellow scholar in the field who, at the time, was
completing a pre-doc fellowship at Texas State University. Cruz asked, “Hey
uh, what kind of laptop bag do you think Casie would like for graduation?”
Jaime took Cruz to the outlet mall, and they were shopping for a laptop bag
for Casie Moreland, a fellow scholar from Texas State who was going to a PhD
program in Arizona as well.
Casie, Cruz, and I were all Jaime’s former students and mentees, and we are
all now colleagues and friends. These seemingly mundane activities—going to
breakfast and the outlet mall—are what I see as shadow work. Jaime takes this
time to sit and talk with us to understand what support we need professionally
and personally. Through this generous shadow work of material support and
quality time, Jaime has continued to cultivate many young scholars in our
field. The development of our relationship from teacher/student to mentor/
mentee to friends and colleagues has significantly influenced how I perceive
shadow work and what calls me to do that very work.
Tucson, Arizona 2015—José
In early February, I wake late in the afternoon, and I’m in a hospital room.
My throat hurts. It makes this bubbling sound when I try to breathe in. An
oncologist has just spent a few hours removing adenomas from my parathyroid gland. As I regain consciousness, I regain that stubborn self-pity. I’m
pissed because I’ve just passed my comprehensive exams, and I’m feeling the
heat of graduate school and the job market and. . . I’m not worried about my
own body.
In June, I wake late in the afternoon, and again I’m in a hospital room.
This time, my leg hurts. It has a Taylor Spatial Frame on it. Self-pity has leveled up. So has the anxiety about work. My partner tells me that my adviser
texted her. “He sent these pretty, white flowers,” she tells me.
It’s September, and I go see one of my mentors. The Taylor Spatial Frame
doesn’t come off until November. I’ve been pissed and self-pitying since January. I’m taking a lot of oxycodone because my leg is skewered with six metal
rods that hold it in place as it grows bone. I’m a mess.
“I want to quit. I don’t think I can do this.”
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She tells me a story. It’s not about resilience or overcoming some huge
obstacle. There are no lessons to be learned here. No bootstrapping. Just space
to exist, even for a little while.
“There is a place for you here, and I believe in you. I will be here when
and if you come back,” she says. “But you’re not ready yet. Your health is more
important.”
I’ve never shared these stories because I’ve always tried to cover up my
disability. I’ve spent a lot of time agonizing over what other people have said
to me, even in benevolence. I believed for too long that I could hide it. I made
similar mistakes as someone of mixed ethnicity. Sometimes, I pass for white, in a
passive way. But I’ve also, in an active way, made efforts to pass as white. I know
now that I’ve never been successful in passing off either. Let’s be honest here:
I’m 5’3”—I’m short, even for a Mexican-American. I’m not fooling anyone.
Someone, somewhat like me, gave me the space to just exist.
Harlingen, Texas, 2009—Romeo
In “Memoria,” Victor Villanueva writes that memory “calls” and “pushes us
forward.” A memory of home continues to call. And so, I return home. But
not out of some nostalgic impulse, nor for the sake of mere recall. “No marginalized group,” Kevin Browne reminds us, “has the luxury of doing anything for its own sake” (172). Why? As Frantz Fanon would say, “I”—which
was already a “we” in Black Skin, White Masks—“was haunted” (129). And as
the haunted and in the face of haunted/ing literacies, the memory that “calls”
is not just as a reminder that hauntings are like a rhetorical trope in a book
that returns unexpectedly or surreptitiously. Rather, the memory calls at the
nexus of personal and collective memory, and stories-so-far, and the possibilities of new stories. A memory “calls” to remind us of an inheritance (that
keeps its secret) and an epistemological framework (that has long pushed us
forward).1 “[L]et the dead—those already denied a sustainable subjectivity,”
Sharon Holland appeals to all, “speak from the places that is familiar to them”
(4). And so, the dead return. I return home to a border(ed)land and community, which within the popular modern/colonial imagination is a “deathspace in the land of the living” (Taussig 133) with people “at the company
of death” (Maldonado-Torres 257). I return home—the place where one’s “I
am,” always already tethered to “where I do and think,” is constituted—to
establish a critical stance both on hauntings (and its haunted/ing literacies
that circulate there) and also the rhetorical practice of shadow work that developed in spite of being thrown into and forced to reside in spaces reserved
for shadows. A return home is necessarily a return to a memory of shadow
work, which has always had the potential to stand at the nexus of another’s
stories-so-far and possibilities of new stories.
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—
“Así son las cosas” | “¿Pues, ahora que?” These were the haunt/ed/ing literacies
I grew up with. I heard them from my mom who would cry as she told me,
“That is the way things are going to be.” In the face of haunting circumstances
and a contemplation of why go on, one makes a choice to utter the words of
assent as an-other option in the face of a forced choice, which is not a choice
at all but a demand: así son las cosas.2 I heard them from my grandma, who
after being unable to hold in her cries for me would say, “Well, what now?”
To linguists, pues is a filler word, meaningless and functional to the extent
that it performs a pause or a hesitation. But here, pues rests on an epistemological and rhetorical framework constituted in the interplay of a singular
affirmation and generational deliberation, of contradictions and tensions, of
a forced choice and a responsibility. Pues is like an inquiry without warranty, a rhetoric without certainty, a hope without guaranteed predicate; it is a
pause or a hesitation that forms in the choice to utter words of assent: ¿pues,
ahora que? But these haunted/ing literacies will never solely be mine, for they
have circulated and continue to circulate amongst a people in the Lower Rio
Grande Valley, who in the face of haunting circumstances make a choice to
remain hopeful for that which may or may not arrive.
—
2009. Before she was committed to the hospital, the doctors advised Grandma not to go outside and walk anymore. That day, she would betray that
advice. A responsibility remained at work. There was still some shadow work
to do, even in the face of one’s last breaths. Many of us in the family joke that
we take after Grandma’s terconess (hard-headedness). Grandma ventured to
walk from Jefferson Avenue to East Van Buren. Out of habit, she cut through
the neighborhoods. From as far back as I could remember, Grandma liked
to walk and cut through the neighborhoods. Friends would tell me at school
sometimes, “I think I saw your grandma today.” She was like an ambivalent
figure in the distance, a shadow at the threshold of presence and absence and
sameness and otherness, a fleeting life vanishing and conforming in and with
shadows. Grandma had known this space of shadows since arriving in the
United States without citizenship. It was a space relegated to those who will
never have arrived—for those who could not sign their name but with only
an X.
“¿Te asuste?” she asked me jokingly, as I opened the door and hugged her.
I had just spoken with Grandma an hour before, letting her know I had just
got into town (from college) and that I would visit her shortly. Quickly, she
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stated, “Estoy listo.” She was always brutally honest with me. “Pero, queria
verte,” she continued. “Vamonos,” Grandma said suddenly. I knew what that
meant, though we had not walked together for some time. The last time was
before I left for college. Unlike before, this time she asked me, “¿a donde quieres
ir?” This last time, she would follow me. We cut through the neighborhoods
as we had done when I was younger. “Te lo dije,” Grandma tells me, breaking
the silence of our walk. “¿No te recuerdas?” she asks as I remain confused.
Suddenly, a memory called, both of a boy on the verge of dropping out of
high school and of a mother who on the last day of high school came by to
give him an apology letter. “Te lo dije,” which were words uttered during the
shadow work of walking and platicandole together, emerged as words of hope
that the actions one takes for another has the potential to stand at the nexus
of another’s stories-so-far and possibilities of new stories.
In the process of walking, another memory called, of a Grandma walking
with her neito to offer hope amidst struggle, “¡Así son las cosas! ¿Ahora que?”;
to teach him how to listen in ways that could create sound from silence, “¿qué
oyes? escucha con tus oidos”; to teach him how to see in ways that could create
presence from absence, “¿qué ves? mira con tus ojos”; to teach him how to walk
in ways that could cut through the appearance of only one path, “siempre hay
otra/una manera”; to teach him that even in the face of hauntings and personas
con malas intenciones, one must keep their dignity, “no te dejes.” Google can
only translate “no te dejes” into a dangling modifier: “don’t let you.” What
it has and continues to mean is that our bodies are not at will to be treated
however—”no me voy a dejar.” As we returned back home, Grandma refused
to come inside the house. Instead, she left me with a final memory that continues to call: “¿Entiendes porque siempre te pedí que camanaras conmigo?”
She grabbed my hand and held it tightly, as she had always done. “¿Entiendes?
¡Entiendes!” she stated. The former of entiendes was always already a question
that merged with other words, “Te digo esto para que sepas y aprendes.” The
latter of entiendes has and continues to be a reminder that even with revelation of something like a secret, what is formalizable must necessarily remain
unsettled and in an intermediary stage.
When I first read William Wordsworth’s words in college (2009), “The
world is too much with us,” I first thought of home and my community,
and a possible correlative (“The haunt...our history...is too much with us”).
Haunting, in this way, is more than a nebulous concept. Derrida understood
that hauntings belonged to the “structure of every hegemony” (46). But hegemony does not unfold evenly. And thus, hauntings—vis-a-vis a memory that
“calls”—ground the question: where are hauntings and how do they work in
general and on us?3 For many of us in the Lower Rio Grande Valley, we know
the haunt is too much with us, as we are forced to mitigate a precarious subject
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position between being a subject of and becoming a subject in hauntings. This
situates us squarely on the relationship between hauntings and literacies. And a
memory so often calls, one that has also pushed us forward. Is it a coincidence
that, for the minoritized and racialized, it is our moms and grandmas who
made the choice to utter the words of assent (así son las cosas) to us as an-other
option? Is it happenstance that from them, we learned both how to maintain
hope in the face of hauntings (and its haunt/ed/ing literacies that circulate in
and around us) and how to keep our dignity (no te dejes) despite hauntings?
No! My last memory of Grandma was of her saying to me, “¿Ahora entiendes?
¡Entiendes mi’jo!” I/we return to these memories not out of some nostalgic
impulse nor for the sake of it, but because we always already speak from the
places familiar to us—home, homeplaces, shadow work. Because a memory
of home, for better or for worse, calls and pushes us forward.
Shadow work is not synonymous here with resistance or subversion. This
is not to say that hauntings do not demand resistance or that the actions one
takes result in resistance. Rather, shadow work, like hauntings, situates both
an inheritance that is our burden to bear and also an epistemological framework at the nexus of personal and collective memory, selves and others, and
stories-so-far and the possibilities of new stories for standing somewhere with
another. In “Argument as Emergence,” Jim Corder understood the somewhere
as both connected to histories and as the possibility of and for an ethos and
praxis of being present with, seeing, embracing, knowing, and holding another
in mind (23). What we learn from home, from our communities that make
up home, is that in the face of hauntings and haunt/ed/ing circumstances, an
ethos and praxis of love, care, and healing is carried out for another, just like
us (myself, Sonia, José), because of the choice one makes to somewhere with
another—shadow work.
—
As discussed in these opening vignettes, academia and the work we do in academia is guided by the lessons learned from and care demonstrated by people who care for us. The motivation of shadow work comes from elsewhere,
which is where we begin this article. We first center those who came before
us and made it possible for us to do the work ahead of us. By providing our
own experiences of shadow work, we intend to convey the foundation for our
own understandings of shadow work. Additionally, we conclude this article
with vignettes of our experiences as faculty that demonstrate the failings of
DEI. Through these personal stories, our goal is not simply to register more
stories about systemic racism in the profession, neither will we make reservations about what administrators “should” or “can” do about DEI because that
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type of work is extant across institutions. Instead, we advance a theory and
practice of witnessing through a method of collaborative storytelling.
In addition to scholarly writing that supports our main claims, we discuss
shadow work through a dialogue among the three authors, and we discuss
shadow work as the practice of building community and friendship despite
unfulfilled DEI promises. We invite readers to begin a practice of bearing witness, to contemplate what it means to witness systemic racism in the profession,
and to consider the failures in our stories. We ask readers to consider the work
that structurally must be done in the shadows, quietly and collaboratively, to
remain on this “side” of the profession’s gated faculty community. Ultimately,
we challenge readers to do the reflective work and consider and address DEI
failures in their own context. We encourage readers to engage in their own
critiques of the academic assembly line reproducing dominant rhetorics of
diversity.
DEI Is Coloniality-lite
The last 30 years have coincided with the full-blown consolidation of the neoliberal corporate university in the United States, during which rhetoric and
composition has entered into to the false authority of questions like “What
do we need to do about diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI)?” and “What
should be done about DEI?” We ask, “For whom?” We see these phrases
proliferating across genres like diversity statements (required as addenda in
job application dossiers), land acknowledgements (prefacing scholarly presentations at conferences), and anti-racist statements (pasted on writing program websites). Even as these performances propagate a profession without
borders, and even as writing programs claim to decolonize their curricula,
there doesn’t yet appear to be an institution or a writing program interested
in relinquishing its occupied territory. And if, as folks often like to mention,
“decolonization is not a metaphor,” then what is at stake in DEI work that
makes the projects of epistemological and territorial expropriation more inclusive (Tuck & Yang)? If the rhetoric of DEI is to be something otherwise
than just a more-inclusive project of epistemological and territorial expropriation, then we will have to take seriously the question of whom the work
of diversity, equity, and inclusion is for.
The university as a civic institution, at least as it has historically flourished
within the context of the Americas and the U.S., cannot be separated from the
idea of and the institution that is the Americas. Words and ideas matter. They
make an argument. “Ideas,” Lewis Gordon noted, “dwell across the ages in the
concepts and institutions human beings have built” (137). What we can discern
from this understanding is that ideas require a foundation, infrastructure, and/
or institution to appear and become consequential (123). Let us situate the
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idea of and the institution that is the Americas in the destruction of indigenous
populations, appropriation of lands, ideas of race, and the racial distribution
and exploitation of labor. What was institutionalized via ideal representations
of knowledge, understanding, and humanity was the idea people were without
proper letters and writing, language, history, culture, and spirit (Mignolo, The
Darker Side of the Renaissance). And this idea of a people without (or those
who lacked and/or deficient of ) became an institution in itself that allowed
for another idea to appear and become consequential: a people less knowing
could be at the same time, the Spanish reasoned, a less human people (e.g.,
epistemic and ontological difference). Specifically, the Spanish, in colonizing
the Americas, invoked the word police, which in the context of the idea of and
the institution that is the Americas meant that which constituted the other.
The Spanish could be understood, in this context, as the police policing police. There were problems in the world that only one civilization was capable
of resolving. The idea of the university cannot be separated from this history
overcomed by such words, ideas, and institutions.
A central question emerges in following the line of inquiry laid out above.
If the university cannot be separated from the idea of and the institution that
is the Americas, we must ask: What is the university if not an integral institution made and left behind to promote and reproduce ideals, support and
defend a certain posterity, and expand the police policing police apparatus?
That the university thrived in the periods of nation- and empire-building in
the Americas and Europe only necessarily demands that we be attentive to
the ways in which ideal representations of knowledge, understanding, and
humanity enunciated from the colonial and imperial center became networked
by an association of social and cultural interests (see Mignolo “The Role of
the Humanities”). Recognizing and acknowledging both the Americas and
the university in this way, which remain wound/ed/ing place (see Brasher
et al.; Till), we must also ask: What are writing and rhetorical studies if not
the manifestation of the police policing the police of others? Is that not what
CUNY’s Open Admissions era demonstrated to us? The arrival of the other or
stranger at the doorsteps of the university, and the university unable to meet
the demands and needs of said students. In the Kantian-Humboldian model of
the university, the university was theologically and secularly structured for the
policing of national languages, ideology, citizenship, democracy, and history,
amongst other modern/colonial modes of knowledge production. Though the
university would undergo changes, it remained committed to and carried out
territorial and epistemological projects (see Mignolo “Citizenship, Knowledge,
and the Limits of Humanity”). Perhaps for no other reason does DEI, on behalf
of the institution, fail by design. DEI is another form of policing.
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The university cannot solve the colonial problem to which it was always
already tethered. DEI, on behalf of the institution, amounts to the maintenance of structural whiteness precisely because it is founded to expand the
police-policing-police apparatus. Because the university was not intended for
BIPOC faculty, hiring such faculty threatens not only the position of white,
cisgendered men, but also traditional concepts of what counts as knowledge
and who count as knowledge producers. When threatened, the institution and
those who adamantly defend its traditions express what Sarita Echavez See calls
“white settler colonial rage, the intense resentment generated by the buried
knowledge that white presence in the academy is not a result of meritocratic
achievement but rather a history of illegitimate incursion and occupation”
(154). This manifests as hostile work environments, denial of tenure, and
various microaggressions against BIPOC faculty.
A main argument of ours is that DEI work, on behalf of the institution,
is insufficient, and therefore, we turn to shadow work. Although the rhetoric
of DEI presents such work with a positive connotation, as Sara Ahmed claims,
inclusivity is a technology for bringing in the stranger and making them into a
subject (163). Walter Mignolo reminds us that “Inclusion is a one-way street,”
precisely because “[he/she] who includes and [she/he] who is welcomed to be
included stand in codified power relations” (The Darker Side xv). He sees the
rhetoric of inclusion as an extension of the other-as-same, human rights, and
citizenship rhetoric. Therefore, it’s important that we consider who is doing the
work of DEI, and why. Once we ask questions about the charge and function
of DEI work, as Ahmed does throughout On Being Included, we may consider
the lackluster appearance of DEI to BIPOC scholars. Departments and units
must understand that they are not entitled to diversity; diversity must be earned.
To think that way will require infrastructural changes that cultivate communities of thinkers, teachers, and friends. So long as departments continue to hire
BIPOC faculty and maintain institutional whiteness in policies and practices,
they confirm that they do not actually value BIPOC scholars.
¿Pues, ahora que? Shadow Work Definitions, Origins, and Impetuses
Hauntings are the condition of shadow work and the reason why shadow
work continues today. “The explosion will not happen today,” Frantz Fanon
writes in Black Skin, White Masks (7). A state of being—an internalization…
of an inferiority complex…of a disassociation with being. “It is too soon,”
Fanon contemplates. Or perhaps, he continues, it is “too late” (7). Too soon,
or too late, for what? A new humanism. Will it ever have arrived? An “extrication” and self-discovery. Will the haunt ever relinquish its “rights” to
its “artifact”? “Haunting,” Derrida claims, “belongs to the structure of every
hegemony” (37). Hegemony. It seeks to take and extract—land, resources,
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people’s histories…rights…dignity. Ideal representations of humanity. A state
of being, Fanon writes, in a zone of nonbeing (Fanon). The place where the
“prohibited and forbidden” live, Gloria Anzaldúa notes—“the half-dead”
(25). For centuries, racialized people have been relegated to the spaces reserved for shadows so that shadow work takes place as an assent and emerges
in the places of an awaiting.
Sonia: Where does shadow work come from?
Romeo: Shadow work, because it emerges in the face of hauntings and
haunting circumstances, always already constitutes an ethos that stands
at the nexus of personal and collective memories and stories-so-far and
the possibilities of new stories. As Sonia notes, shadow work is not a
choice. Take, for instance, the following two phrases:“así son las cosas”
and “¿ahora que?” The former is the haunting words of those haunted
(Gordon; Garcia), while the latter signals an assent in the form of an
awaiting—“a hope that one makes a choice to live another day, with
an-other option, in the face of a forced choice, which is not a choice at
all but a demand” (García and Cortez 105-106). “No me voy a dejar.”
So, shadow work happens in and with the recognition and acknowledgement, “que así son las cosas.” It comes out of a love, care, and hope
for oneself and others, a reminder to oneself and others, that while
life is the way it is, “siempre hay otra/una manera.” It comes from a
sentimiento, a demand really, that even in the face of hauntings and
haunting circumstances, dignity cannot be forfeited, but instead must
be maintained and fostered in and with others. We, too, are humans—
“no te dejes.” We, too, have dignity—“no te dejes.” We are much more
than what hauntings have made of us—“no te dejes.” Now, once more,
Google Translate cannot know the context in which “no te dejes” is
used. That is why it cannot translate it effectively; just like academics
cannot effectively know and translate the deaths at the U.S.-Mexico
Border nor the effects colonization has had on people’s consciousness.
Google Translate leaves us with a dangling modifier (i.e. don’t let you).
In many ways, I find this is emblematic of how certain knowledge productions and knowledge making practices such as shadow work cannot
be archived. What “No me voy a dejar” means, again, is that even in
the face of hauntings and personas con mal intenciones, our bodies
are ours.
Shadow work comes from a space that should not have to exist,
from a people relegated and forced to spaces reserved for shadows,
from those who have had their histories, rights, and dignity stripped
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of them and who have been forced to mitigate a precarious position
subject position between being a subject of and becoming a subject in
hauntings. It comes from a practice, centuries old, which should not
have had to be practiced, of bearing witness to hauntings in unsettling
ways in order to see an-other option and an-other way—“Siempre hay
una/otra manera.” Shadow work comes from an ethos of perseverance
that continues to live within the bones of the minoritized and racialized, which should not have had to be constituted, one that refuses to
tell the story of just hauntings—“I may be what hauntings have made
of me, but I am so much more.” And by no coincidence does this
structure echo Stuart Hall and James Badlwin; It comes from a praxis
of being forced to cut through, as an-other option, one that in the face
of a proper arrival or recognition cuts through the binaries of absence
and presence and otherness and sameness.
Shadow work continues to happen, near and far, in academia and
outside, because democracy, equity, diversity, inclusion, and decoloniality cannot and have not delivered on their promises. I am often
reminded of Grandma, because she was showing me and taking me
on paths “we” have been walking together all along, those slowly made
and carved out in the shadows by cutting through the spatial organization of the city. Shadow work is not about bootstrapping, about
making it on one’s own. As Jacqui Alexander and Chandra Mohanty
argued, people think themselves out of the “spaces of domination” always “within the context of a collective or communal process” (506).
Shadow work is about care and love, the actions one takes then and
now for another, unselfishly, not for oneself, but for another. It is about
hope without guaranteed predicate, a hope that the actions one takes
today for another may bring about possibilities of new stories for them
tomorrow. Shadow work is always already about learning how to reexist, in the face of hauntings and haunting circumstances, in and with
dignity.
José: There is a politics of display, or spectacle, at work in dominant rhetorics of diversity. As we were writing this essay together, Sonia used the
word curate to describe how universities tend to approach the recruitment and acquisition of BIPOC folks for so-called diversity hires. This
reminded me of the history of putting people on display, which is an
old cultural practice of colonialism. Coco Fusco writes about this in
her essay, “The Other History of Intercultural Performance,” where she
argues that performance art in the West began 500 years ago, when colonialists brought people and samples from the Americas to Europe for
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“aesthetic contemplation, scientific analysis, and entertainment” (146).
“These people,” Fusco writes, “were forced first to take the place that
Europeans had already created for the savages of their own Medieval
mythology” (146). This is one part of the historical context for the
contemporary practices of diversity in universities.
I sometimes feel like I’m on display, part of a collection in a cabinet
of curiosities. There are nice events for diversity hires, like me: lunches
with very good food, workshops, speakers. There is a good deal of diversity programming. Still, it’s not the work of this programming that
makes me feel like I belong to something greater than myself. And I
sincerely appreciate the efforts of those who have moved mountains to
make diversity programming happen. But it’s the work of my mentors
and my peers that has made me feel like I belong to something.
Shadow work is a symptom of a problem—it is not something to be
mythologized. Bram Acosta and Maritza Cárdenas, two of my mentors
at the University of Arizona, put in countless hours behind the scenes,
carving out a space for me to exist at UA. They once hired a babysitter
so they could meet me and field my questions at 6pm on a Tuesday
evening at a coffee shop—and this was before I really knew them. As a
parent now, I know what kind of sacrifice that was for them. They gave
space for me to ask questions that I could not ask elsewhere, questions
like: Did you see what happened in there? What the hell was that?
This labor was visible and recognizable to me. It makes more sense to
think about it as happening in the shadows of diversity programming.
This is a kind of work, if you will, that can’t “count” or be accounted
for. It’s not something that should be counted precisely because it’s not
work that should be happening in the first place. We shouldn’t have to
seek each other out because there are so few of us.
Sonia: Both Jose and Romeo mention that shadow work emerges in the face
of hauntings and mistreatment that BIPOC scholars have always experienced. Shadow work is a symptom and response to larger problems
that the academic institution faces in attracting and retaining BIPOC
scholars. Perhaps, though, the most important point they make is that
shadow work also comes from places of love, belonging, and friendship. While I agree that shadow work is neither something to be mythologized nor valorized, I also find the impetus for shadow work powerful because it comes from the empathy that others have cultivated in
us, as shown in our narratives.
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Jose and Romeo’s narratives perfectly picture where shadow work
comes from: Romeo’s grandmother demonstrated how shadow work
comes from love of her community and the relationships she cultivated
and valued there, which she in turn instilled in Romeo; Jose’s mentors thoughtfully took the time to counter negative experiences so that
he knew he belonged in this community with people who care about
him, which facilitated his well being and success in spite of diversity
programming. Similarly, I engage in shadow work because I care about
others who are also trying to survive in an institution that wasn’t built
for them. I am of the mindset that because it was/is so hard for me, I’m
going to do everything possible to ease that burden for others. And for
me, doing shadow work is trying to support others so we can survive
and also thrive. I appreciate the acknowledgement that although shadow work should not have to exist, pero asi son las cosas; therefore, what
impetus could be more powerful than love, friendship, and belonging?
Romeo: What kind of work are you doing, and how is it hidden?
Sonia: Shadow work calls on me, and when students reach out needing help,
I am more than willing to do what I can to help them. The majority of
shadow work I do is with students, and because of the nature of it, I
can’t tell much about it here.
I could tell you about the “Florida Mental Health Act” also known
as the “Baker Act,” which intends to help people with mental, emotional, and behavioral disorders by providing “temporary detention,”
“involuntary placement,” and “use of restraint” only when necessary or
as a safety measure (Florida). Although the language of the act suggests
that involuntary placement and restraint are only in particular situations, this is not the case.
Perhaps most importantly, I could tell you that the stories students
have shared with me of “being Baker-acted” involved the following:
students reported as experiencing suicidal ideation are involuntarily
handcuffed and publicly put in a police car on campus; students are
admitted to a treatment facility where they are called by a deadname
and incorrect pronouns; and students are left alone in a facility with
no family nearby.
I could tell you the shadow work I engage in here is being present
for students before, during, and after “being Baker-acted,” something
I’ve not reported myself, but would think very carefully before doing
so—because it can be damaging. This is the type of emotional support
I am called to do for students.
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I could tell you that in an attempt to help faculty “identify the signs
of students in distress,” our state Board of Governors required faculty
to complete an online simulation. As well intentioned as the Board of
Governors may be, by imposing this simulation training on faculty
they demonstrated that they actually have no clue about the types of
shadow work faculty—particularly marginalized faculty—do in order
to support students in distress. This is the labor put on BIPOC women
that no DEI initiative nor simulation training could address.
Unfortunately, shadow work is the type of work we aren’t trained
for and work that doesn’t “count,” that is not visible on a CV and not
praised by the institution. This type of work is simultaneously the most
laborious and most rewarding. In fact, this work can often result in
secondary trauma or re-experiencing our own trauma.
José: My teaching is focused on creating communities of learners as much as
it is focused on the content. In a similar way, I see campus community
as an important condition of possibility for learning. When I was at the
University of Utah in 2017, a student told me about a taco truck on
campus called “Taco Cartel.” It’s tagline: “Tacos so good, they should
be illegal.” This student and I spent the better part of the academic year
working with multiple offices on campus to get the truck to rebrand.
I remember trying to talk with the owner about why his truck made it
difficult for students to learn, students who themselves had witnessed
and experienced the violence of being subjected as “an illegal.” Or who
had witnessed and experienced the horrors of human trafficking.
It’s hard to think about how this labor should be named on a CV.
Why it should—or should not—be named on a CV. It’s not scholarship, teaching, or service, really. It’s not committee work. I think of it
as the shadow work of student retention, though. There are diversity
offices and diversity committees that do a great deal of programming to
retain students from underrepresented backgrounds. But campus climate is infrastructural and infrapolitical—exclusion is baked into not
just the built environment of a campus but the discursive environment.
My efforts are aimed at the infrapolitical part of campus community. Another example: until protestors pulled it down on June 13, 2020,
there was a statue on my campus called The Pioneer. It was a 13-foot
tall bronze sculpture, made in 1919 by Alexander Phimister Proctor. It
used to stand facing south, toward another of Proctor’s statues called
The Pioneer Mother, which faced north toward The Pioneer. The pioneer
mother and father grounded Oregon’s own Adam and Eve narrative,
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and served as monuments to a whitewashed, incomplete history of Oregon. Proctor created other statues, like the one standing on a golf
course in Texas called Robert E. Lee on Traveller and the one depicting a
naked Indigenous woman called Indian Maiden and Fawn.
Bert Brown Barker, then-Vice-President of the University of Oregon, donated The Pioneer Mother to the university in memory of his
own mother, Elvira Brown Barker, herself a pioneer of 1817. In his
dedication, he said the point of the statue was “to emphasize the peace
which came to the Pioneers after their struggles and hardships pioneering were past and they sat on the western slope of their lives reflecting on the results of their labors and contemplating what these results
would mean to their children and their children’s children” (“Pioneer
Statue Dedicated Here” 3).
What does the result of their labors mean to those of us who have
inherited this institution? What did those statues mean to the BIPOC
students on this campus? What kind of story did it tell them about
the University of Oregon? What does it mean to BIPOC students that
Deady Hall, the very first building constructed on the UO campus,
was renamed in 1893 in honor of Matthew Deady, the politician and
judge who “ran as a pro-slavery delegate” and “actively promoted the
exclusion of free blacks and Chinese from Oregon at the Oregon Constitutional Convention in 1857” (Johnson, et al 3)? The University
of Oregon Board of Trustees de-named the the building on June 24,
2020. The interim name for the building is University Hall.
Diversity programming is taking place in the shadow of University
Hall. And so is the work of sitting with BIPOC students in my office,
and now over Zoom, and sharing their struggle to fit into a place that
tells them, through the stories it tells itself about its own history, they
don’t belong.
So I tell them what someone told me when I thought I couldn’t do
it: “There is a place for you here, and I believe in you.”
Romeo: Shadow work, I noted earlier, is about care—the actions one takes
then and now, unselfishly and without expectation of reciprocity, for
another. Some time back, and during some consulting work, I was asked
the question, “How do we teach instructors and professors to be committed to their students?” It struck me as odd, because the first thing
that came to mind was the question, “How do we teach white folks not
to be racist?” I said then, as I will say now, we can’t teach someone to
be committed to students the same way we can’t teach someone not to
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be racist. I find that two things can be true at the same time. First, that
no amount of diversity, equity, and inclusion and/or anti-racist and
social-justice training or tool kits will teach someone not to be racist.
Responsibility, Derrida reminds us, is both practical and performative
insofar that it requires a “decision to get ‘caught up’” (116). In the case
of the non-committed or racist individual, if they themselves have not
selected, interpreted, and oriented themselves otherwise on their own
accord, we can rest assured that any required workshop will not have a
desired effect. If they have not chosen to get caught up on their own accord, to be responsible, no required workshop will change this. (Sonia
and Jose exhibit an ethos of getting caught up, not as a choice, but a
demand—one that stems from their previous experiences, experiences
made all the different by shadow work).
Now, I am aware of Gayatri Spivak’s contention with the impatient
academic and the ideal of academic responsibility (See “Responsibility”). Responsibility is an essential dogma in the academy. There is an
automatic equation that endures in academia: because one is an educator, we are to assume they do and think responsibly; because one is rhetorically listening, we are to assume they have arrived. And yet, the very
place in and from which responsibility is being proposed is so often left
unquestioned with academics. We find such conversations through Sonia and José. They engage in a double movement I’d like to frame here
with two scholarly pieces. Remember: Villanueva writes that memory
both “calls” and “pushes us forward.” A memory of shadow work calls
Sonia and José, pushing them forward to carry on such work, not for
themselves, but for others. In “Responsibility,” Spivak notes that perhaps the most radical form of practicing and thinking responsibility
is to remember “that whatever is formalizable remains in a sort of an
intermediary stage” (22). A responsibility? Between an “ungraspable
call” and a “setting-to-work” or “construction” and “deconstruction,”
Sonia and José both exhibit an ethos of caring for others, unselfishly,
responding to calls for help via shadow work. Here, community is not
about production, but about friendship, and that makes community
possible.
And this brings me to the second truth. I am reminded of Fanon
here, once more, who did not ask, “How do I extricate myself?” but
rather, “How do we extricate ourselves?” (12). First thing’s first: What
exactly do we need to extricate ourselves from? From hauntings and
its haunt/ed/ing literacies that have been a force—constituted differently—in all our everyday lives. Secondly, why is it important that
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Fanon invoked the “we” over the “I”? “I was answerable,” he wrote, “in
my body and in my heart for what was done” to another (122). Fanon
imagined the possibility to love another, wherever they may be (231).
The “cry” that echoes throughout Black Skin, White Masks, and over
space and time, is always already wedded to the question of where one
chooses to be with oneself and others.
Conclusion: On Friendship and Witnessing
If there is a kind of work that can be said to exist beyond what one does for
tenure and/or promotion, a kind of work surplus to “what counts” at the institution within which it occurs, then we might be tempted to see that work
as a kind of recovery. To account for what is not included in the official count.
To then make changes based upon what had been previously unaccounted
for, what is now recovered. To do the work of diversity. However, this “recovery” will not work because the act of accounting is a matter of perception. It
is not a matter of merely objectively “listening” or “seeing,” but one of how
the acts of listening or seeing are themselves conditioned by something prior.
After all, we have a history in this country of seeing BIPOC as anything but
human. There is a kind of work happening in the wake of the rhetoric of
DEI—occurring behind and below, attending to what DEI leaves behind. By
definition, then, it is an unperceivable, uncountable labor in that if it came
to be countable, it would no longer be the work of the shadow—it would be
more DEI work leaving its own wake. Shadow work, then, is provisional and
cannot be brought to bear on DEI—it can’t be made to serve the university’s
mission of expropriation.
Dear reader: we call on you to bear witness to this impossible condition.
That’s all we can ask for. It’s what we have been doing for each other—making
no promises or guarantees of what will happen next, but nevertheless making space to bear witness to each other. Annie Isabel Fukushima argues that
witnessing is not about seeing but about perceiving: “unsettled witnessing is
a commitment to witnessing without being settled with what is constituted
as legible” (14). It is not about making what is illegible, legible. Witnessing,
in an unsettled way, is about “traveling into each other’s worlds in ways that
push against voyeurism and colonization” (14).
Orlando, Florida, 2020—Sonia
Early in June of 2020, shortly after George Floyd’s death, our department’s
Diversity and Inclusion Committee and program directors came together to
draft a response statement. They wanted to draft and disperse the statement
quickly because, as we all know, academia moves at glacial speed. The work
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of quickly organizing to draft this statement was difficult considering faculty
were no longer on contract (it was summer) and all coordination happened
through email. Although I am part of the D&I Committee, I did not participate in the initial draft of the statement, only the revisions.
Now, we intended to circulate this statement within our own department
listserv to demonstrate care for and solidarity with our Black faculty and Black
students. The faculty of our department are predominantly White with three
BIPOC women: myself and two Black women.
So the predominantly white faculty involved in writing the statement
wanted to demonstrate their allyship. These caring and aware white colleagues
did a great job drafting this statement with some important revisions suggested
from one Black faculty member. The first draft of the statement indicted systems
that uphold racism and police brutality and considered what White people
could do to combat these systems.
When we consulted with the interim chair at the time (who was not a part
of our department), he involved the director of marketing and communications
in the dean’s office, who said she must approve our statement before it was
sent out. Again, all of this communication was happening over email and over
the summer. Although we contemplated sending it out without approval, we
followed the rules and sent it to the PR person. After some counterproductive
back-and-forth with the dean’s office, the statement we sent out was a watereddown version of what we originally penned. The title of the statement changed
from “In Solidarity Against Systematic Police Brutality in Black Communities”
to “First Actionable Steps for Local Anti-Racist Response to Systemic Police
Brutality in Black Communities.”
The final message was geared more towards what we can do as a department to combat systemic racism and engage anti-racist practices (that lead
to seemingly empty actions), rather than using our words to carefully cut
into the White supremacist system that is our country, our policing, and our
universities. The suggested first steps as a response felt incommensurate with
the continued deaths of Black people. I know our colleagues are genuine in
wanting to show support, but this experience showed how even well-meaning
White Colleagues are silenced and stifled by institutions. Our university has a
robust branding and public relations apparatus that ensures every part of our
public work is carefully curated. They demonstrated this power with a strong
and swift response to our statement. The university apparatus made it clear
that if the responses and actions of faculty do not fall under the purview of
traditional, feckless DEI work (which the university champions in email after
email), then they do not allow it. Period. And this is where DEI fails us. It is
not radical because it aligns with interest convergence. The university cares
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about DEI insofar as DEI facilitates the White supremacist ideologies that the
university was founded upon.
Boulder, Colorado, 2017—José
We’re in Boulder for the Conference on Community Writing. We’re at the
conference center, and it’s late. So, we order an Uber to take us to a fast
food drive through. The driver engages in a conversation with us. Laughing.
Chatting. Everything is good. We arrive at the drive thru: “Yes, can I order
a taco, chalupa, and burrito.” The driver turns towards one of us in surprise.
He asks: “Are you Mexican or Hispanic?” We already knew what he meant
by that question. He continues, “Because, just a little while ago, you were
speaking perfect English, and then all of a sudden, you were like chal-ú-pa
and t-á-co.” He knew we were both different from the moment we got into
the vehicle. Everything was alright up to the point we arrived at the drive
through, though, because “perfect English” was being spoken. This means, we
were both able to “pass” insofar that we did not exhibit our difference beyond
skin tone. This, he was okay with. The driver understood us completely, from
the moment we first chatted until the moment we ordered. This is clear as
he himself repeats what was ordered: “and then all of a sudden, you were like
chalupa and taco.” It was at this point in time that he was no longer comfortable with our identity—“The Mexican.”
Baltimore, Maryland, 2019—Romeo
We are at the Rhetoric Society of America Summer Institute. After listening to a keynote by Lisa Flores, who appealed to the audience to take up the
much needed work of social justice and anti-racism, and concluding the final
day of sessions, we decided to partake in an organized RSA event. It’s one
of those parties with the catered food and the drink tickets. It’s the kind of
thing you feel like you earn at the end of all the hard work. On the way to
the event, we spoke about some of the themes of José’s seminar on “Rhetoric, Migration, and Mobility” led by Lisa Flores and Leslie Harris: migration
and diaspora and traces and politics of mobility. We debated some of those
very terms. As we get in line, the limitations of the ways those ideas flesh out
theoretically became actual. You see, our conversation continued in line, and
was overheard by a white elderly woman who, presumably, was there for the
same event. She slowly turned her head—not all the way, but enough to get
our attention—and she said, “You don’t look like you are supposed to be
here.” We had heard such comments before, experienced the feeling of them
before. As a matter of habit, we smiled, holding in a reaction that would
only ever confirm stereotypes of “brown” folks to them. In any case, we were
outnumbered. She’s persistent. She’s asking questions. She’s asking to see our
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conference badges. We’ve been here before though, so we draw on a familiar
practice. We assent to submit proof that we belong under conditions not of
our own making.
Notes:
1. Derrida reminds us that an inheritance “always keeps its secret” which asks, he
says, “read me, will you ever be able to do so”? (Specters of Marx 18, 116)
2. Cf. García and Cortez, “The Trace of a Mark that Scatters” (106).
3. This has implications for those wanting to nuance coloniality: where is coloniality and how does it work in general and on us?
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“It’s not you. You belong here.” A Latinx
Conversation on Mentorship and Belonging in the
Academy
Christine Garcia, Les Hutchinson Campos, Genevieve Garcia de
Müeller, and Christina V. Cedillo
Using the form of a dialogue, the authors of this essay discuss how BIPOC
scholars are made to experience disbelonging in whitestream academic programs, institutions, organizations, and the discipline. Some of the ways by
which exclusion happens is through the performance of “white penitence,”
the co-opting of BIPOC lived experiences, and gatekeeping in the fields that
relate directly to BIPOC life. The authors share this collective testimonio to
remind other BIPOC that they are seen and to advise prospective mentors
and colleagues regarding their roles as accomplices in antiracist work.

I

n early Summer 2021, four of us came together as friends and Latinx scholars working in rhetoric and composition to have a conversation about the
realities of race and racism in the discipline. We discussed some of the things
that Black, Indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC) must do to find workarounds to protect ourselves and each other, but we also talked about the different ways that white violence has played out in our respective experiences as
students, teachers, researchers, and human beings.
Who we are:
• Christine (she/her) is a white-privileged Cuban, born in California, raised in Texas, educated in New Mexico, and teaching in
New England.
• Les (they/them) is a white-privileged Xicanx from Southern California with matrilineal Yaqui descendancy who has learned in Nkwejong, where the rivers meet, and currently organizes with community in occupied Nuwe territory.
• Genevieve (she/her) is a Jewish Chicana raised and educated in New
Mexico and teaching in upstate New York.
• Christina (she/they/her/them) is a Chicanx of Indigenous descent
who grew up on the Mexico-Texas border and was educated and is
now teaching in Texas.
What soon emerged in our conversation was a shared concern over white
supremacy’s insistence on the surveillance and exploitation of BIPOC experiComposition Studies 49.2 (2021): 53–69

ences and how, too often, these problems inform the kinds of mentorship
we receive. In other words, as we shared stories, we agreed that many people
in the discipline align themselves with BIPOC to use our mistreatment as a
source of authority in terms of both experience and power. On the one hand,
the firsthand knowledge that we share about our lives as marginalized persons
is used to claim expertise and familiarity by people who are not members of
our communities; on the other hand, that supposed knowledge is then used
to advance their careers at our expense, reaffirming white supremacy’s claims
to spatial, epistemological, and ontological control. Put simply, we become
research subjects and are then told to understand ourselves through the outsider’s lens or else be weeded out as scholars and as human beings.
Within academia, this dyad of surveillance and exploitation manifests as
a constant desire for spectacle that highlights BIPOC trauma. We agreed that
BIPOC must have spaces where we can share our painful experiences to reassure one another and bear witness to the violent realities that more privileged
colleagues may not understand (see Hutchinson). However, we also agreed
that there is an underlying thread of curiosity and vindication that accompanies many white people’s need to expose themselves to our pain, often and
deliberately, as a way of establishing their innocence, evidencing their lack of
complicity in white supremacy, or demonstrating their expiation of its power.
Given the evident (meaning clear but also specular) connections of this process
to religious colonialism, we deem this a form of white voyeuristic exomologesis,
or what we call white penitence, a public demonstration of one’s antiracist
beliefs that rely on BIPOC suffering and that therefore demands a constant
supply of pain in order to maintain the facade of allyship. As Michel Foucault
states in writing about exomologesis, penitents do not necessarily engage in
self-reflection to resolve their failings but “to remember rules of action, the main
laws of behavior” (238). In a religious setting, this demonstration is meant as
public confirmation of the sinner’s piety by authority figures; the performance
of contrition becomes “a status rather than an act” (Fejes 1). We find that this
resonates closely with what we have experienced and adopt Foucault’s term to
make a point in the academy's terms.
Many white colleagues and supposed mentors, some of them wellintentioned, have tried to make us their own personal sources of “legitimate”
authority through their relationships with us. By performing the roles of savior
and allies at our expense, they have often prevented us from making crucial
connections with real allies who can help us to not just survive but flourish.
And we should be flourishing as students and scholars because with specific
experiences comes knowledge that only we can have, and we have already
demonstrated how much we have to contribute in terms of mentoring and
modeling community-building. Our dedication and persistence are astonish54 Composition Studies

ing given the histories of colonization and racism faced by our ancestors and
families, and it is nothing short of miraculous that we are alive and kicking to
have this conversation today. This is why we call out opportunistic relationships
that perpetuate systemic inequality even at the most intimate, corporeal levels.
Almost fifty years ago, Angela Davis warned us that members of oppressed
groups are not just exhausted but kept exhausted deliberately so that they do
not question or contest abusive conditions. Although Davis writes specifically
about Black women’s experiences, we take to heart her teaching that the oppressor must wear out the oppressed to ensure that they don’t realize that the
oppressor needs the oppressed, not the other way around. We see this in how
some white mentors have enacted white penitence as a public performance,
pretending to welcome us into academic discussions while being gatekeepers
of our futures behind-the-scenes. How some white mentors have deliberately
excluded BIPOC from discussions involving our communities because we are
“too close to the issue to be objective,” because we “will only be hurt by what
is said,” or because we “don’t have the right formal, theoretical training” to
engage in conversations about us. How some white mentors have pretended
to mentor BIPOC students only to impose on their mentees the role of native
informant. How some white mentors have asked already vulnerable students
and colleagues to repeatedly share personal, negative experiences but done
nothing to alter the conditions that harm BIPOC. And, how some white mentors have thereby revealed that they mean only to derive a level of authority
and authenticity through proximity to the “research problem” that is our very
Being. Under the guise of care, such relationships enact harm because they
suggest that mentors do not have to push for change so long as they offer advice
or simply warn those under their care. However, through these conversations,
we also came to recognize our need to reflect on our own relative privilege
to ensure that we do not replicate these harmful dynamics when we, in turn,
mentor students and junior colleagues with less privilege than our own. As a
group of Latinxs, we want to remind others of our shared responsibility and
accountability to our Black and Indigenous relatives both inside and outside
of the academy, and to marginalized communities everywhere.
What follows are transcripts from our conversation. We chose to share
our words using this genre as a form of testimonio. As Cruz Medina explains,
testimonio as a Latinx storytelling practice enacts a form of Critical Race Theory
counterstory by deliberately situating truth as context-specific and allowing
individuals to articulate the collective experiences of marginalized groups. For
this reason, some of the information shared here has been generalized. As authors, we wish to maintain a sense of privacy; after all, one of the main points
we are making is that the academy and its more privileged members do not
have an automatic right to know everything about us. Beyond that, however,
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we do this to ensure that people beyond ourselves can see themselves in what
we have to say. We do not want the particular details of any situation that we
have experienced to supersede our purpose here: to illustrate what too many
of our colleagues experience on a daily basis. Many of them hold less racial,
social, and status privilege than we do, and so, we do not take our responsibility lightly. Thus, even as we exercise some of that privilege in depicting our
experiences, we hope to leave them open enough to hold space for others who
may not have the same degree of privilege to also share their own stories. Vulnerable people need spaces where they can share their stories and experiences
and forge crucial alliances.1 Sharing our stories—testimonios—ensures that we
provide needed citations and sources for our colleagues to legitimize their own
experiences without white academics colonizing our stories for their own gain.
We also want to demonstrate our commitment to bringing more familial
frameworks into academia, both as a subversive move and as a means to honor
our communities. Ana Milena Ribero and Sonia C. Arellano write about
comadrismo as a feminist of color approach to mentoring, describing this
approach as one based in “a feminist reciprocal relationship among women”
that can establish “a trusting kinship relationship…among women with deep
commitments to anti-racist work” and ensure BIPOC retention in the academy
(336). While some of us writing here identify as nonbinary rather than women,
we acknowledge the matristic orientation of diverse Latinx communities with
its emphasis on care, compassion, and mutual support. Hence, many queer
folks will call each other “comadre” regardless of gender. With this in mind,
we wanted to replicate a “comadre circle,” where people can gather and vent
and analyze individual experiences together to make meaning of a world (and
in our case a discipline) where we rely on each other for strength. Moreover,
we believe that the intimate, conversational presentation allows readers to step
into our “chat” as both listeners and participants, permitting the essay to serve
as a form of remote mentoring for those who must seek mentors outside their
proximate circles.
Finally, we recognize the value of performing community as people from
our respective cultural and scholarly backgrounds. We depict our conversation
for reasons besides mere mimesis. By re-presenting our scholarly friendship
circle’s space for sharing experiences and expressing solidarity, we mean to embody our response to the Cultural Rhetorics Theory Lab’s invitation to deploy
rhetorical practices that more closely reflect our everyday praxes. In using a
structure similar to that employed in “Our Story Begins Here: Constellating
Cultural Rhetorics,” we, too, repurpose a traditional dialogic genre to highlight the “imaginative power in our own writing and thinking processes” and
demonstrate a communally-oriented and culturally-cultivated “deliberately
reflexive practice.” We also aim to welcome our different audiences into this
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performance space to become part of the performance beyond the immediate
text, to take up our call to enact constructive change within their own respective
spheres of existence whether our readers are searching for survival tactics and
reassurance or listening in hopes of becoming better accomplices.2 Personally,
we wanted to preserve the dynamic feel of a living, breathing dialogue because
we four are colleagues and friends, and we have these kinds of conversations
all the time. These conversations allow us to maintain our mental and physical
wellness in the face of persistent gaslighting and abuse by providing us with
support and community, two factors that often determine whether BIPOC
stay in or leave the academy.
Thus, we present what follows in an honest, plain-spoken way, knowing
our words will resonate with different groups in academia for different reasons
that are nonetheless important. As the members of the Cultural Rhetorics
Theory Lab state at the end of their foundational work, after “our part of this
performance is at its end...your responsibility has just begun.” That responsibility belongs to all of us because we must all do our part to end the violence
targeting BIPOC bodies inside the academy and out in the world. But, given
the painful insights that we share here, we stress that that responsibility falls
especially on those with the most privilege and energy, those whose livelihoods
as scholars and mentors have been built at our expense.
On Academic Surveillance and the Demand for Spectacle
Christina: I want to talk about how BIPOC are framed by many white
stream academicians as living proof of the academy’s benevolence, especially when it refuses to admit that people cannot separate who they
are when they are walking down the street from who they are in the
classroom or who they are in the archives. Because, as a brown person,
I think a lot about conversations surrounding Black death—especially
at the hands of the police—and what my students must be thinking
and feeling, even as they’re supposed to just carry on and work, get
through, graduate, and so on. I know it’s often hard for our friends
and colleagues (who are supposed to have the language to articulate
the constant trauma) to express it, so I worry a lot about my students
who don’t have that training and how I can be there for them, knowing I can never know what they are experiencing even as a person of
color. It’s not the same, and I don’t want to use the language of “I get
it” when I can’t.
In that way, how some people talk in academia reminds me of how
people talk on social media. White people will post on Facebook or
Twitter about being traumatized by violence against Black and brown
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people and I wonder: How? How, when there’s no corporeal connection for you to this experience and you’re never going to have to worry
about that? Unless you’re worried about your child’s safety—and even
there, there might be some distance—but if there’s no physical connection for you, how is it traumatizing if it’s not conjuring something for
you at the cellular level? Caring doesn’t necessarily make you a good
person; it makes you human.
Genevieve: That’s a big part of the problem, which is why I think we need to
ensure that we hold people reading this responsible for taking action.
Because there’s a big difference between listening to BIPOC voices and
voyeurism. I’ve spoken to so many people about racism, led so many
workshops about racism, had so many people say “Oh, you’re brave”
for speaking about racism, and it’s as if they get some kind of pleasure
from feeling bad when they read about racism or watch those horrific videos on the news. It’s this weird sense of feeling good that they
have exposed themselves to situations that they will never ever actually
have to encounter or deal with in their lives. They have now somehow become a better person because they now know these things exist.
And the more that I do antiracist work, the more I see it everywhere,
so many people wanting to live vicariously through BIPOC trauma.
It’s enraging.
Christina: That right there is a good place for us to maybe introduce a new
term, I think, because it’s not white guilt. It’s an odd, masochistic tendency that still gives people power.
Genevieve: It’s a weird white voyeuristic fetish that pops up all over social
media, which I haven’t been on much because of this. You see it everywhere. I think there’s definitely a term to be coined here, because it is
so prevalent.
Christine: Similarly, when you ask BIPOC to apply for something—often
relying on a sad backstory as justification—and expect them to grovel,
it is another form of contemporary colonialism. There is a sort of capitalist, colonialist need to see marginalized people beg.
Genevieve: It’s a weird Puritanical thing where you have to expose yourself
to see whether you are worthy.
Christine: Is that meant to exonerate them? As in “I feel bad for you. Therefore, I am a good person.”
Genevieve: It reminds me of the penitentes—Catholic people who flagellate themselves.
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Les: I think there’s layers to it. It relieves white guilt and offers a sense of
validation: “I’ve never done this, so I’m okay. I can now mark this
checkbox. Did that one. Check this box. Did that one too.” I have
known people who literally use a checklist and BIPOC wonder if we’re
supposed to give them an award, as if they’ve now “mastered” that
level—and I use the word “master” specifically.
Christina: I know there’s such a thing as cultural voyeurism, but this is more
like self-flagellating voyeurism. And when you get into issues of religion, the idea is to expiate one’s sins so you can turn around and do
it again. Foucault probably has a term for the spectacle of self-punishment for ethos purposes.
Genevieve: Absolutely! And they think that the more they punish themselves physically, the closer they are to divinity. Literally a white savior
complex. And they want to perform this constantly to ensure that they
can force themselves into a specific role—a white, guilty, voyeuristic,
self-punishing person—and create this persona as a form of meaningmaking. I always knew there was something that made me uneasy, but
I couldn’t explain exactly what I was experiencing with these so-called
allies. And I would use the terms Les stresses—white privilege and
white guilt—but it’s more than that. It’s hard to articulate, but I notice
it more and more.
Les: It’s already extreme, but take it further: when you have people in academia pretending to be BIPOC, because we have so many being outed,
is that like the next level? As in “Now I can embody it because I know
it.” Do I go too far?
Christine: Not at all. Some of the people who traumatize us publish in fields
that directly talk about and affect us and our lives, sometimes even
claiming membership in our communities by highlighting very distant
familial relationships or romantic relationships. Then they write about
these ties and use them to position members of our communities as
less connected.
Genevieve: Or they share traumatic stories about certain times in their lives
that are somehow meant to demonstrate their affinity with BIPOC
and multiply marginalized people, leaving us to wonder where this is
coming from. As if that’s how they bond, through trauma, but also as
though that’s all they see us as: our potential traumas. So that now,
because they shared an experience with one person of color, they can
now relate to all of us.
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Christine: And then these are the people who position themselves as gatekeepers.
What Mentorship Is and Isn’t
Christine: There is a certain type of person who uses BIPOC students as
workers, as producers of content, texts, knowledge, artifacts that they
will then use to maintain their rightful place. They believe it is okay as
long as they’re helping or mentoring us. I’ve seen people who use students to advance their own projects. Students are trying to build their
own repertoires and trust their mentors to help them, but those “mentors” do not legitimately support them and only use them to build their
programs. In my experience, such people do not see us—marginalized
students—as young scholars and future colleagues. After getting us to
do so much work, they turn around and refuse to support us unless we
change to fit their perceptions of who we should be, even after we have
worked with them for years.
In the end, you find that they don’t see you as a person, just as a
worker who helps them elevate their status. They claim to want to work
with Latina students, for example, but then refuse to do so unless we
play respectability politics, detailing how we need to change if we want
to be accepted in the professoriate instead of trying to change the white
supremacist professoriate itself. Change your presentation, your dress,
who you are as a person—whitewash yourself so “people will respect
you.” So we can do all that work for them, but if we don’t change for
them, we get treated as a source of personal embarrassment.
Genevieve: And in the end, maybe you get a letter of recommendation—at
most—but no real help.
Christine: Then there’s the issue of academic theft, whether deliberate or
through a lack of giving credit where it’s due. I was a single mother
of three and teaching at several institutions to pay my bills while trying to finish my dissertation. Once I finished, I defended and started
my tenure-track job, which some people suggested was out of reach.
After a few years, I started planning to turn my project into a book for
tenure...only to find out that someone tenured made very similar, very
specific arguments using the very same specific frameworks and terms
without citing me. I’ve written more about my own experiences elsewhere, but the particulars of these situations shouldn’t overshadow just
how often this happens to so many people of color.
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These kinds of people don’t see us; they don’t care about us as people
or scholars. We are only workers here for their benefit. They serve as
gatekeepers and colonizers, and they are the ones who shouldn’t be
here, not us. We need to call on them to step down, leave, make space
for the real scholars, those doing the real work.
Les: They need to go. We need accountability and restitution.
Genevieve: Yes, they do, because the same kind of abuser will also turn
around and appropriate our theoretical groundings to build their programs. As students, we are repeatedly invited to share our expertise
through surveys and interviews and then not given any publication
credit or acknowledgement, while the privileged researchers published
about “their work” and the programs that “they” built. When this happens, it might not even cross a student’s mind that they’re being taken
advantage of—they are just excited and honored that a well-known
scholar is asking about their work. Then, years down the road, they
might read that work and see how they could have—should have—received co-author credit, or at least been given credit for their theoretical
and programmatic ideas. Instead, their labor and ideas become property of their supposed mentors. People who write grants and implement new programs wind up with nothing to show for it. So all we can
do is not cite these people when trying to articulate our own thoughts.
When we consider the frequency of these things, we have to recognize how much of academia is really created by uncredited BIPOC
doing groundbreaking work, even at the graduate student level.
Christine: And then those projects prove unsustainable without us, even at
minority-serving institutions. So they move on to other things, other
projects, and let down BIPOC students at places where they should be
receiving instruction that benefits and centers them. Not to mention
they receive sabbaticals and awards while we are over here struggling.
So where is the restitution? I get very angry, but then I think about how
widespread these behaviors are and say: I just want them to stop, and
we have to call them out because they won’t stop otherwise.
Christina: What really pisses me off is that there are so few of us—so few
Black, brown, Indigenous, and Asian people in the academy—that
when we want to write about communal practices or figures from
our respective backgrounds, we wind up having to go through these
abusive people to get where we’re going. We can entertain analysis of
our chosen subjects from intellectual, emotional, cultural, and bodily
perspectives, using what, in Feminist Rhetorical Practices, Royster and
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Kirsch call strategic contemplation. I know what I know because I
must live my life as a person of my identity, so I can use that and what
I know from my tíos y tías, grandparents, parents, ancestors to imagine
what it was like for this person. Why, then, is it considered niche when
we want to write about people from our own backgrounds, but when a
white scholar with tenure comes in and writes about that same person,
it’s now exciting and necessary research? Why is the response then that
this is so cool, that this must be someone we should be looking at more
widely? And, suddenly, they’re the ones who get to decide what topics
should be important to us in studies about our lives. So when we go
to school, they have decided for us what we should learn and how we
should learn it.
That is not to say that only certain people should write about certain topics or people. Although I do believe there are specific topics
that people outside of the community should keep their hands off of
because they do not have the necessary corporeal investment—and
therefore the right—to speak on them. But why—when white supremacy, Eurocentricity, white dominant culture is global—why do
they feel the need to talk about people from our communities if that is
not what they do anyway? And if they write, why are they not using the
resultant knowledge to help us achieve liberation? Practicing that kind
of accountability is a form of mentorship that we all need, but if we
are simply being taught how to see ourselves and our cultures through
white lenses, where is the mentorship in that?
Christine: And what’s telling is that they don’t use our cultural frameworks
to engage in analysis or pedagogy. They bring in only European theorists, when people from our own communities have already theorized
our own rhetorical practices using our own epistemologies. They don’t
know what they’re doing, but they get away with it because of cultural
capital, theirs and that of the theorists they use.
Genevieve: So in the end, what does it even mean to us or for us? Nothing.
Christina: I mean, I admit that I like theory and some of the French philosophers and think they can be useful in addressing certain general ideas
due to Eurocentricity’s ubiquity. But if someone’s going to talk about
people of color in terms of Eurowestern theories, what they’re really
doing is showing how they interpret this person operating through the
researcher’s own white perspective, how they see that person as fitting
into this box that they themselves have put this person into, and how
they’re trying to prove that this person belongs there. That is violence.
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Les: That is whitewashing, a deliberate erasure of the ontologies and epistemologies to which the person/people being researched may subscribe.
And the researcher erases that because they are totally unaware of the
cultural references they need to know. They cannot see the full picture, and then they are going further and whitewashing it for white
academia.
Christina: And completely ignoring the intercultural context. You can discuss how you see things working in a person’s rhetorics from your perspective as a white scholar, but you have to acknowledge that the “sole
truth” is not yours because identities are not static and intersectionality
matters, and you’re not always seeing every dimension of a person.
Which is why, if you’re going to do work on our communities, you
cannot just write/white all over it and then dare to say, “This is how
you should study it, your own people, your own culture.” That is intellectual and spiritual colonization.
Christine: They are legitimized through their connections to us, so then upand-coming scholars who don’t know what’s going on think that what
these people are saying is correct. It’s a vicious, multilayered cycle that
shows why such people need to leave. Because they cannot fix this. It
has to be the people who have been pushed out, the non-native speakers, the speakers of less prestigious dialects, and so many others who
have been told they are wrong. Language and cultural equity teachers
need to be the people teaching us how to change it all.
Latinx students need to see Latinx teachers teaching Latinx rhetorics. Indigenous students need to be taught by Indigenous people.
Black teachers should be allowed to teach about Black linguistic justice. I have white privilege as a Latinx person, and I recognize that, so
I know I have to use that to open up space for others by letting people
teach about their own communities whenever possible. I don’t have to
teach certain classes just because I want to. Do I love Indigenous rhetorics and would I love to teach that? Yes, but I am not Indigenous. So I
can assign readings in my courses, but I am also staying in my lane. The
time is now. We can all open up space for Black people, and we can all
open up space for trans and queer people. So there are ways for all of
us to practice making room.
Just Some of the Reasons Why Mentorship Matters
Les: I want to point out that there are so many similarities among our experiences even within different scenarios because inequity is so systemic
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and shows up in many different ways. Theft. Gatekeeping. Harassment. Gaslighting. Bullying. These things are so common that sometimes we don’t even recognize them for what they are until someone
else points them out. We’re recruited by departments that supposedly
want us, whether as students or faculty, because our work is focused on
racism and colonialism, about which they purport to care. The people
meant to mentor us teach our work and seem supportive, but the microaggressions and tokenizing start once we enter institutional spaces.
No matter our professional backgrounds or training, we are told we
can’t teach “mainstream” courses because we “only do cultural stuff,”
so white colleagues with less experience are given priority in choosing
courses. They might remove us from the schedule, or we learn that
people are told they shouldn’t work with us. There’s a layering of moves
to put us in our place and deny us access to resources to the point
where we cannot work with these “mentors” any longer. Or they say
they can’t work with us because we are unprepared to do the work. It’s
like that book, Presumed Incompetent. I bought both volumes because I
knew something was happening.
Christine: It’s a combination of mediocrity and a refusal to yield, to move
over even when they know they don’t belong. I think it shows they’re
scared to make room for us.
Les: When things change, you start to see more BIPOC students signing up
for our programs or signing up to work with us, because they finally
see people who look like them and who care about the same things affecting us. But then, when we are sabotaged, the students are the ones
asking how they’re supposed to learn, how they can study with us if
we’re not even scheduled to teach certain courses. Then we have to do
independent studies on our own time so we can mentor the students,
only to get in trouble for having too many. People with far less teaching experience and much shorter publication histories try to say that
we aren’t enough, all while throwing around terms like feminism and
social justice. Despite my extensive activism, I would never call myself
a social justice expert—I mean, what even is that? But bullies will use
these terms and start courses and programs around these ideas while
harming us and the students we mentor. They strain the relationships
we build with our students, especially BIPOC students, or tell us we
can no longer work with them because we are needed to handle other
things within the department.
Christine: So, basically, if we want to keep working with our mentees, because we love them as fellow members of BIPOC communities who
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need our assistance, we have to do it on our own time. So we are once
again made to do more unpaid labor.
Christina: Can we talk about how social justice as a term is co-opted to
harm BIPOC? We’re always told that it’s a dirty word because we have
to think about what it means to us all the time: social justice, meaning
seeking justice at the social level and not necessarily even focusing on
calling out people individually. At the structural level, we are trying to
enact policies that will make things more equitable for us. Yet they get
personally triggered, just as with the process of white penitence. Just
like some white people will listen to our stories so that they can feel bad
and reaffirm their humanity, some people want to use the term social
justice because they feel so left out of these conversations. Maybe it’s
because they’ve never had to strive for justice so vehemently, maybe
because they know that they are the ones enacting the injustice. Either
way, they try to sanitize the term in service to whiteness.
For example, when I started one position, I worked with someone
who stated that they did social justice work. And so, we were both
mentored by an amazing white woman scholar who is a social justice educator. Because this scholar is often in demand for workshops
and speaking engagements, she uses these opportunities to make room
for the voices of women of color, queer folks, and disabled folks to
be heard—and she makes sure these folks get paid. However, my fellow mentee examined topics from a highly privileged perspective and
became hostile during discussions about race or decolonization. After several caustic interactions, I realized that it wasn’t that they didn’t
know better but that they didn’t want to know. They preferred to run
with a misconstrual of texts they hated because it affirmed what they
already believed. After that, our once-mutual mentor stopped working
with them because my mentor refused to be complicit in giving them
an activist cover. My mentor then invited me to be on a panel about
intersectionality in research and teaching, to which she invited campus
administrators and where we reminded those present that people who
live marginalization are often expected to do the labor of instructing
others while receiving little to no credit for it.
Yet, when I reflect on those interactions with my former colleague,
I can’t help but think about Cheryl Harris’ “Whiteness as Property”:
the only way this person could maintain their power was to refuse to
concede any epistemological room by admitting that a Chicanx person
might know something they didn’t. And so, I feel like this is why privileged scholars think they must talk about the things affecting us before
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we do or else call these things irrelevant. If a Black disabled scholar
wants to write from their perspective, then their research supposedly
has a limited purview because their insights supposedly don’t apply
to “everybody,” but if a white scholar writes something that doesn’t
account for Black or disabled lives, it will still be considered groundbreaking. Thus, they don’t even have to pretend to care because academia is made for them.
What We Want People to Know and Do
Genevieve: Regarding what we have discussed, people need to figure out
how those things are happening within their own departments and
within their fields on a broader level. So being able to identify it, call
it out, and correct the behavior and have some clear, actual ways to
mitigate harm that happens because of these kinds of experiences that
BIPOC are made to have in academia. I think that’s huge. Not saying something like, “Well I’ve never done that before. Thank goodness
that’s not what I do!” It’s important to acknowledge tools for taking
action, to say “Even if it’s not my specific experience, I can recognize
this now, and I can figure out how to prevent it or interrupt it in some
way.” That is a major thing for me.
Christine: I would like other BIPOC in academia to learn from what we’ve
gone through and understand that what we have to say resonates
with their experiences because it’s not them. All of this is systemic;
it’s linked. That’s why we are all in completely different places and yet
experiencing similar things, because it’s systemic racism. It’s not you.
You’re good. You belong here. Don’t think that what you’re feeling and
being put through is a reflection on you as a scholar. It’s not.
Les: I want to echo that, especially for grad students. Even if you’re at some
so-called “woke” program, it’s still there, quite apparent. Even faculty
members supposedly trained in antiracist mentorship and teaching
aren’t always the best at identifying how racism gets enacted in their
programs. I say that reflecting on my own graduate experience. But
also, this calls on me as a graduate instructor to be accountable for ways
in which I may perpetuate white supremacy. Regarding the actionable
items Genevieve mentions, policy changes and structural changes matter. It’s not just “I teach these texts or use these techniques in my class,”
but also “This is how I treat my colleagues” and every single functioning aspect of the university at every level. And also in the community,
because everyone here belongs to different communities but no one is
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working separate from social communities. For example, we are a public university and citizens of the state attack certain programs for teaching about racism. So we are faced with these things everywhere we go.
But my biggest critique is when people get comfortable because
they think, “Well I’ve done all the readings and do all these things in
my classes, so I’m good.” Individualizing that is not helpful because it
is systemic. We have to stop being comfortable at all times. If you’re
comfortable, that’s a sign that you’re probably doing something wrong.
We need to keep doing the work and being comfortable is stopping
how we should do it, and that goes for all of us—myself included.
Christina: That’s a really great point. We often feel so uncomfortable in the
academy because we’re told that we don’t fit in or that we have to do
all this extra labor. So my question is: What does actively practicing
discomfort look like? And how do we make it less traumatizing when
we’re already traumatized? How do you know how far to push yourself
and knowing when to say, “Okay, I’ve given a lot for now”? I was mulling this over this year while going through the tenure process, wanting to do so much and getting to where I just could not do anything
more. I went into stasis because it was so heartbreaking to constantly
see nothing getting done, especially by people who do have more energy and more privilege.
Connecting it to what Christine is saying, it’s important to have
other BIPOC know they’re not alone, as a form of remote mentoring—even if we never meet. But also it’s important to point out the
difference between BIPOC understanding the “it’s not you” point and
privileged people seeking to understand what we go through. Because
some well-meaning white colleagues will say, “I understand where
you’re coming from,” but no, no one can unless they live it. Some of
them will read all the literature and watch all the videos in the news
and think that as long as they do that, they’ve accomplished something. That is voyeuristic, as Genevieve has pointed out, and only feeds
white supremacy. Why do we have to put ourselves out there for folks
who don’t live these things? It should be enough that we tell you. But
if you are going to interpolate yourself into this space of pain, you are
responsible for doing something with this knowledge.
Les: Adding to the point about discomfort, for folks who are experiencing
racism, I want to remind us that it takes a lot to process this trauma
but that there’s a big difference between discomfort and feeling unsafe
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able when we exercise our own privilege and power in pushing back,
because we all have some privilege and power as members of the academy, even if we do experience racism. Feeling unsafe and unsupported
and scared and traumatized are different kinds of affect. But it’s hard to
parse through that when you’re experiencing all those things.
Christine: And, touching on what Les is saying, it’s about knowing the difference between discomfort and trauma, and being very careful about
which term we are using. Feeling unsafe and unsupported isn’t uncomfortable; it is traumatizing, with emotional and material impact.
Notes
1. For example, in Solidarity, Safety, and Online Sovereignty: An Inquiry into the
Social Media Sharing Practices of Indigenous and Chicana Women, Les explains how
racially-marginalized women and non-binary people share their stories about experiencing racism in academia as a way to build solidarity across racial lines and heal
from the trauma racism creates.
2. As Neisha-Anne Green explains, “[a]llies are satisfied to quietly help and support. Accomplices support and help through word and deed. Accomplices actively
demonstrate allyship” (29).
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Hispanic-Serving or Not: La Lucha Sigue in
Academia; The Struggle Continues in Academia
Isabel Baca
This testimonio describes my lived experience as a Latina scholar who attempted to go up for promotion to full professor at a Hispanic-Serving
Institution (HSI) and failed. From the time I was on the tenure clock to the
present, specific instances revealed the presence of racism at the institution.
I describe the roles of gatekeepers, white allies and privileged, white accomplices, and mi gent, and I make recommendations based on my experience.

I

write this testimonio with hesitation. I write it as I go up for promotion to
full professor…again. This will be my second submission for promotion,
so I run the risk of being turned down as I speak the truth, my truth, of what
happens at the HSI where I work. I will not be using people’s names for the
same reason, but my drive to share this lived narrative, this testimonio, is to
help other BIPOC scholars who may be struggling with injustice and racism
at their own institutions. I use this testimonio as the primary methodology
to describe moments and events that are painful to remember and difficult to
share. I use testimonio “as a crucial means of bearing witness and inscribing
into history those lived realities that would otherwise succumb to the alchemy of erasure” (The Latina Feminist Group 2). I have learned that silence
helps no one, and if it does, it helps the oppressor. Whether the intention
of those in power and authority is to be racist or not is not the point. The
point is that in my eyes I was treated unfairly, unjustly because I am a Latina,
and it is easier to dismiss me than it would be a white, Anglo man. Whether
overt or covert, conscious or unconscious, racist and sexist behavior should
be ostracized.
The Beginning
I never imagined that being an English major meant that I would be treated
as an outsider. In fact, for the first half of my career, I did not realize this—
until I came to an HSI as a visiting professor. Reality set in when I applied
for the Assistant Professor of Rhetoric and Writing Studies position at the
end of my visiting professorship. It became evident that, for some of my
colleagues, I did not belong there. I was an interloper; I had entered a field
where whiteness dominates. I questioned whether the problem was that I was
coming from a tenured job at a community college; I was aware that for some
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professors, teaching at a community college was not the same as teaching at
a university. I quickly identified some of the negative biases held by faculty
in my department. I convinced myself that this was the case, and I was determined to show them how this was a misconception and erroneous thinking. I
wanted to believe in—or seek out—the humanism of this HSI. It took me six
years, as a tenured-track assistant professor, to open my eyes and face reality:
Getting tenure and being promoted to associate professor were just preparing
me for what was coming; it was only the end of the beginning.
During the probationary period of being on the tenure clock, I experienced
moments that caught me off guard. I still remember when I was serving on the
hiring committee for a new assistant professor. A white colleague, sitting next
to me, stated how unfair it was for minority candidates to be considered for
campus interviews just because of affirmative action. She clearly saw the Latinx
candidate we had selected as a finalist to be incompetent and unqualified for
the position. She assumed that it was only because of affirmative action that
the candidate had been selected. And, if hired, this new colleague would be
tagged as an affirmative-action hire. Had that been the case with me? Was I
even qualified and competent enough to be here, to be at this table? What was
I doing in this space? I felt silenced. But what could I do? I was still without
tenure. Silence. Documentation exists that shows how a stigma of incompetence arises from the affirmative-action association (Heilman, Block, and
Lucas 536-44). Was I setting up this new colleague, if hired, for failure and
even mistreatment? Unfortunately, and fortunately, the position was given to
another candidate. Unfortunately, and fortunately, I was still sitting at this
table. Unsure of what I could do and/or say, my silence helped me realize the
situation I was in: I was aware of the racism and couldn’t share this with the
job candidate. Sadly, I witnessed racism and couldn’t or didn’t do anything
about it because of fear of retaliation. And so it was instances like this that I
endured while on the tenure clock.
As I attended more conferences, such as the Conference on College Composition and Communication, the Computers and Writing Conference, and
the National Council of Teachers of English, I educated myself on what was
missing in these gatherings. For instance, in fall 2018, only 3% of professors
in degree-granting postsecondary institutions were Hispanic, with 1% of that
3% identifying as female. As for associate professors, in fall 2018, 5% were
Hispanic, with 2% of those identifying as female (National Center for Education Statistics). Clearly, I was in the 2% of female associate professors with
slim chances of contributing to the percentage of full professors. Something
needed to be done.
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Enter the Gatekeepers
In 2013, I received tenure and was promoted to associate professor, in spite
of resistance from half of my tenured colleagues in the department. With two
books under my belt and a couple of articles, I was still not welcomed. Between 2013 and the present, I have participated in the evaluation of numerous assistant professors going up for tenure and promotion. When I compare
my publications, teaching, and service to theirs, I am convinced that I had
more than enough to be granted tenure and promotion in 2013. It took the
next six years to grow as a scholar and teacher and to build my identity in
higher education. I established myself as a service-learning scholar in writing
studies. Resistance should not have taken place back then, but it did. I can see
it now. I can identify it. I should have received the support of all of my peers
when I went up for tenure, but that was not the case. I have come to learn
about the gatekeepers and how they control who is in and who is out. Gatekeepers, with their negative biases, their own insecurities, and in some cases,
with their racist behavior and attitudes, are dangerous to higher education.
In 2019, I decided to apply for promotion to professor. It was time.
With the right number of publications, a $100,000 National Endowment
for Humanities grant award, a state board of regents teaching award, and a
long list of service to my department, college, university, and the field, I felt
confident. Most of the professors in the department encouraged me to apply
for promotion. The atmosphere felt different this time around. I felt supported
and valued by my colleagues. But I was still fully aware of the existence of the
gatekeepers in the department. One colleague in particular stood between me
and the promotion. I knew it because this same professor had voted against my
tenure and promotion. I had no clue of why or what the objections were that
this professor had against me or why there was such disfavor toward me, but
this caused me to experience impostor syndrome. I felt like I did not belong.
To my surprise, one day a student answered this question for me. Unknowingly, this Latinx student came to my office, afflicted, with a story to share.
The student expressed concern because he said this professor (the gatekeeper)
had stated that she would not pay tuition, as a parent, to have her children be
taught by professors who had accents. My eyes opened wide in disbelief! The
professor knew that more than half her class was composed of international
students, students with accents. And, yes, students with Mexican accents. Ah
ha! There it was. I had been imperceptive to it, but it was clear: This gatekeeper
had a problem with minorities, at least if they had an accent and did not speak
like her. It was then that I had to confront my reality: No matter what I did
or said, I was not getting the support of this professor for my promotion.
This incident reminded me of one of Aja Martinez’s counterstories. In “An
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Epistolary Email on Pedagogy and Master Narrative Curricula,” Martinez
responds to her student’s assertion that English is a national language instituted by the founding fathers by informing him that there has never been a
policy on a singular national language and that many of the founding fathers
spoke more than one language (120). This student is erroneously attributing
an ideology of monolingualism to the founding fathers, just like my colleague
believes there is one “correct” accent. Gatekeepers can control the outcome of
situations, and if they hold negative biases and, yes, racist attitudes, they can
hinder the pathway to promotion for BIPOC scholars. At times, they are not
just gatekeepers but bullies who sabotage the pathways for others. It is these
people’s own insecurities that shut doors for others.
Meet the Privileged White Accomplices
Nevertheless, I pushed forward with my promotion application. I had hope
because, just like there were gatekeepers, there were white allies, and even
privileged, white accomplices that supported me. I am blessed that I have allies and accomplices within my department, college, university, and the field.
A white ally is anti-racist but may not necessarily be proactive. They may
or may not take action against racism. So who then is a privileged, white
accomplice? Privileged, white accomplices don’t limit their support and are
open about their support for you. Their support is unconditional, and they go
all out to defend and support you. There is no room for hesitation or fear of
retaliation. They support you because they know it is the right and just thing
to do. In short, their actions speak louder than their words. Privileged, white
accomplices speak out in meetings. They write letters of support. They advise
you and guide you through the right channels for justice to be achieved. They
connect you to the right people. They applaud you every step of the way,
whether there is an audience or not.
I have numerous white allies and privileged, white accomplices who have
carried me through difficult times. It is in their complicity that I have found
strength. Together, we have fought for justice and have fought against racism
in the institution. I wish to show how at least two of my privileged, white
accomplices have made a difference in my journey at the HSI where I teach.
My first privileged, white accomplice is a white woman who has always
been a mentor to me. She gave me my first job at the writing center when I was
eighteen years old. She believed in me then, and she believes in me now. She
recruited me from the local community college and saw to it that I received a
visiting professorship at the university. She selected me because of my area of
expertise and scholarship, and she saw how I could contribute to the Rhetoric
and Writing Studies Program in the Department of English. When I went up
for tenure and promotion, she supported me every step of the way. She spoke
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up on my behalf to the college committee. When I went up for promotion to
professor, she wrote a letter of support recommending me for promotion to
the provost, even though she was retired. She has never questioned my abilities,
my competencies, or my contributions. Many times, because of her, I have
picked myself up when others have brought me down with their injustices.
My second privileged, white accomplice has been a recently retired colleague, who still finds ways to support me in the face of adversity. She is fully
aware of the skepticism that exists in the department, but she tries to convince
me that good prevails. Throughout the years and before she retired, she went
out of her way to make me feel like I belonged. When situations arose in
which she knew I was being questioned, she would immediately remind me
of how my expertise, knowledge, and accomplishments went beyond what was
expected of me. When I was informed that I had not been recommended for
the promotion because, as I was led to believe, my scholarship did not have
much impact on others in the field based on the number of citations my work
has received, she did research and shared her findings with me. She showed
me how Google Scholar was not a reliable platform for measuring impact in
the humanities and how such a platform discriminated against women and
minorities. She opened my eyes. My work was being measured unfairly and
with a racist practice that undermines BIPOC scholars. This accomplice gave
me my major argument in fighting for myself. Nevertheless, I later learned that
impact was not the major argument against recommending me for promotion.
Y Mi Gente?
I have been blessed that throughout my journey in academia, I have had my
gente supporting me. Latinx colleagues and Latinx scholars in the field have
encouraged me and have paved the way for me to succeed. Letters of support,
advice, opportunities, lunches, coffee breaks, and simple things like stopping
by my office to say, “You got this!” “Tu puedes!,” are a few examples of how
Latinx folks have made a difference at moments when I doubted my place in
higher education. I have combated moments of serious impostor syndrome
because of my gente. Just recently, a Latinx professor opened the doors to his
home and invited all the Latinx faculty at the university for a gathering–the
first gathering of all the Latinx faculty at the university, the first of its kind
and, hopefully, not the last. This gathering became a safe and open space for
us to share our stories, stories that shared common ground: racism in the
institution. We also shared stories of healing, triumph, recovery, resiliency,
and strength. Most importantly, we all met and realized we were not alone in
our struggles.
I can confidently say that the majority of Latinx scholars and colleagues
are supportive of each other. For example, I have a Latinx colleague in my
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department who continually calls to see how I am doing. When she thinks of
ideas for publications, co-teaching, or service, she immediately thinks of me
and wants to collaborate. She has been with me through the ups and downs
of my journey as I go up for professor. “Si se puede,” is her motto. “I can do
this,” I tell myself, as I hear her rooting me on.
Another Latinx colleague in another department has seen me go through
the roller coaster of the tenure-clock and sees me now struggling with the promotion to professor. We try to meet every month to check in on each other.
We have created a writing support network. We report to each other how much
writing we have done, and if we haven’t written, we chat about what’s going
on that has impeded our progress. This Latinx colleague has stuck to my side
from the beginning, and we both help each other succeed in academia. There
is no room for personal agendas.
On to Professor, so I Thought
As stated earlier, in spring 2019, I decided to apply for promotion to
professor. I will not describe the entire evaluation process, only say that it
takes a year to complete the evaluation and offer a final recommendation.
The process begins with the external review and ends with the internal review,
which includes different levels of evaluation: department (only full professors
vote), department chair, a college committee, the college dean, the provost,
and then the university president.
In my case, it was one internal letter that created a domino effect and
led to my not being recommended for promotion. The external review letters
were all excellent and recommended me for promotion. For this, I thank the
scholars in the field who recognize the value of my work. It was within the
internal review that I faced the challenges. First, one professor voted against my
promotion; this was the gatekeeper. I knew from the beginning that I would
not have her support, but all other professors voted to recommend me for
promotion. I thank them for their support and for recognizing all my efforts,
performance, and accomplishments. Even with one vote against me, I knew I
was still doing well in the evaluation process.
The problem arose with a letter from one of the administrators. In this
letter, though he recommended me for promotion, he broke down my performance into what I was doing well and what I was doing wrong. Whether
unconsciously or not, he wrote a letter that became quite punitive and negative. He would state one of my accomplishments and then focus on a negative
aspect. For instance, he even criticized the external reviewers’ letters. He stated
that the National Endowment for the Humanities grant I had been awarded
should only count as service. Because my scholarship centers on community
writing and community engaged work, he found it easy to state that all my
scholarship, teaching, and service fall under the category of service. He did
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end the letter by recommending me for promotion, but the damage was done.
The content of the letter was not supporting his final recommendation. From
there, it only went downhill. All the other individuals evaluating me cited his
letter with reasons for not recommending me for promotion. As my Latinx
colleague shared with me: “As rhetoricians, we know better. It’s not the intent
that matters; it’s the effect our writing has on the reader.” It does not matter if
this administrator’s intent was to support me; his letter did the opposite. The
effect his letter had on the other evaluators is what matters: They voted not to
recommend me for promotion, and they cited from his letter to support this
recommendation. I can’t stop wondering if this administrator’s letter would
have been different had it not been written for a Latina. To this day, this administrator refuses to see how his letter hurt my chances for promotion. He
justifies it by saying that it is only my perception of the letter, not his. But if my
perception is that his letter is negative and others cited from his letter reasons
for not promoting me, isn’t my perception valid? Isn’t what I see, what I feel,
and what I perceive important? Add to this that the evaluation process is not
transparent. It is set up against you: You are not told the vote count. You are not
allowed to read any of the letters as you move through the evaluation process.
You are given very little, if any, information about how you are doing in the
evaluation process. The only reason I was able to read the letters regarding my
promotion application is that I took it upon myself to go through the state
Public Information Act and request all the documentation pertaining to my
promotion application. I was able to do this only after the final decision not
to recommend me for promotion had been rendered, and I had been notified.
Y Ahora Que? And Now What?
I believe wholeheartedly that with every failure, there is at least a lesson to
be learned. Through this failed attempt at promotion, I came to realize how
action needs to take place if we want to see the numbers increase of BIPOC
faculty reaching higher ranks in academia. The following list outlines recommendations for such change to take place:
1. It is not enough for an institution to be non-racist; it must be anti-

racist and be proactive. Racism must be shamed.

2. It is not enough for an institution to integrate anti-racist pedago-

gies in its curricula if its leadership practices and policies are racist.
Examples of this include basing teaching performance evaluations
on end of semester student course evaluations. Studies have shown
that student evaluations are skewed against women and minority
professors (Lilienfeld). Another example is measuring scholarship
impact on platforms such as Google Scholar. Studies have shown
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

that citations reflect bias in publication rates and venues based on
gender (Jensenius et al.).
If you are in an authoritative/administrative position where you
have control or power to make a difference, be the change that is
needed. Don’t let your negative biases dictate your actions.
Institutions must be transparent, not only about their policies and
practices, but about the hostile contexts experienced by BIPOC
scholars at their institutions. For example, the evaluation process
for tenure and promotion at my institution must be more transparent. The process should show the candidates/applicants that they
(the institution, administration, colleagues, etc.) want their faculty
members to succeed. The process should be encouraging and open.
Faculty and administrators, at all levels, must identify all signs of racism in the institution and in its practices, such as in hiring. Yolanda
Flores Niemann states, “[i]t is also important to look for signs of
overt, covert, and unconscious racism among potential colleagues;
racists cannot evaluate ethnic/racial minorities fairly” (351). Affirmative action should not be used as a weapon to undermine and
attack BIPOC faculty and scholars, as my white colleague did when
we were considering a Latinx candidate for the job position.
BIPOC faculty must create safe spaces for themselves. In my case,
for example, we could hold more Latinx faculty gatherings. We
could also create a Latinx or BIPOC faculty organization.
BIPOC scholars must share their stories! You never know who is listening and whose life you are going to influence. Remember: Silence
only helps the oppressor. Change begins from within. For instance,
I have chosen to share my story through this testimonio. BIPOC
scholars must find their place in higher education so that they can
bring about change. You can’t change anything from the outside.
BIPOC scholars must trust their instincts. If something does not
seem or feel right, it probably isn’t. Racists can hide in many ways.
Keep your eyes open. Keep your ears open. At first, I did not want to
believe that colleagues could be racist, but they can be, and they are.

Y Para Que? And For What?
In concluding this testimonio, I want to stress the importance of supporting
BIPOC scholars, and as BIPOC scholars, we must stick together and not be
obstacles to each other. We must play fair, too. Advanced BIPOC scholars
should seek venues and opportunities for junior BIPOC scholars. Junior BIPOC scholars should genuinely seek out the support of other BIPOC scholHispanic-Serving or Not 77

ars, not to use them as stepping stones but to treat them as elders who have
experience with, and knowledge of, the systemic racism in the academy.
This testimonio, more than likely, will not count as a publication, and yet,
it is one of the most important manuscripts I have ever written. Its impact may
not show up in Google Scholar, but its impact, I hope, will go beyond this
journal’s pages. My wish is for this testimonio to help other BIPOC scholars
and/or to bring about change in higher education and make administrators
realize how even unconscious racist behaviors, attitudes, and negative biases
affect BIPOC scholars’ professional growth and personal well-being.
In writing this testimonio, I had to develop “thick skin.” I had to write
with “ganas.” I hesitated as I began to write this piece. I hesitated several times
as I continued to write, and I am hesitant even as I conclude this testimonio.
There’s a lot of risk involved in doing this. As I attempt to go up for promotion again, I am filled with fear. Racist minds don’t change. Retaliation is real.
However, in writing this lived narrative, I underwent healing and am working
toward recovery. Writing and sharing my story with others gives me the strength
to push forward because la lucha sigue, the struggle continues, in academia.
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The Tone Police’s Greatest Hits
Kathleen Tarr
“You Can’t Use the Word Profiled” and other favorites from the album series RhetComp: The Academy Years
Ibram X. Kendi has said, “Indeed, the heartbeat of being antiracist is confession. The heartbeat of being racist is denial.” What solidarity gestures
and diversity may deny, equity confesses. This creative approach to nonfiction account of misgynoiracist experiences within RhetComp calls for truth
and reconciliation as necessary conditions if there is to be any possibility
of equity within the academy. This piece journeys—through a humorous,
absurdist—through a humorous, absurdist approach—Black women's experiences in the discipline from receiving essay feedback during a student’s
undergraduate years as a rhetoric major to quasi-HR’s denial of permission
to an instructor seeking to use the word “profiled” to describe a problematic
workplace interaction. The pretext of civility and professionalism that serves
to surveil and discipline BIPOC scholars in the academy generally is just as
common in the field of RhetComp. This text explores inequitable dynamics within the context of individual and institutional branding that seem to
prioritize merely the optics of diversity.

RhetComp: The Academy Years is a roller coaster of tunes, some that will no
doubt make your top ten catchy and uplifting playlist, including “Philosophy
Isn’t the Only Doctorate” (music and lyrics by Dr. Jill Biden; Treisman, producer1) and the groundbreaking “FINALLY Student Evaluations of Teaching
Aren’t Used in Employment Decisions” (music by lead singer FedUp of the
rap group You’ve Been Served; lyrics by Discrimination Lawyers ‘R’Us; Yetter, producer). However, The Tone Police’s contributions to this compilation
are so dispiriting that the album series is transformed into the worst of the
rhetoric and composition genre by far. Each song is its own earworm yet lacks
rhyme or reason. No, you can’t easily vanquish these tracks from memory. As
such, The Tone Police can certainly boast that their greatest hits make a deep
impression. Still, the overall mood is a whole lot of teeth sucking. Here is my
review of some of the so-called favorites. 2
“Black Nationalist Type” from the Album Major
This song, first released in the late 1980s, begins with a strong electronica
groove but then turns to garbage. The song tells the story of a young Black
woman, Brianna, during her undergraduate years at a public four-year uniComposition Studies 49.2 (2021): 79–95

versity. As listeners, we eavesdrop on her inner voice as she experiences a racist incident during a required course for her chosen major, rhetoric. Brianna
enters the class; she is eager and excited to focus on persuasion, and she is
confident that an emphasis on legal philosophy is the perfect preparation for
law school. For the essay assignment, Brianna writes a paper arguing that tort
law intersects with hate speech (recommended listening: “LGBT Tort” by
Love). Brianna is proud of both the work that went into it, the logos, and the
originality of her claim.
Before she gets her grade back, Brianna reviews a text written by one of
the only two other Black students in the class, an analysis of the rhetoric of
graffiti. She thinks it is wonderfully written and insightful, and she never looks
at graffiti the same again. Even a simple “Happy Birthday, Erik!” spray painted
on a wall in an Oslo ghetto sparks a future conversation she instigates about
context, kairos. (She concludes, “Really, the most dangerous folks in Norway
right now are us Americans.”) Brianna expands her mind—an aspirational goal
in every strong liberal institution’s mission—and buys into the value of diversity
by observing, “What would a girl from the North Shore otherwise know about
graffiti?” She thereby moves toward the lie that inclusion is diversity’s synonym.
In this moment, she is grateful simply to be in the company of brilliance as
the music swells into what she will soon experience as a too-common refrain.
The chorus itself kicks you in the nethers. The teaching assistant (TA)
permitted to instruct this course gives all Black students the same grade, a low
B. On our protagonist’s paper, the TA writes, “you sound like one of those
Black nationalist types.”
This young Black woman persists as a rhetoric major and seems to stay
strong in the face of racism. But the department seems not to give an ish about
who is teaching or preparing educators to store away their bigoted things. Brianna ultimately graduates from an Ivy League law school, passes the three-day
California Bar her first time taking it (during one of the hardest seatings, when
the passage rate didn’t even reach 55%), and does so well that she is asked to
grade the next exam.
However, Brianna is broken in some pivotal places. She is no longer confident that logic can prevail in her quest to better society, and she no longer
believes that the arc of the moral universe bends toward justice. Brianna also
feels invisible and that she lacks value in the society she cherishes. The demoralization screams throughout both the music and accompanying lyrics, and
the thump of the bass drum sounds eerily similar to tears falling on pavement.
The song’s swell ends abruptly on a high note, suggesting that it is for
the best that our protagonist began to learn how much emotions actually run
the human show; this particular knowledge is über important for any rhetor
or rhetorician. Further, Brianna’s post-graduation opportunities do not seem
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negatively impacted by her experiences within her major. Maybe that is the
message of this track. Yet this song is so painful. I hate it. Can I get it out of
my head? No—so I guess, in capitalist terms, it is well done. I hate this song
all the same.
“No Respect” from the Album Macro, Not Micro
Brianna’s TA and her ilk are the people who oversee RhetComp today, as
department chairs, program directors, deans, and more. Perhaps with that
connection in mind, twenty-five years after Major, The Tone Police revisit
the classroom in the song “No Respect,” this time featuring a Black female
educator named Elda. Like Brianna, Elda experienced an ish-ton of bullshit
from instructors as an undergraduate student.
The opening lyrics are in Elda’s own voice, sharing a personal story in
a professional development workshop in answer to the prompt, “What was
your most impactful writing experience?” Elda tells us of a professor during
her undergraduate years who said he knew what grade a student would earn
“just by looking at them”...which seemed to always mean BIPOC did poorly.
The presenter asks Elda, “And what was the impact?” Our hero shares the
pain, anger, and ultimate acceptance that credentials aren’t always indicative
of what they’re supposed to mean. “I realized that even academics can be….”
she hesitates, unsure of the right word. “Assholes,” a colleague offers. “Yes,”
she laughs. A member of her cohort—nicknamed “Big Macro”—then feels
it’s her moment to dispute the account, telling Elda the takeaways are incorrect. “Actually,” our champion retorts, “my eighteen-year-old self absolutely
did conclude thusly.”
During a break in the workshop, another colleague chats Elda up in the
hallway. The music, which has been what I would call salted opera, gets even
more salty as Big Macro interrupts without the niceties common in civil society.
Big Macro yells in Elda’s face about the story she shared during the workshop.
The colleague Elda has been speaking to simply walks away, not intervening in
any way to stop the abuse. Big Macro ends her tirade with, “You seem to have
no respect for academia, so I don’t know why you’re in it!” Weeks earlier, Elda
had pointed out that Big Macro had chastised others’ pedagogical practices by
relying on flawed research without meaningful sample sizes—something she
also did during her dissertation defense. There is a hint in the lyrics that Big
Macro’s fury may also be fueled by that. After the workshop blustering, Big
Macro’s face balloons to bright red (think rot Luftballon), and she storms off
into the bathroom. Elda keeps her cool…on the outside.
“No Respect” includes Elda’s reflection—years later during the 2020 pandemic—that this experience was one of many persuading her that working from
home is the best thing that could happen to her, because she doesn’t have to
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interface with hostile coworkers (recommended listening: “Microaggressions
at the Office” by Miller). During professional development the year prior to
Big Macro’s outburst, every single seat but one was open during lunch, and,
being friendly, Elda asked whether she might sit next to the lone occupant.
“Of course!” Elda put her bag down in the chair and got in the queue for the
buffet, and a colleague (who, it will surprise no one to learn, was a white male)
started yelling that he was intending to sit there. He stomped over, put her
bag on the ground, and promptly sat his ass down in her seat with, yes, every
other of the forty seats still open, including the one on the other side of the
now duo’d occupant...who said and did nothing in response to the scene. Elda
picked up her bag and lost her appetite—in the reverse order, actually—and
skipped lunch. She shook with a rage she felt she could not express. Like Big
Macro, here was yet another colleague who sparked fury that had nowhere to go.
After the Big Macro incident, Elda receives an email with the subject “All
good today??” It starts: “I thought I passed you in the hallway this afternoon
while some shade was being thrown. Everything OK?” Elda answers honestly,
“No, I am not okay (the shade was completely out of line).” She is appreciative
of this lone coworker, a white woman, who reached out and bore witness. The
harassment was not Big Macro’s first, although by far the most abusive, so Elda
levies a complaint against her for creating a hostile environment. After months
upon months of delay, the employer finally conducts what it calls an investigation and concludes Big Macro is an equal opportunity harasser. So there is no
finding of discrimination. Although Big Macro only bullies women—she also
told a different colleague, “How would you know?! You’re just a rich Jew”—the
racial affronts are deemed beyond Blackness. The staccato hammers it home
that Elda is viewed as Black only (Truth! Ain’t I A Woman?), so Big Macro’s
obvious gender discrimination goes over the investigators’ heads.
Although Elda’s employer told another Black female worker to apologize
for clapping back at a racist comment from support staff (accusing her “ghetto
South Side Chicago coming out”), bosses are certain, “We can’t ask Big Macro
to say she’s sorry.” Instead, they grant Big Macro a leadership role, which she
leverages into a position at an institution in the U.S. South. Our stereotypes
of the South are stoked until listeners can only presume Big Macro feels warm
and fuzzy canoodling fellow misogyracists while promoting the self-serving lie
that she is a BIPOC ally. There is no karma that Elda can cling to for comfort.
“No Respect” is a song that, like “Black Nationalist Type,” is unforgettable, but it lingers in the memory because of how foul it is. These tunes have
no happy endings, and sometimes the music itself takes a weird turn that the
ear just can’t reconcile. Both songs flip the bird to the pentatonic scale. In my
opinion, the artwork for The Tone Police’s album covers should each simply
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introduce one more line on the arm of someone trying to deaden the pain.
These tracks are equally cringeworthy.
Elda’s doctorate positions her to teach in a RhetComp program, so you’d
think the song would be a lovely exploration of how Elda incorporated awful
college experiences and how vigilant she is about not mirroring the same in her
own teaching. Certainly, there are elements of such in the lyrics, but this song
does not focus on Elda’s proactive behaviors. Instead, it shines the spotlight on
a crappy workplace experience that, when added to Elda’s history as an undergraduate, makes it perhaps worse than “Black Nationalist Type.” Check that.
It definitely is worse. Can I give it negative stars? It is hands down negative.
“Even You” and “Your Tone” from the Album Surveillance
Two tracks from The Tone Police’s album Surveillance make it to the
RhetComp series. Both are like nails on a chalkboard scratching the message
“we are watching you.” The first paints a picture of a new hire, Tesha, who
reads Presumed Incompetent in preparation for teaching writing at a four-year
university (Gutiérrez y Muhs, et al.). As a Black woman, Tesha knows she will
encounter hostilities from supervisors, support staff, students, and colleagues,
and she tries to prepare herself as best she can to weather the impending storm.
She ain’t ready. Tesha is saturated with aggressions, including from a white male
student who during office hours leans into saying 那个 (pronounced ne ga) as
an example of how miscommunication can happen—which Tesha is certain
was his way of calling her the n-word without risking discipline (recommended
listening: “Failure to Communicate” by Flaherty). The weight of this adds to
the excess scrutiny she receives from peers who seem certain she was not hired
for her actual skills. Colleagues share advice about the basics when Tesha poses
nuanced concerns. “I’m still trying to figure out how to motivate students to
deeply engage the homework” is met with “Try referencing the homework in
class so that students might be embarrassed into doing it after everyone sees
them struggle answering questions.” Really. Reference the homework in class.
As if Tesha never would have thought of that.
At the end of that first year, her students win writing prizes and publish
their essays in undergraduate and national journals. One of her cohort tells
Tesha, “Even you are doing better than I am.” The chorus is a compilation of
these types of one-liners, and while not as terrible a song as “No Respect,” “Even
You” is definitely a track to ask the AI monitoring your living room to skip.
“Your Tone” is challenging in many of the same ways. Like “Even You,”
it is a country song that leans heavily into the fiddle. The protagonist, a Black
woman, tutors in a writing center. Despite the known bias in student evaluations, she receives glowing comments on feedback surveys. Her first appointment is par for the course, and she joyfully awaits the next. The schedule is
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open, however, so she chills in the room, working on other tasks but staying
available for any drop-ins. None come. Later, she is reviewing email when she
sees a message sent during her first appointment that a second tutee wanted
to meet remotely. Another room had apparently been set up to host virtual
tutoring. There are follow up emails that ask her whether she will be joining
the session. She wonders why no one bothered to simply come to her room
and tell her about this anomalous appointment. She therefore asks as reply,
“Why didn’t someone just come to my room and tell me there was another
appointment somewhere else?” The response suggests that “it might be helpful” to review the handbook, which clearly states tutors are to remain available
during their shifts. She replies that she was available—in her room, in fact—so
that section of the handbook is not particularly helpful. She then gets an email
from the writing center director requesting time to talk.
“We strive to give everyone the benefit of the doubt,” the talking-to begins,
“and no one was criticizing you, so your tone….” “I’m going to push back on
the ‘tone’ characterization,” our tutor retorts. She doesn’t say what she wants
to about the purported giving of benefits of doubts being a joke when she did
not police anyone else’s tone or presume they meant malice—that was the
other side of things. She also doesn’t mention the stereotyping of Black women
when it comes to anger being projected upon them. We kind of want her to,
but she doesn’t. “I was direct. That is all,” she says. (Recommended listening:
“Angry Black Woman” by Walley-Jean).
Despite what it misses, this riff is by far the most satisfying of this track.
But like all numbers by The Tone Police, it sours. “No one is trying to gaslight you,” the director asserts after trying to gaslight her and adds, “Please
make sure you check your email during an open session.” We presume neither
our tutor nor the director is given a name because this interaction is classic
Tone Police: duplicated everyday with countless Black women—no matter
where they work, in whatever capacity—who are disciplined in myriad ways
if they don’t communicate in a manner that others won’t find intimidating.
This, of course, really just means overly compensating with sweetness for the
stereotypes projected upon them (recommended listening: “Microaggressions
Self-Defense” by Byrd).
“SELMA Was a Terrific Film” from the Album Hiring
This song is The Tone Police’s one high note. Because of the band’s other
works, listeners—at least I will speak for myself—keep waiting for it to go south.
But the entirety is actually satisfying. The story: a Black candidate for faculty
leadership in a rhetoric department is vehemently opposed by one white male
whom we suspect simply doesn’t want a Black person to have the power to tell
him he might have to do anything differently. A Black woman—because isn’t
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it always a Black woman?—heads the effort to combat the racism she believes
is feeding the challenge. In addition to the open opposition, she is particularly
struck by an anonymous colleague’s racist Google Doc comment answering
the question of whether the candidate is suitable: “SELMA was a terrific film.”
The verse of this song is in the form of a letter the woman submits to the
committee chair:
I am writing to clarify my support. While I understand a colleague
asserts that there is no support for this candidate, that information
is incorrect. [riff of specifics to a trip hop beat] Additionally, I am
concerned that racial bias is influencing the vehement opposition.
The assertion that this candidate received the greatest number of
negative comments on an anonymous online document—even if
true—may simply evidence implicit bias rather than meaningful reflections about qualifications. I suspect that comments that would
more directly demonstrate such bias were not included in the summary provided the Committee (for example, “SELMA was a terrific
film.”). That our department has no history of engaging in bias training suggests further that colleagues would not have insight into the
role of their biases and therefore no understanding of how to counter
them. I do not believe the information provided the Committee was
objective, and I do not believe that, in this circumstance, the information represented to the Committee truly reflects our collective
sentiments, certainly not my own. I look forward to the opportunity
to work with this candidate and am available if you have any questions or concerns.
The chorus “SELMA was a terrific film” is truly mesmerizing because it
has absolutely no connection to any other lyrics around it, presumably just as
on the Google Doc. There are no statements about Oscar-nominated movies,
no discussion of civil rights movements, nobody named “Selma.” Despite this
outrageous comment from someone charged with educating young minds, the
story ends well and the candidate obtains the leadership position. Therefore,
the slight does not impact her as negatively. It gets an eye roll, but that is all.
There are terrible songs from The Tone Police’s album Hiring, but at least
the RhetComp series chose just this one to showcase. Grateful to put my fingers
in my ears for the others. It’s bad enough that, to review the albums in full, I
had to listen to “And I Am Telling You, I’m Not Staying” from Retention. The
joke told between two of the song’s characters—both writing instructors—is
hard to stomach, because it is couched in their recognition that they are both
biracial. After yet another Black colleague quits, they quip, “There is now only
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one Black person working here between us.” What a gut punch (recommended
listening: “Retaining Each Other” by Fries-Britt and Kelly).
Oh wait. The entirety of this “SELMA” tune is not satisfying at all.
There is a secret ending that reminds me of Tool’s 1993 debut studio album
Undertow, where the dead space after the end of the 9th song, “flood,” ticks as
empty tracks until number 69 plays “disgustipated” (listed as track 10 on the
CD’s insert). Disgustipatingly, there is more to “SELMA Was a Terrific Film”
than successful bystander intervention and the achievement of a leadership
offer to an academic of an underrepresented demographic. After a minute of
silence—long enough for you to be confident the song has ended well—the
music picks up again with this particular leader throwing the Black woman
who advocated for him under the bus on numerous occasions. For instance,
he vigorously denied the veracity of her complaint about an untoward poster
positioned in the workspace, not knowing she had a photograph of it before
it was torn down. She stays silent in order to, she believes, save the face of the
larger Black community, but she questions her decision in a musically frenzied
refrain and resents her role in her own oppression (recommended listening:
“Black Fatigue” by Winters 112). This song leaves a film that is not at all terrific.
“Got Milk?” and “You Shouldn’t Have Left”
(parts 1 & 2) from the Album Denial
It’s hard to tell if the untoward poster in “Got Milk?” is the same one referenced at the end of “SELMA Was a Terrific Film.” It would make sense,
even if the set-up doesn’t. Are these real-life anecdotes? I guess they have
to be. RhetComp: The Academy Years required nonfiction stories embellished
musically. The reason “Got milk?” has me suddenly questioning whether it
is actually fiction is because it tells a story that sounds out of the 1940s, not
the 2010s when it is supposed to have occurred. A rhetoric and composition
program is housed in a building with a lactation room. I guess a lactation
room isn’t very 1940s, but stay with me. The room is obviously not visited
by the majority of staff. One day, the door is left slightly ajar, and a curious
staff person peeks in. On the wall is a poster of what is described as a mammy
milking a cow. Text overlay reads, “Got milk?” The peeker, a BIPOC woman,
is outraged. She reports her concerns. The poster is taken down. Then the denial sets in. Managers argue, “It wasn’t a mammy.” “It didn’t say got milk?” “It
wasn’t misogyracist.” None of the deniers will share an image of the poster to
back their claims. The peeker is interrogated: “What were you doing in there?
You’re not breast-feeding. You don’t even have a kid.” And just like that, it becomes her doing. If she had just stayed where she was assigned, there wouldn’t
be an issue. It’s her fault. We know from “Your Tone” that marginalized employees can be exactly where they are supposed to be and still be responsible
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for any tensions (recommended listening: “Not So Safe a Space” by Nuru and
Arendt). In “Got Milk?” the cause of any perceived incivility or unprofessionalism is the BIPOC employee supposedly drifting out of her lane.
The album Denial continues this theme with parts 1 and 2 of the song
“You Shouldn’t Have Left.” Part 1 is the shorter of the two. It tells a story
that takes place in a writing program. A white woman and her Black female
colleague disagree about whether essays should be evaluated differently depending upon a student’s background. The white woman asserts that lowering
the bar for BIPOC and low-income students is more equitable. The Black
woman believes all students can rise to the occasion (recommended listening:
“Over-Accommodation” by Tarr). One morning, the Black woman is absent
to speak on a panel about white supremacy. (Irony.) The white woman takes
the opportunity to create a handout that argues her personal perspective, and
she distributes it as if it represents the Black woman’s stance as well. When the
Black woman returns, she pushes back about the document, and the white
woman retorts, “Well, you should have been here, then.” The Black woman
explains to colleagues that the handout does not reflect her opinion; the white
woman rolls her eyes and does not speak to the Black woman for weeks.
A short time later, a survey of the writing program is distributed among
its employees. In the anonymous feedback is a criticism of “wannabe woke
white women” and their behavior as colleagues. The Black woman believes
the statement has been attributed to her given the timing of some shade from
multiple peers. She remembers one coworker who, in a previous year and referencing another anonymous survey, approached her, saying, “I know you are
the one who wrote the comment about diversity.” For both situations, a white
coworker confesses to this Black woman that they are the person who levied
the criticisms. She feels helpless to illuminate any misunderstanding as these
confessions always occur in private conversations. She succumbs to a growing
need to distance herself from her work environment.
Part 2 is the last straw. She is excited to attend an on-campus screening
of Bessie and gets to the venue early. It is a cozy room with chairs and couches
arranged facing a small screen. She places her coat on a couch in the back,
toward the end near the aisle with an unobstructed view. Making her way to
the buffet, we listeners flash back to “No Respect” and worry that this song will
find this Black woman being similarly screamed at by a white male coworker
who has planted himself in her seat while she steps away. Instead, she returns
to her seat without incident and places her bag on the floor at her feet. The
room starts to fill including VIPs and their friends. She chats with colleagues,
and one, who is co-hosting the event, suggests he introduce her to the crowd
right before the screening starts so that she can tell them about a related event
she is organizing. When the time comes, she walks up, delivers her spiel, and
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returns to her seat to find a white woman sitting on her coat in casual conversation with another white woman across the aisle.
This Black woman’s mind starts racing, and she begins making calculations
about what her response should be. She stands still, staring at this white woman
who audaciously sort-of asks, “I was hoping I might sit here.” The white woman
we believe is in the VIP entourage and has a brace on the leg she has extended
over the length of the couch. VIP + leg brace + no other long couches. The
calculations continue. The white woman finally whines to the Black woman
who stands as a statue, “I can find another seat I guess.”
“No,” our hero answers, “I will move.” She tries to give the white woman
the benefit of the doubt, sympathizing with the temporary disability and the
difficulties attached. One of her colleagues sitting in a hard chair across the
aisle says, “Come sit by me.” “Absolutely,” responds our hero as she picks up
her bag and says to the white woman, “Please give me my coat.” Make no
mistake, our hero is greatly tempted to scream at this white woman about the
nerve of sitting on her coat, almost as strong as the urge to leave the event
entirely and go home.
As she settles in, the movie begins. From the front row, a call to the white
woman who stole the seat on the couch, “Are you coming back up here?”
“No,” the white sham answers, “I have a seat back here!” then whispering to
the white accomplice across the aisle, “This seat has a perfect view.” Our hero
would rather we call her a sucker as she sits in her hard chair with a partially
obstructed view, boiling in a killing rage. Unlike bell hooks in the chapter “Killing Rage: Militant Resistance,” the bystanders say nothing (hooks 8-20). They
did not say anything when this white female sat in a Black woman’s seat—on
her coat—with the woman’s bag at her feet. They said nothing when they
observed the Black woman speechless and still. They stayed silent, permitting
this Black woman to pay the price of misogyracism that she has no doubt paid
over and over again. “You Shouldn’t Have Left, Part 2” is another of The Tone
Police’s tracks that makes all of us want to crank death metal while speeding
down the freeway with the windows open…which is how our hero ends every
workday from that moment on.
“You Can’t Use the Word Profiled” from the Album Discipline
It is at first hard to make the connection between the song “You Can’t Use the
Word Profiled” and the album title, Discipline. In some respects, I suppose all
micro-aggressions and macro-hostilities are meant to correct behavior (recommended listening: “Unjust Universities, part deux” by Ritter). Or maybe this
album is The Tone Police’s way of highlighting Black women’s restraint, their
self-control when venom is sprayed in their direction. Or perhaps Discipline
is a nod to the field itself, as this story takes place in a rhetoric department.
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The protagonist in this tale is a new hire, Meredith, an enthusiastic instructor who brings small gifts for colleagues on holidays and shows up to work
each day with a huge smile and sparkle in her eyes. She approaches custodians,
groundskeepers, colleagues, and everyone she encounters with deep investment. Meredith makes eye contact, asks about their well-being, and always
says her excuse mes and thank yous. Support staff are not this civil. They are
a duo who chastise Meredith when she is not around. “Who does she think
she is?” coupled with talk of arrogance and the like. No surprise: Meredith is
Black. The support staff’s supervisor, also a Black woman, overhears them and
watches. She observes our hero’s kindness, over and over again, and thinks, “I
want to slap her in the face for being so nice to them.”
The supervisor tells department leadership of what she has observed and
tells her subordinates that they better cut it out or the next time she hears
their crap, she will write them up. She believes leadership will follow up with
Meredith, but she is mistaken. They decide to stay silent; pretend nothing
happened; say nothing to Meredith; and forego interventions, acknowledgement, and remedy. Meredith is not aware that any conversations are happening. Eventually, our hero tires of what she knows is misogyracism. One
of the support persons confesses to Meredith that she failed to inform her of
important information because “I was afraid you’d be angry.” Our hero has
had enough and reaches out to quasi-HR, a middle-manager who is the first
point of contact when there are departmental issues. Tightening his white
lips (okay, they must actually be pink), he asks this Black woman—who has
been nothing but vibrant—“What is the problem?” “Of the latest,” Meredith
begins, “I wish not to be profiled as angry before I even open my mouth…”
He interrupts, “You can’t use that word!” We listeners need not hear the rest
of that story to know how poorly it goes.
Meredith’s light begins to fade. She stops bringing little gifts. Her smiles
no longer reach her eyes. She completes all of the tasks she can on her own,
avoiding asking for support from those whose job it is to do just that. Years
pass, and leadership never reaches out to her about this experience or any other
misogyracist incident. Instead, the quasi-HR lummox is given increasing responsibility, which he leverages into a lucrative move to a technology company.
This song is well-written, tells an emotionally compelling story, and
should never be heard during the winter holidays or by anyone who cares
about Black people if they’re listening with a stash of opioids or sleeping pills
within arm’s reach.
From the Album Retaliation
There are several tracks that make the RhetComp album series from The Tone
Police’s Retaliation: “7pm Class,” “Grunting 101,” “Introduce Yourself, Why
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Don’t You?” and “Why Don’t You Quit?” They each tell a story of what happens to individual Black women teaching in writing and/or rhetoric programs
and departments after they protest hostile environments. The quick synopses:
“7pm Class” - The protagonist is the only one of a large department who is
assigned a late-night course to teach. She ends up proactively securing another
classroom space on campus at an earlier hour so that she doesn’t have to end
her workday in the dark.
“Grunting 101” - A department chair chooses to slight the protagonist of
this song, grunting at her instead of conversing when she greets him in the tight
hallways of their office building. He demands that when she wants to speak
to him privately she leave his office door open as if she is somehow a threat.
“Introduce Yourself, Why Don’t You?” - A supervisor fails to introduce this
subordinate at an awards event although he introduces all of the other speakers,
which requires she then take the podium and introduce herself.
“Why Don’t You Quit?”- Last but not least, this most irritating and painful
song, like trying to get cholla cactus spines out of your skin without tweezers.
It begins with an investigation of a retaliation complaint. The evidence is super
obvious, but one can easily predict that, like most institutions, the investigating
university will conclude that retaliation hasn’t been proven. It makes one wonder whether the standard of proof employed in these cases is actually “beyond a
reasonable doubt,” rather than “preponderance of the evidence” as it is supposed
to be. HR meets with our protagonist, Sandra, and goes over the allegations.
There are many on the list, all of them clear, direct, absent conjecture. The
white investigator—after reading them off one-by-one—looks up at Sandra,
who has endured a hostile environment for half a decade, and asks, “If it’s so
bad, why don’t you quit?” Sandra is stunned. “You sound like Donald Trump
when he said Ivanka should quit her job if she is sexually harassed or find a
new career.” The HR investigator is “hurt and offended” by the comparison,
and the focus of conversation turns toward his feelings (recommended listening: “Hopes She Would Quit” by Close).
Years later, Sandra is accidentally provided a draft of the investigation’s
findings, which is date-stamped the morning before this conversation occurred.
It references another HR attendee who, in fact, had gone on medical leave
before the meeting happened. The draft concluded that retaliation could not
be proven. So yes: before talking to Sandra—in a discussion that focused on
the one remaining investigator’s feelings instead of the facts and evidence—the
decision not to find retaliation had already been made. According to this track,
it is likely enough that when retaliation became a legal cause of action decades
prior, the university’s HR had determined that its departments would never
find such a violation.
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This song reminds listeners that reparations can’t get here soon enough
(recommended listening: “Reparations” by Davis). And it reminds this reviewer:
I don’t want one more Black person to have to find a way to deal with white
supremacist capitalist patriarchal bullshit in this apartheid nation we pretend
is a democracy.
Forthcoming Album: Truth and Reconciliation
There are more favorites from The Tone Police in the RhetComp; The Academy
Years series. “Solidarity Gestures” from the album Optics offers a number of
bursts cross-genre that mostly highlight more examples of diversity without
inclusion (recommended listening: “Diversity Doesn’t Stick Without Inclusion” by Sherbin and Rashid). There are lyrics about the interpersonal: a
weekly lunch break trivia game in a writing program for which the host never
asks the one Black woman who works there what categories she’d be interested in, even as he makes the rounds past her office to inquire with everyone
else. There are stories about the otherwise mundane: a Black woman in a
rhetoric department is told she is not permitted to be an editor for departmental websites even though she chairs the committee creating content. A
year later, a white male joining the same committee (not chairing) is granted
that authority.
There are many more songs that highlight what seem at times purposeful divestment from solutions within the RhetComp field. In one we hear a
professor at a meeting work through the acronym “STEM” beginning with
“sexy tranny.” A member of leadership simply turns his back to this professor
and looks out the window. In another, a supervisor sits with a small group of
subordinates as one of them ends a story about another, “with her tits up to
her chin.” The supervisor claims not to hear. In others, academic staff experience physical affronts including one Black woman whose colleagues seem to
think it’s alright to grab her clothes, pulling her jackets open and seeming to
inspect her wardrobe…perhaps resisting touching her hair. These songs all suck.
Some of The Tone Police’s tunes include brief glimpses of white males
speaking truth to their own demographic power. When a Black woman with
an EdD is hassled by RhetComp colleagues on the regular for needing to get a
PhD, he snaps, “They have never told me I need to get a PhD, and I only have
a Master’s. It’s because you’re Black.” Another white male tries to enlighten his
peers in a communication program about the differences in student respect
depending upon who is teaching, sharing an anecdote of co-instruction with a
Black female colleague: “They automatically listened to me, and they dismissed
her regularly.” Those who wish to seem progressive nod. These are some of the
same colleagues who later engage in similar behavior with this Black instructor
as those students.
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For all that The Tone Police explore, there are no songs on any of its albums in which anyone whose misogyracism actually harmed a Black woman
admits that they were wrong, that they stereotyped her, that they behaved
abominably. Like doctors who admit bias in medicine generally but deny that
they or any of their peers ever engage in such—even as they personally deny
Black patients opioids or diagnose stress disproportionately in females whose
ailments confound them (recommended listening: “Chronic Pain” by Morales
& Yong; “Doing Harm” by Dusenbery; and “Judas” by Tarr)—these academics
who nod in agreement about the fact of inequitable dynamics always fight to
save their personal, and sometimes institutional, brand. It is never they who
have committed a specific, bigoted act. Their ‘isms exist only in the abstract.
You wish that they would make up their minds then. If every single individual
moment of micro/macro-aggression is just a misunderstanding on the part
of marginalized folk, then perhaps The Tone Police need a song that lyrically
highlights privileged academics’ unspoken belief that these ‘isms do not exist
and the research is erroneous. They can’t have it both ways.
Of course, these marginalizations do occur. But the task so many of The
Tone Police’s antagonists are invested in is the obstruction of any notion that
they personally have oppressed anyone. There are no apologies, no ownership
of actions, no “Yes, me blurting you weren’t allowed to use the word profiled
was racist af, and I am going to tithe 10% of my earnings to BLM and work on
my willful ignorance.” The Tone Police are clear in their storytelling: the Black
woman is considered the real problem. She interprets actions incorrectly, and
even if whatever happened is demonstrated beyond a reasonable doubt, she is
responsible—for making sure others feel okay about it, for giving the wrongdoer
a pass, for not causing a scene. These dynamics guarantee that freedom is not
promised by any future…unless The Tone Police change their tune.
Word is that the band is working on a new album that musically hearkens
back to Stevie Wonder’s “Songs In The Key of Life.” The title track “Truth
and Reconciliation” begins like Linkin Park’s “Wretches and Kings” from A
Thousand Suns. Instead of Mario Savio’s “bodies upon the gears” speech, we hear
Ibram X. Kendi say, “Indeed, the heartbeat of being antiracist is confession.
The heartbeat of being racist is denial.” (Women’s Leadership, 10:12-10:20).
This album remixes all of The Tone Police’s tracks but with changed outcomes.
Not only do the bad actors apologize with full ownership of the wrongs they
committed, they offer suitable reparation and/or restitution, a step that Dr.
Harriet Lerner deems essential to any true apology (Brown’s “I’m Sorry” with
additional recommended listening: “Effective Apology” by Carter). In order
to resolve past harms, The Tone Police is choosing to write songs showcasing
truth and reconciliation rather than calling for a clean slate or unity—refrains
that benefit oppressors only.
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At least I hear that’s what this new album will be about. I long for a number of choruses that scream, “Stop being so f ’ing racist!” but, of course, that is
unlikely. Screaming isn’t right for every genre. Such lyrics also would neglect
the misogyny that serves as an essential ingredient for much of The Tone Police’s RhetComp toxins. The band also needs remixes that address other songs
from previous albums including, “Perpetual Foreigner,” “You’re So Articulate,”
“Where Are You From?” and “Who Would Have Thought You Were Gay/So
Old/Disabled!” (recommended listening: “Racial Microaggressions in Everyday
Life” by Sue). The Tone Police have got a lot of /ˈrītiŋ / to do! But the band is
hopefully opening a new door, and we eagerly welcome them through.
Notes
1. References not otherwise cited in-text are hereinafter incorporated with a “producer” credit or as “recommended listening.”
2. All anecdotes/interviews/testimonio, infra, are on file with the author. Minor
details including names have been altered so as to provide parties relative safety. Many
thanks to reviewers including Matthew Davis, PhD, and editors Ersula Ore, PhD,
Christina Cedillo, PhD, and Kim Weiser, PhD. Gratitude also to Black women who
gawd-derned get it done every day.
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Course Designs
Core Advanced Writing: Rhetoric of Storytelling
Cruz Medina
Course Description
On September 23, 2020, the New York Post reported that “President Trump
had signed an executive order expanding a ban on government agencies receiving sensitivity training involving critical race theory to federal contractors” (Moore). By the time this executive order passed, I had already planned
to teach a course titled “Rhetoric of Storytelling” that included a Critical
Race Theory (CRT) reading from Aja Martinez advocating for counterstory.
In response to the murder of George Floyd and subsequent protests during
the summer of 2020, my academic department, like many institutions nationwide, issued a statement in support of Black Lives Matter. In addition,
my department formed a reading group and working group on anti-racist
pedagogy that discussed texts and strategies for incorporating more voices
of color into curriculum. Still, when my department met at the beginning
of the quarter, I was in a breakout session with a white, male colleague, who
expressed confusion as to how he might incorporate non-white voices into his
first-year and advanced writing courses. With all the shade intended, I told
him that the first week alone of first-year writing featured three women of
color, Gloria Anzaldúa, Michelle Obama, and Amy Tan.
While “Rhetoric of Storytelling” was not labeled a “diversity” course within
my university’s core curriculum, the course meets the advanced writing requirement for all students at my institution, and the inclusion of BIPOC writers
and scholars in such a course demonstrates how courses can avoid upholding
white supremacist practices that center white voices as authoritative and necessary. Through the inclusion of voices of color, we can recognize authors from
diverse backgrounds as holders and creators of knowledge, too. “Rhetoric of
Storytelling” looks at the purposes of storytelling across different rhetorical
traditions, beginning with Ancient Greek and Roman traditions and traversing
African American, Indigenous Latin American, American Indian, feminist,
and Latinx rhetorical traditions. The course operates from the assumption that
storytelling is an epistemic practice, and that storytelling and narration serve
similar, if not the same, purpose as academic writing, drawing on the lived
experiences of the writer. In fulfilling the course’s goals, the students are to:
1) formulate and articulate the significance, role and purpose of storytelling
based on course material; 2) participate actively and responsibly as a member
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of a small learning community to build knowledge on writing, rhetoric, and
storytelling; 3) effectively analyze, interpret, and evaluate literary, critical, and
theoretical texts; 4) recognize commonplace arguments about storytelling and
articulate counterarguments; and 5) design and complete a substantial and
original research or writing project.
Description of Institutional Context
My institution is a small liberal arts Jesuit university in Silicon Valley. The
course is the third required writing course following a two-sequence first-year
writing course called “Critical Thinking and Writing.” According to the Santa
Clara University (SCU) catalogue, “Rhetoric of Storytelling”:
Builds on learning in Critical Thinking and Writing courses to
deepen familiarity with values, genres, and conventions relevant to
particular disciplines such as STEM, Business, Humanities, Arts, or
Social Sciences. Stresses research skills connected with analysis and
rhetorical reading and writing skills, especially revision with close attention to audience and purpose. Assignments will reflect increased
sophistication in critical reading and writing with a purpose for particular audiences. (“Department of English”)
The course meets requirements for the department’s English minor, and it
previously met requirements for the Professional Writing (PW) minor (before recent curriculum restructuring to account for non-PW writing faculty’s
teaching this course with different topics). The Core Advanced Writing course
is meant for students to take in their second, third, or fourth year to reinforce
their academic writing practices with attention to information literacy, a fact
demonstrated by a library database research session with a university librarian, an annotated bibliography assignment, and a requirement of 20 pages of
revised writing over the course of the 10-week quarter.
SCU’s English department has been shifting from a literature-centric
undergraduate program to more of an English Studies model where writing
studies is centered within the curriculum and faculty research interests. The
development of the Professional Writing minor was an integral aspect of creating more dedicated courses for the five rhetoric and composition/technical
communications faculty hires in the last several years. The English major also
has a writing track that lets students choose between creative writing and
professional writing, with consistent popularity in the creative writing track
and creative writing minor, despite there only being one tenured professor of
creative writing. Still, the professional writing minor has grown in popularity with STEM students, who view the professional writing minor as a more
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practical way of diversifying their studies to appear more competitive on graduate school applications. As a part of the minor, professional writing students
are required to take part in an internship, and there is a dedicated faculty
internship advisor (who receives a course release) to help students through
the process of finding and evaluating their post-internship reflection. To address the inequity of the unpaid internship, the university has also developed
the REAL program to pay students directly when they participate in unpaid
internships, which benefits students with less economic privilege who need
to earn money in order to support themselves. Through programs like REAL,
the intersectional concerns and issues like economic justice that are raised in
courses like “Rhetoric of Storytelling” are addressed through policy that creates
more equity for students to gain work experience that they might not have
were the program not in place.
Theoretical Rationale
The theoretical assumptions undergirding the course can be connected with
expressivist scholars like Wendy Bishop, co-editor of The Subject is Story, and
Peter Elbow, who is cited by contributors to Bishop’s collection. Expressivism
provides writer-centric attention to issues like style, process, and voice; however, expressivism is often inattentive to critical issues of race, class, gender,
sexuality, gender, and ability (i.e. voice and style tend to be evaluated according to a white, middle-class, straight male ideal). Qualities that expressivist
(Bishop and Ostrom), critical race (Martinez), Indigenous (King et al), and
feminist (Spigelman) scholarship share are the resistance to positivist overreliance on empirical evidence and dominant narratives about what academic
writing should be. The course content reflects a deliberate anti-racist decision
to include an equal amount, if not more, readings by BIPOC scholars than
those by white scholars. The inclusion of Indigenous Latin American storytellers and Indigenous American Indian scholars and storytellers grounds
the course in non-Western rhetorical traditions and brings attention to the
university’s history as a mission dependent upon the forcible removable and
conversion of native Ohlone populations (Panich). If this course is effectively
taught, storytelling should be understood as a form of argumentation, knowledge-making, and as a powerful rhetorical mode for BIPOC populations to
complicate dominant narratives and communicate their lived experiences.
When I first started designing this course, I followed the advice from a
professional development workshop that “students like having a central course
text.” As my course text, I chose the collection The Subject is Story, which
could be categorized as expressivist because some writers speak about finding
one’s voice and cite Peter Elbow; however, I also liked that the collection had
some straightforward rhetorical pieces like a chapter called “Narration and
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Argument,” by James Herrick, which speaks to Plato’s use of storytelling. I
include that towards the beginning of the quarter because I feel like Plato meets
students’ expectations of what will be included in a course with rhetoric in
the title. However, I also use Gayle Duskin’s chapter, “Ancient Tradition and
Contemporary Storytelling,” which traces the African American rhetorical
tradition through spirituals to blues and jazz before discussing the implications of those traditions on hip hop. The majority of the readings from The
Subject is Story are used in the first assignment, which asks students to make
an argument with narrative elements about how they use storytelling, with the
requirement that they incorporate quotes from these readings to support their
arguments. Effective writing for this assignment includes details, description,
or dialogue that help show what the student explains in their analysis. This
assignment should conclude with some explanation of what they would like
to learn more about storytelling as it relates to their major or future career.
The storytelling topics that students identify at the end of the first assignment become the focus of the proposal assignment that articulates details in
the genre of a two-page memo with three headers: Purpose, Significance, and
Method/Genre. These headers provide the what, why, and how that students
envision for their research project. An Advanced Writing requirement for
SCU is an annotated bibliography as a means of instantiating the research
writing process into stages. For the choice of projects, I offer digital storytelling videos, podcasts, websites, or traditional alphabetic writing. Successful
projects demonstrate elements of storytelling through the communication of
researched information.
Because SCU rests on what was formerly a mission (with the mission’s
church situated centrally on campus), I have found it particularly important to
teach Indigenous writers with specific acknowledgement of SCU’s history as a
Catholic mission and the forced conversion of the Ohlone and the Muwekma
Ohlone people. In Survivance, Sovereignty, and Story, Lisa King, Rose Gubele,
and Joyce Rain Anderson make the case that educators need to understand
rhetorical sovereignty if they want to teach American Indian literature through
a meaningful pedagogical lens informed by Indigenous ways of knowing. I
pair King, Gubele, and Anderson’s introduction to Survivance, Sovereignty, and
Story with an excerpt from Tommy Orange’s There There, where an Indigenous
character speaks with another character who is described as a white hipster
who moved to Oakland. The hipster, representing a white settler, dismisses
the history of people living in the East Bay with the common misreading of
Gertrude Stein’s quote about there being “no there there” when describing
her hometown: “I mean, no one’s really from here, right? . . . You know what
Gertrude Stein said about Oakland?” (Orange 38). However, the narrator
explains that in reality Stein describes there being no sign of what she knew
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when she grew up there. Orange writes, “But for Native people in this country,
all over the Americas, it’s been developed over, buried ancestral land, glass and
concrete and wire and steel, unreturnable covered memory. There is no there
there” (39). For students in the Bay Area, near Oakland, this scene speaks to
the need for rhetorical sovereignty for Indigenous knowledge and respect for
the culture and stories of a particular space.
The attention that Tommy Orange pays in There There to Native people all
over the Americas provides a good introduction into chapters from I, Rigoberta
Menchú that expose students to Indigenous storytelling from Latin America,
specifically Guatemala. I provide a definition of the storytelling tradition of
testimonio, the culturally-specific genre that has been attributed to the stories
of Rigoberta Menchú, who uses her experiences to bring attention to how her
Q’iche’ Maya people were forced from their lands, forced into the military, and
tortured and killed by government soldiers. These readings highlight the stakes
of storytelling and how it can be used to speak truth to power. Later in the
quarter, I include my own chapter, “Digital Testimonio: Latin@ Multimodal
Storytelling,” to demonstrate how the genre of testimonio has import for
storytelling in digital spaces—digital stories that communicate their research
on storytelling are an option for the final assignment, in addition to websites
or traditional alphabetic essays. Listening to Rigoberta Menchú’s testimony
and reading about digital testimonio often inspires students to think about the
potential for how they might be able to speak back to a dominant narrative
that misrepresents a population with which they identify.
Towards the end of the quarter, Aja Martinez’s “A Plea for Critical Race
Theory Counterstory” brings into focus how storytelling can help BIPOC
folks resist dominant narratives. By this time in the quarter, students are
receptive to the different purposes that narrative and storytelling can serve.
Martinez explains how counterstories respond to the dominant stock stories
that are often the official story, the common-sense logic of white supremacy.
Martinez explains, “[s]tock stories feign neutrality and at all costs avoid any
blame or responsibility for societal inequality. Powerful because they are often
repeated until canonized or normalized, those who tell stock stories insist that
their version of events is indeed reality” (38). Martinez’s article outlines how
counterstory serves as a methodology for Critical Race Theory (CRT) while
also providing a counterstory that students can read and interpret through
the CRT lens. In the context of the 45th president signing an Executive Order banning federal funding for workshops teaching CRT, this reading helps
students understand why storytelling by BIPOC could be seen as a threat to
dominant ideological perspectives on history and education that benefit from
silencing the minoritized voices through history.
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The syllabus for “Rhetoric of Storytelling” is also designed to make the
course and its content easily accessible to students. I provide a table of contents,
bullet points, gray backgrounds, and two columns on each page are specific
rhetorical choices based on accessibility. (The full syllabus and supplemental
materials for this course are available on the Composition Studies website.) In
Anne-Marie Womack’s “Teaching is Accommodation,” she highlights these specific concrete practices for making syllabi accessible for students with different
learning abilities. In addition to the visual layout, she argues for “(1) creating
accessible document design, (2) engaging students with cooperative language,
and (3) empowering students through flexible course plans” (Womack 501).
The inclusion of a table of contents was a design recommendation I learned
during a workshop at a Computers and Writing conference in 2015, and I
would note that I have very seldom had “it’s-on-the-syllabus” moments since
including this feature in my syllabi. These preemptive design choices prior to
the class can free us, as instructors, to focus on higher order learning goals
in the course and relieve the punitive impulse to deduct points for a detail
mentioned somewhere in a large block of text on the syllabus.
Critical Reflection
One of the strengths of this course is that the curriculum normalizes writing
by BIPOC writers and scholars as part of the standard curriculum. An obvious limitation is the 10-week length of the course. Also, the lower division
status of the course can signal fewer readings to students enrolling, thereby
impacting the amount of material that can be covered. Even though storytelling in support of argumentation and personal narratives as argumentation are genres of writing that appear in student writing assignments (such
as literacy narratives and digital storytelling), these genres are often regarded
as less rigorous than genres of academic writing that are perceived as nonpersonal. Whether or not this assumption about rigor is acknowledged as
centering a particular class or whitening an imagined ideal student writer,
attempting to de-personalize writing and the value of student experiences by
assigning genres of analytical writing that students dislike puts instructors
in the uncomfortable position of reading and providing feedback to writing
that students often feel less ownership over. (Many readers have no doubt
been handed such an essay in a non-committal manner during an individual
conference with a student or in a writing center tutorial.) Valuing the stories
of writers and scholars of color allows for discussion about which kinds of
knowledge and whose knowledge is valued.
Because different rhetorical traditions value storytelling for knowledgemaking, argumentation, and activism, I’ve revised this course to rely less centrally on the edited collection The Subject is Story and to include more work
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by scholars of color. Even though expressivists and post-expressivists argue
that they do more than help students find their voice or write to discover
something about themselves, African American, Indigenous, Latinx, and CRT
scholars raise the stakes beyond learning enough to perform the conventions
of academic writing. These traditions teach students stories that inform their
understandings of current social injustices, like the abuses of immigrants in
detention centers, the murder of Black men and women by police, and the
struggle for sovereignty over land and water rights by American Indians against
gas corporations and their toxic pipelines. These stories demonstrate how
BIPOC writers contribute to the epistemology of the rhetorical tradition by
challenging the white supremacist myths about Aristotle and Plato as a part of
the Western canon that flows from ancient Athens through the Roman Empire
and up through Europe to England and across the Atlantic with slaveowners
to the US. These BIPOC writers show students they can hold their instructors
to higher standards when it comes to diversifying their syllabi and asking educators to not just sign off on statements of support, but to actually do better.
Perhaps, because the course is a requirement for all students and to appease expectations about what a course on rhetoric should include, I still feel
tacitly compelled to include the Herrick chapter that mentions Plato in The
Subject is Story and the Spigelman article that relies on discussion of Aristotle.
During my first year at my institution, I taught an advanced writing course
called “Literacy and Social Justice.” In that course, I included Paulo Freire’s
Pedagogy of the Oppressed and Tara Yosso’s Critical Race Counterstories along
the Chicana/Chicano Educational Pipeline. I had a few white students who
actively resisted both texts, willfully misunderstanding the texts and turning
the class sessions into a debate with me and a few vocal, progressive students.
These resistant students would cite their working-class, white backgrounds as
a way of dismissing what Freire and Yosso write about Brazilians in poverty
and the broken educational pipeline for Chicanx students.1 By beginning my
storytelling course with texts centering Plato and Aristotle, I enact what one
of the editors of this issue, Ersula Ore, describes as “strategic self-care” to insulate me “from more pervasive forms of institutional violence” (Ore). More
optimistically, I might say that I begin with meeting students where they are
and what they know about rhetoric.
Because many of the students in this class tend to be non-English majors,
less time is dedicated to explaining the complexities and evolution of ‘expressivism’ (see Eli Goldblatt’s “Don’t Call it Expressivism”). Land acknowledgements
have become more standardized on my university campus, so the attention
to Indigenous storytelling connects with students. In other classes with more
sustained attention to American Indian writers like Sherman Alexie, who has
become increasingly problematic because of multiple allegations of sexual mis102 Composition Studies

conduct (Associated Press; Neary), students still grapple with understanding
why Native American mascots rely on racist stereotypes and other misunderstandings, like the idea that all Native Americans have money from casinos.
For example, I’ve had a student thoughtfully discuss these topics while having
a sticker for the Chicago Blackhawks hockey team on her laptop.
In the shadow of Trump’s executive order to ban the funding of government
entities teaching Critical Race Theory, I am fortunate that my Jesuit institution
centers social justice in the mission of the university, even though it continues
to struggle—like other institutions—to do better. I’ve yet to receive pushback
from students, and I do not keep an eye on professor watchlists, but the role
of policing has always served those in power who choose to subjugate minoritized bodies through policy or brute force. During the summer of 2020, many
could no longer ignore the issue of racial injustice as George Floyd’s murder
played on the news and in social media. In order not to forget, we need to
listen by reading and hearing the stories of BIPOC who have been begging
to be heard so that police brutality and violence against communities of color
doesn’t come as a surprise. Instead, these stories should serve as inspiration for
broader social and structural change and as reminders that it is imperative we
not go back to the old normal.
Notes:
1. My chair also let me know that one of the self-identified white, working class
students had contacted my chair to complain about the class. My chair offered his
support and let me know confidentially that the student was a non-traditional student who was at least 20 years my senior and who worked at the school in a staff position. This older, white student passed along the criticism to my chair that I “didn’t
seem like the right fit” for my institution.
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Whose World Is This?: Explorations in Hip Hop,
Writing, and Culture
Khirsten L. Scott
Course Description
“Whose World Is This?: Explorations in Hip Hop, Writing, and Culture” is
an ongoing revision of a seminar I designed and taught as a graduate student
instructor at the University of Louisville before moving to the University of
Pittsburgh as an assistant professor. This first-year seminar—and how I use
the word seminar—is to emphasize the dialogue-centered course design and
enrollees, ranging from seventeen to nineteen student-contributors. Hip hop
is both subject and method of this seminar. Drawing its title from Nas’s 1994
“The World Is Yours,” this seminar specifically investigates hip-hop writing,
performance, and culture within a US context across the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. As a medium, hip hop remains an intentional, experimental
exploration of survival.The course offers an occasion to make and hold space
for myself and Black life and Black culture, centered on the following: Who
survives the university? Who survives the US?
Institutional Context
Only 2 percent of full-time professors at degree-granting postsecondary institutions in the United States are Black women (National Center for Education Statistics). At the University of Pittsburgh, as of December 2020, Black
women comprise 3.3 percent of the faculty population or approximately 71
Black–identifying women, according to the university’s Office for Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion. The university notes that it “currently does not collect
non–binary or transgender as a category…[but they] will collect and report
this moving forward” (University of Pittsburgh). Faculty population here includes full-time faculty employees across ranks (Faculty Dashboard), so parttime faculty and adjunct/non-contract part-time faculty are not included,
rendering contingent labor invisible. Meanwhile, Pittsburgh’s Gender Equity
Commission has named Pittsburgh, PA, “the worst place for Black women to
live” (Howell et al. 2019, Mock, Philyaw). Each layer of these lived and embodied realities prompts me to lean on and lean into Black feminist theories
and pedagogies declaring that “Black women are inherently valuable” (Combahee River Collective).
The timing of my arrival as the English department’s first Black woman
tenure-track appointee at Pitt in composition coincided with the department’s
official introduction of Seminar in Composition: Topics in Diversity. The inComposition Studies 49.2 (2021): 105–117

troduction occurred alongside a number of other course designs described as
having a diversity focus. Within the University’s Dietrich School of Arts and
Sciences’s general education curriculum, the English department offers over
100 Seminar in Composition sections, 30 of which focus on specific curricular
possibilities, such as gender studies, service-learning, education, disabilities
studies, engineering, and topics in diversity. According to John Twyning,
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies, “The Dietrich School faculty and
undergraduate council decided to revise the requirements after realizing that
the GER [General Education Requirements] did not properly reflect the world
we live in today and changes were necessary” (Pitt News).
My arrival was also my introduction to the composition legacy of the “Pitt
Way.” That is, the feeling expressed by Dave Bartholomae, Anthony Petrosky,
and Stacey Waite in Resources for Teaching Ways of Reading as the distinctive
“features and concerns that represent both a tradition of teaching and our
determination to work together as a collective: the assignment sequences, the
sets of readings, an emphasis on revision, a desire to represent students as intellectuals, a respect for difficulty” (24). This tradition is situated within the white
writing studies imagination and furthers the white university’s imagination,
which assigns value to certain kinds of knowledge production depending on
the culture that produces it. That is, white culture produces white knowledge.
Those who are not white have to learn how to navigate everything from language
usage and coded meaning to appearance and posture, even in the classroom.
Shifting that gaze and making room for unaccountable beauty, hip-hop
pedagogy opens space to interrogate what diversity does and what we do when
we use the language of diversity (Ahmed; Morrison). “Whose World Is This?:
Explorations in Hip Hop, Writing, and Culture,” then, challenges the diversity
label attached to it by unapologetically naming and engaging race while also
attending to the aforementioned Seminar in Composition variations of gender
studies, service-learning, education, and disabilities studies.
Theoretical Rationale
Black feminist theories and pedagogies center the idea that action and
thought ineffably inform one another. Similar to Black feminist scholars, like
Patricia Hill-Collins and bell hooks, and the Combahee River Collective, this
seminar prioritizes Black knowledge production that has been contorted and
devalued by white cultural expectations. This seminar specifically draws on
my embodiment and facilitation of the following Black feminist tenets. We
must acknowledge: liberation is possible; all systems of oppression exist; we
live at intersections; we all benefit and are harmed by systemic oppression;
all systems are interconnected; dismantling systems of oppression benefits
everyone; work for equity and justice can be both painful and joyful; change
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happens through ongoing dialogue; rejections of homogeneous assumptions,
perspectives, and stories are of absolute necessity; intellectualism is limited to
neither individual experiences and perspectives, nor university spaces/experiences. These acknowledgments are reflected in my syllabus and collectively
represent my own exegesis of Black feminist theories. That is, I am not creating this foundation, but I am committed to being a part of a larger movement
and introducing students to it.
Looking to scholars such as Edmund S. Adjapong and Christopher Edmin,
who describe hip-hop pedagogies as ways of “authentically and practically
incorporating the creative elements of hip-hop into teaching and inviting
students to have a connection with the content while meeting them on their
cultural turf by teaching to, and through, their realities and experiences,” this
seminar acts as a negotiation of that cultural turf (67). The seminar’s rationale
does not assume that seminar participants are consumers of hip-hop culture,
and it does not seek to develop active consumption of it. Rather, seminar
participants represent the fullness of individuals, sounds, and energies that
contribute to our learning community. Contributors range from students to
facilitators to sonic participants. Together, our contributions guide the seminar.
In fact, this seminar leads with observations of how we interact with hip hop,
both passively and actively. In this way, the seminar assumes and challenges
our willingness to locate ourselves within proximity to hip-hop culture to
situate and interrogate difference. Ultimately, seminar participants are invited
to develop a range of multimodal, expository composing skills and projects;
explore a range of intersectional presentations of hip-hop writing, performance,
and culture; consider social, historic, theoretical, and critical approaches to hip
hop; and engage in studying a range of research methods.
Taken together, both Black feminist and hip-hop pedagogies provide the
frame for answering the seminar’s guiding questions: How do we understand
and define hip-hop writing, performance, and culture? How do we research
and engage with hip-hop writing, performance, and culture? How do we
construct them? And what do we gain from doing so? Our exploration over
these questions looks to scholars Aisha Durham, Brittany C. Cooper, and
Susana M. Morris and positions hip-hop writing and culture, in addition
to writing about hip-hop writing and culture as, “pivotal site[s] for political
intervention to challenge, resist, and mobilize collectives to dismantle systems
of [oppression]” (721).
A Cypher in 5 Units
“Whose World Is This?: Explorations in Hip Hop, Writing, and Culture” is
taught across a 15-week term in five units that revolve around cyclic engagement with self, community, and world. This dialectic continuum is essential
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to the critical dialogues and composing that occur across the 16 major assignments. “Whose World Is This?: Explorations in Hip Hop, Writing, and Culture” becomes a cypher. Hip hop cyphers are opportunities for emcees to take
turns freestyling, battling, and/or exchanging stories and rhymes. My integration of the cypher intentionally centers the impact of using hip hop as both
content and method. The cypher encourages intentional reflexivity with/in
community. A hip-hop praxis of reflexivity allows expansive engagement with
oneself as writer and the trans-action of producing knowledge. This reflexive
focus necessitates a seminar design that prioritizes inquiry-based instruction
and introduces students to a range of methods and modalities for sharing
those inquiries. Additionally, this focus requires prioritizing practices of collaboration that imagine generating knowledge and composing ideas as communal, semi-public practices rather than isolated individual ones. As such,
I begin every seminar with the individual exploration of identity awareness
alongside the collaborative practice of composing shared agreements and assumptions. These shared understandings help us locate and name what we
need to be a part of our community in an accessible, mindful, and respectful manner.
Facilitating learning within the university’s framework for general education requirements often prompts resistance to the required first year writing
seminar. This resistance increases as many students navigate interactions with
their first Black instructor and their first seminar focused on hip-hop writing
and culture. In response, I design the seminar’s evaluation of material such
that each assignment holds equal weight, prompting the expectation for equal
engagement for each assignment. This distribution of value also signals the
importance of each assignment and interaction to build and sustain our learning community. This intentional decision and its impact, as I discuss below,
reinforce the seminar’s guiding rationale of questioning whose world we are
occupying. Balancing the course work and its value in this way directly exposes
them to the oppressive institution of grades and assessment. Often, students
do not know that they operate within this oppression, so their response to
this equity among assignments is often shocking. By the seminar’s end, my
hope is for students to value each moment of exploration—from reflections
and revisions to submitting assignments and completing co-curricular engagements—as contributing to their world-making sensibilities.
Unit 1: Our Learning Community’s Foundation
To introduce Major Assignment 1, “Allow Me To Reintroduce Myself,” it is
important to establish a dialogue with oneself about the consonances, dissonances, and resonances of identity. This approach proves to be an effective
starting point and consistent point of return for every seminar I facilitate. Us108 Composition Studies

ing the University of Michigan’s Inclusive Teaching “Social Identity Wheel”
worksheet, I introduce “self ” as a starting point for inquiry. The worksheet
prompts seminar contributors to complete the wheel’s entry by “fill[ing] in
various social identities (such as race, gender, sex, ability, disability, sexual orientation, etc.) and further categoriz[ing] those identities based on which matter most in their self–perception and which matter most in others’ perception
of them.” The exploration’s circular presentation—followed by the critical
reflection questions, which are outlined in the center of the circle—establish
the first layer of the seminar’s cypher. For this seminar, the Social Identity
Wheel acts as a guide for contributors to locate themselves, specifically in
proximity to hip hop. The resulting approximations prompt participants to
consider how our collaborative work requires us to locate ourselves within our
seminar’s learning community and negotiate our approaches for interaction
with one another.
Major Assignment 2, “Composing CommUNITY Agreements,” follows
my own exposure to the co-designing of community agreements and assumptions from Native, Indigenous, and Black folx who practice anti-racist teaching and organizing principles. The students connect their individual identity
explorations with the collaborative practice of composing and communicating
engagement expectations. It is inevitable that we all bring assumptions to what
we do, and these assumptions are often personally and/or collectively unexamined. Similarly, we rarely encounter learning spaces where shared agreements
for interaction and engagement are established and revised collaboratively.
Through these foundational community-building activities—and interrogating
our social identities and collaborative composing community agreements—we
work through these assumptions and arrive at understandings that support the
sustainability of our learning community. The resulting cypher helps us locate
and name what we need to be present and accounted for in a response–able
way. Together, we take the occasion and invitation to respond while pondering
what we need to ensure our ability to do so. Here, presence, accountability
(Hill Collins), and response-ability (Morrison xi) are central measures of accessibility, meaningfulness, mindfulness, and respectfulness. At the conclusion
of the first day’s meeting, students are tasked with composing a commitment
statement to ensure that students maintain personal and communal accountability in our learning spaces.
These foundational activities guide our conversations and act as a guiding
learning culture for our interactions throughout the semester. Seminar contributors are encouraged to revisit this material often with focused intention
at the mid-term and end-of-term stages. In these moments of revision, by way
of extension, students are asked to evaluate shifts in their understanding of
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themselves with, and in, the community. The resulting reflexivity, then, both
motivates and shapes the cypher.
Unit 2: Establishing Community Texts
The cypher experiences of critical examination, community building, and
collaborative practice guide and shape our journey through hip hop. In fact,
these three focal points motivate the primary focus of Unit 1: to understand
how hip hop has offered alternative avenues to exploring a US story. It is
through our listening, our dialogue, our compositions, our revisioning, and
our community that we mediate our hip-hop explorations. Unit 2 begins
with seminar contributors presenting their experience with hip hop through
four composition efforts: annotating the seminar’s zine, compiling a playlist assignment, establishing a digital notebook and working definitions, and
composing a critical literacies narrative. Each of these efforts are revisited at
later points in the term as a means of revising and re-envisioning one’s engagement with, and proximity to hip hop.
Major Assignment 3, “Seminar Zine Annotation,” deviates from the
conventional, contractual form of the syllabus. Instead, “Whose World Is
This?: Explorations in Hip Hop, Writing, and Culture” offers a zine–inspired
narrative of our journey—my own imaginings of a narrative meditation across
geographies of Hip Hop Feminisms (Kynard). The narrative presentation serves
as an invitation to extend opportunities for dialogue and deeper understanding
of the seminar’s motivations and potential outcomes. As such, I invite students
to annotate the syllabus shortly after it has been introduced. The addition of
narratives, notes, interpretations, and questions acts as an extension of my own
thinking. Annotation (and/as dialogue) therefore acts as a communication
pathway for student contributors to be in conversation with themselves, with
the material we engage, with me as a facilitator contributor, and with their
peers. In this way, annotation is an extension of the cypher.
Major Assignment 4, “Playlist and Analysis” considers contributors’ proximity to hip hop and rhetoric by asking them to compile a playlist. Afterward,
the students perform an explanatory analysis of the playlist and its relevance
to explorations of the following: their first semester at Pitt, first week of the
semester, or a current/recent life happening. This preliminary engagement with
critical composition and analysis serves as a direct pushback against the application and adaptations of diagnostic essays. Moving away from the prescriptive
rhetoric and assumption that an assessment is needed first and foremost, I
look instead to spaces that illuminate critical composing. The playlist presents
extensive potentials for understanding how we interact with hip hop, writing, and rhetoric—passively and actively, intentionally and unintentionally,
consciously and subconsciously.
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Major Assignments 5 and 6 center Elaine Richardson’s characterization of
hip-hop literacies, where she posits:
Hip hop is a rich site of cultural production that has pervaded and
been pervaded by almost every American institution and has made
an extensive global impact. Hip hop discourse, no matter how commodified or ‘blaxploited,’ offers an interesting view of the human
freedom struggle and aspects of the knowledge that people have
about the world [...] all Afro American narrative can be traced (in
part) to an “economics of slavery” and is tied to a bill of sale. Thus,
like “traditional” African American language data, Hiphop discourse
tells us a lot about socioeconomic stratification and the struggle between culture and capital. Hip hop discourse, like previous Afro–
American expressive forms, is a Black creative response to absence
and desire and a site of epistemological development. Though it is
often seen as mere corporate orchestration, Hip hop is a site of identity negotiation. (9)
The meaning-making and culture-shaping possibilities imagined through
hip hop connect to the preceding foundational assignments and shape the
remainder of the semester. Using hip hop literacies as a guide, Major Assignment 5, “Developing Working Definitions,” invites seminar contributors to
develop working definitions of hip hop. When outlining this assignment, the
directions are clear that the definition is and will remain in development. This
linguistic and semantic negotiation builds on the cypher by asking seminar
contributors to consider their personal experiences and observations around
hip hop’s usage. Students add working definitions to a Digital Notebook,
which is inspired by and modeled after Howard Rambsy’s Cultural Front blog
(www.culturalfront.com). The notebook functions as an ongoing archive of
responses, reflections, and citational artifacts. The Digital Notebook acts as
a collection site and archive for material collected and inspired through the
seminar. Building on the cypher, students revisit the working definitions at
the conclusion of each unit, therein revealing hip hop’s cultural evolution
and each student’s engagement. Ultimately, the progressive development and
reevaluation of the working definition intends, as Richardson makes clear,
to make space for the growing knowledge that people have about the world
while leaving room for questions and ongoing revision.
Major Assignment 6, “Hip Hop Literacies Narrative,” presents the occasion
for the development of a hip hop literacies narrative. Drawing on current and
developing knowledge of hip-hop culture, this assignment asks seminar contributors to compose an autobiographical essay. This essay centers relationships with
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communication (speaking, listening, writing, reading, and/or performance)
and endeavors to challenge how we come to know and engage with hip hop.
The essay emphasizes literacies as plural, encouraging student contributors to
start with themselves and elaborate on their experiences, whether seen, heard,
felt, witnessed, and/or performed. Similar to the working definition, the Hip
Hop Literacies Narrative is revisited throughout the semester as an essential
element of our cypher. The literacies project narrates our journey and provides
space for accessing new paths into hip-hop epistemologies.
Unit 3: Exploring Hip Hop’s Foundations and The Rap Year Book
Unit 3 takes the seminar into hip hop’s origin, across foundational elements,
and through the development of the rap genre. Using Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie’s TED Talk “The Danger of a Single Story” as a guide, this unit brings
into focus the foundational assignments across the first third of the term
through the questions: What dangers do we face by having a single story of
the world? Of the US? Of hip hop? Responses to these questions introduce
aural and oral compositions that call to bear the ways we engage assumptions,
biases, critiques, and modes of analysis.
Major Assignment 7, “Reading Responses,” encourages student–contributors to listen to recordings of Audre Lorde, Amiri Baraka, Gil Scot–Heron, and
The Last Poets alongside readings on graffiti, beatboxing, scratching, DJing,
emceeing, and breakdancing. The resulting reading responses are focused on
summary, quotation, paraphrase, and critical reaction, and the assignment
encourages students to compose one audio response and one written response
from the critical clusters. Because sonic engagement is central to this seminar’s
design, the decision to include speaking as a mode of composition is essential
for the seminar’s impact.
At this point, the seminar turns to The Rap Year Book: The Most Important
Rap Song From Every Year Since 1979, Discussed, Debated, and Deconstructed
(henceforth TRYB) for a two-week engagement with oral, written, and visual
rhetoric through critique and analysis writing. Shea Serrano’s and Aurturo
Torres’ collection of 41 short essays and style maps presents more information
than we are ever able to cover in one term. The encyclopedic delivery presents
shared, equitable access to information that we can use in our discussion and
project development because it provides a shared generalized knowledge for a
learning space where we may have varied exposures and understandings of hip
hop. This appeal to access complements the “starting with self ” foundation
presented in Units 1-2. The text does not function as an authoritative text, but
instead a space to explore multimodal approaches to rhetorical analysis and
critique writing. I move us through the first 15 years of the text, modeling and
contextualizing these approaches. Major Assignment 8, “TRYB Presentation,”
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invites student-contributors to compose presentations around rhetorical effectiveness and analysis for an assigned year. Major Assignment 9, “Extending
TRYB,” invites student-contributors to imagine their own contributions to
TRYB. This invitation asks that students select a year more recent than 2014
(the end of TRYB’s scope) and then develop a criterion for selecting the most
important song in that year. They then compose an essay and style map.
Major Assignment 10 is “Revision Considerations,” which opens space
for a mid-term extension of the hip hop literacies narrative and working definitions. Because student-contributors have been encouraged to revisit these
spaces throughout Unit 3, this intentional attention prompts an opportunity
to further develop and represent our growing knowledge of hip-hop writing
and culture.
Unit 4: Critical Conversations and Hip Hop Wars: What We Talk
About When We Talk About Hip Hop and Why It Matters
Major Assignments 11, 12, 13, and 14 look to Tricia Rose’s Hip Hop Wars:
What We Talk About When We Talk About Hip Hop and Why It Matters for
conceptual framing. The text challenges cultural polarizations through its primary exercise, interrogating how hip hop informs our conversations about
race and how race informs our conversation about hip hop. As such, the book
is divided into two sections: hip hop’s critics and hip hop’s defenders. Each
chapter explores claims around particular debates in hip hop: Does hip hop
cause violence or merely reflect a violent ghetto culture? Is hip hop sexist or
are its detractors simply anti-sex? Does the portrayal of black culture in hip
hop undermine black advancement?
Major Assignments 11-14 are completed in two parts, across the two
sections (critics and defenders) of the text. Student contributors are moved
into small groups, composed of four or five students where they read and annotate one chapter from each section. Each group is tasked with completing
Major Assignments 11 and 12, a presentation (5-7 minutes) of their respective
chapters. Major Assignment 13 asks student–contributors to complete two
Table Talk statements of their choosing from each section. These assignments
bring together the range of skills covered throughout the term. I conclude
Unit 4 with the final project, Major Assignment 14, which provides space for
original contributions to the hip-hop wars. Students spend the remainder of
the semester designing and developing a response to a debate within hip hop
using the diversity of compositions that they explored throughout the term.
As the seminar progresses through this unit, students develop original
research on the ongoing hip-hop wars presented in the text and throughout
broader culture. Using Hip Hop Wars as our focus, we discuss the text’s table
of contents and introduction, moving through a series of individual and colWhose World Is This? 113

laborative engagements (e.g., discussion questions and reflection prompts). We
then move through the text’s outlined structure of hip-hop debates which act
as a model for the developing, debating, and debunking arguments. Together,
we read, discuss, debate, and deconstruct in a live “Table Talk” activity. Student
contributors are invited to a Table Talk where they are assigned a hip-hop
speaker perspective from which to engage. These possibilities include, but are
not limited to, hip-hop critics, hip-hop defenders, active consumers of hip-hop
culture, passive consumers of hip-hop culture, and music mogul. We begin
the live discussion by sharing general position statements and build on those
positions through dialogues from the range of perspectives at the table. The
primary purpose of these Table Talks is to challenge the oft-misappropriated
seat at the table myth––that somehow having a seat at the table might influence
change. Student contributors quickly see the need for deep ideological shifts
and systemic changes. After 30 minutes of dialogue, we table the discussion,
and all student-contributors are encouraged to compose a statement that reveals
their stance on this particular debate.
Unit 5: Co-Curricular Explorations
Within my first design and implementation of this seminar, I dreamed of a
structure that would allow me to bring the hip-hop theories into a practical
focus to make good on Barbara Christian’s encouragement to avoid monolithic elitism and prescriptivism (see “Race for Theory”). That is, I was intentional about the course design’s efforts to teach against assumption and reject
liminal ideas of language, communication, and culture. I wanted students to
see both the difficulties and beauties that hip hop allows. As a graduate student, I would invite (often virtually) members of the local hip-hop community into our learning space as speakers and encourage walks around campus
and neighborhoods to locate hip-hop culture. The movement from graduate
student to faculty opened possibilities to build a more robust community
connection through co-curricular engagement activities.
Currently, the final unit of the seminar is designed to engage hip hop
directly through co-curricular explorations, such as:
• Live DJ Sets: Local DJs will contribute to our learning community by delivering a live set and a brief talk about the practice and
process.
• Graffiti Sightings: After a talk with local graffiti artists, student contributors are encouraged to explore, locate, and respond to graffiti
sightings in spaces they encounter within a week’s time.
• Hip-Hop Dance Instruction: In partnership with a local dance studio or performers, we move our learning community into a space
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where hip-hop dance instruction can be experienced. This activity
is considered after an assessment of ability to ensure that the experience is safe and meaningful.
• Crate Digging at Record Shop: Part exploratory and part immersive, student contributors are invited to explore a local record shop
by filing through vinyl records and listening to the records on record players. When there is funding support, student contributors
are able to secure one record.
• Collaboratively Composing and Recording a Track: After listening
to the albums and thinking through ways that sound might be carried into different spaces, we work together to compose lyrics to be
recorded. In partnership with community-based recording studios,
student contributors are able to experience a live recording interaction from composing lyrics to editing the recorded track.
Executing these activities varies each semester based on student participants’
ability to engage, availability of community partners, and university support.
At the conclusion of the co-curricular engagements, student contributors develop a reflection thread for Major Assignment 16, to be included in their
digital notebooks1.
Reflection
Designing this seminar in 2016 was an act of survival. At that time, I was
very unsure about whether or not I would complete graduate school. Hip
hop saved me. Moreover, the Black noise that occupied my headphones as I
wrote, as I walked to designated learning spaces, and as I sat through meetings, provided a soundtrack for my survival. I knew that if I were to survive
graduate school, I had to do things that felt good to me and kept me going.
In terms of my teaching responsibilities, that meant switching to hip hop as
both a subject and a pedagogy. By rejecting particular reading sequences and
assignments, I reinscribed my value in spaces that, during graduate school,
had attempted to project an unwelcomed sense of indebtedness. In the tenure
stream, teaching remains a requirement, as does the need for me to not only
survive and but also thrive. For me, that means continuing to teach hip hop.
Although the University of Pittsburgh’s Black student population of 5% limits the opportunities to engage with Black students, I have found instruction
in this space generally challenging and immeasurably rewarding. When Black
students complete the seminar and pursue newly developed Black rhetoric
seminars I am teaching within Pitt’s Public and Professional Writing major, I
clearly see the ways that seminars designed within the aforementioned theories and pedagogical approaches can serve as recruitment and retention tools.
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When a former Vietnamese student invited me to the campus’s student-led
Chinese New Year celebration—because they now notice the traces of hiphop sounds in some of the dance programs—or a student felt inspired to
study copyright law after recording an original track in a community studio, I
see the ways that this seminar models expanded understandings of curricular
reach and impact. When I recall the circulating energy in the classroom as
students deconstruct logical fallacies in hip-hop debates and begin to challenge the fallacies they hold and circulate, I see the potential for similar seminars to continue re-narrating the past, present, and future in order to understand individuals, communities, and cultures. My designing and facilitation
of “Whose World Is This?: Explorations in Hip Hop, Writing, and Culture”
are testaments to my own thriving in worlds where I—a Black woman with a
PhD—was not even meant to survive.
Notes
1. In 2008, The University of Pittsburgh introduced Outside the Classroom Curriculum (OCC), a university-wide initiative complete with “a collection of experiences, programs, and events at Pitt that help students to make the most of their
collegiate experience” (“Outside”). The OCC is “open to all Pitt students, regardless
of major or career path … [and] helps students develop highly desirable character
traits and life skills” (“Outside”). When I arrived at Pitt, ten years after the program’s inception, I was fascinated by the initiative that included an honors society, a
credit-based system for tracking movement through the curriculum, and an app for
navigating and archiving experiences. I therefore see this co-curricular structure as an
opportunity to move the moments of engagement away from incentivized learning
and partner with faculty to develop opportunities that connect students to new and
expanded learning.
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Beyond Civility: The Competing Obligations of Citizenship, by Robert
Danisch and William Keith. The Pennsylvania State UP, 2020. 200 pp.
Reviewed by Kristiana L. Báez, University of Iowa

T

he role of civility in public discourse is continuously contested and some
suggest that we face a “crisis in civility” (Stohr). This civility crisis coincides with the culture wars and becomes even more relevant amidst demands
for social justice and equity. The past year is no exception, and conversations about civility are as important as ever. In their book Beyond Civility:
The Competing Obligations of Citizenship, Robert Danisch and William Keith
take on the challenging task of parsing through debates surrounding civility
to highlight democracy’s fragility and, hence, our need for civility. According to Danisch and Keith, it is through modes of civility that we rehabilitate
democracy.
Since the book’s publication, we have seen an insurrection at the Capitol
by a combination of white nationalists and white supremacists, the attempted
kidnapping of Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer, anti-maskers armed
with assault rifles engaged in public protest, the murders of unarmed George
Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery, and the protests that followed. On
one hand, protests against police brutality are referenced as examples of uncivil,
riotous, and violent protest. On the other hand, armed anti-maskers are seen
as just exercising their freedom of speech. In both cases, civility is invoked as
the key to working through times of political and/or social unrest, and these
invocations exemplify the centrality of debates over civility and social change,
to which this volume contributes significantly. Continued tension and division among the public prompts Danisch and Keith to ask: How do we move
forward when we have significant disagreements about what we value?
Some research concerning civility interprets civility as manners or decorum
(Bone et al.; Carter); other research on civility argues that it cannot be understood outside of power relationships such as race, gender, ethnicity, and ability
(Báez and Ore; Bone et al.; Carey; Espiritu et al.; Foss and Griffin; Lozano-Reich
and Cloud; Nyong’o and Wazana Tompkins). More specifically, some feminist
rhetorical scholars have discussed the roles of civility and invitational approaches
as necessary to deliberation (Bone et al.; Foss and Griffin). However, Danisch
and Keith argue for the importance of context when evaluating civility and
distinguish themselves from scholarship that interprets civility as politeness or
good manners (14). Instead, they interpret civility as “a form of communicative
agency in which power lies within a person’s ability to use language (and other
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symbol systems) to form relationships” (9). For Danisch and Keith, negative
experiences emerge from the negatives of civility (or pseudocivility), which they
define as “the invocation of weak civility norms against strong civility behaviors,
resulting in a refusal to engage on the grounds that engaging some difference
is always uncivil, even if the difference is arguably of great public and moral
importance” (23). Their inquiry is propelled by questions such as: “How do we
save civility from racists?” (7). In order to more accurately interpret instances
of civility or incivility, they present a typology of civility: weak civility, strong
civility, pseudocivility, weak incivility, and strong incivility.
Danisch and Keith are optimistic about the potential of civility, interpreting it as multidimensional rather than a universal or singular interpretation
or application. However, they admit that this optimism “rests in part on not
finding ourselves endlessly the targets of injustice and exclusion” (7). Readers
may find resonance here with Susan Herbst’s understanding of civility in Rude
Democracy, where, rather than focusing on defining civility—which she feels
is ultimately a distraction—she attends to the “strategic uses of civility and
incivility,” which she conceptualizes as “an asset or tool, a mechanism, or even
a technology of sorts” (3). One of the major differences between Herbst and
those who understand civility as manners or decorum is that Herbst is more
focused on civility as a problematic for deliberation. Herbst avoids a static
interpretation of civility and prefers to understand civility as a concept that
has evolved over time and been influenced by social changes.
Similarly, and following Aristotle, Danisch and Keith remind readers
that no one can impose their will and beliefs onto an audience without them
knowing. Thus, “the power of communication is relational; it does not belong
to a subject but is activated in the relationship that a subject forms with an
audience” (16-17). They take up John Dewey’s understanding of democracy
as “a set of social relationships of interaction between citizens” rather than a
system of government (14). Within this context, civility is understood as a
component of “rhetorical citizenship” in that it “implicates and recommends
specific communicative modes of interaction between citizens” (53). Danisch
and Keith focus on civility as relationality and explain the role that it plays
in citizenship, arguing that there are competing obligations of citizenship,
particularly in a pluralistic society. A good practice of rhetorical citizenship,
they argue, is being able to determine when civility is appropriate and when
it is not. The obligation of rhetorical citizenship, explain Dansich and Keith,
is thus to identify and distinguish incidents that require civility and balance
them with those that require incivility. We cannot rely too much on incivility
at the risk of losing relationally, but we must also not always demand civility,
because valid criticisms of power are necessary for a functioning democracy.
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The authors explicitly decline to label civility as always good or bad based
on its complex nature and the context. And they remind us that Plato feared
rhetoric, too, for its potential to be abused. Danisch and Keith therefore ask:
What are the stakes of eliminating civility in communication? Informed by
American pragmatism and rhetorical theory, the thrust of their argument focuses on how civility plays out in real deliberative situations. For them, what is
at stake is not the transfer of ideas through symbols, but rather the potential for
community. A chief argument of feminists is that civility is influenced by power
relationships (Báez and Ore; Cloud; Lozano-Reich and Cloud; Espiritu et al.).
Moreover, Black and brown feminists have examined the role that race plays
in expectations of civility (Báez and Ore; Carey; Lozano-Reich and Cloud).
Danisch and Keith disagree with arguments by Black and brown feminist
rhetorical scholars that civility is synonymous with maintaining the status quo
and instead make arguments that civility is necessary for social change (23-24).
They argue that communication and communicative practices are not just a
matter of persuasion or even “mere” discourse, but about creating community
and relationships with others across difference (8, 14).
The argument of the book unfolds thusly: Chapter one begins to parse
out the “moral quandary” of civility (27). Danisch and Keith explain that
civility is a toolbox necessary to manage the “tension between challenging
the status quo and preserving an ongoing community” given that this tension
is an inevitable product of a plural society (58). Thus, civility is necessary to
propel social change. They discuss civility through the example of White House
Press Secretary, Sarah Huckabee Sanders, being asked to leave the Red Hen
restaurant in 2018 (27). While they ultimately determine this interaction to
be civil, they do not think it was the most effective approach.
Chapter two focuses on the deliberative and critical imaginaries that inform how civility is interpreted. The deliberative imaginary prioritizes dialogic
forms of communication, whereas the critical imaginary favors monologic
forms (122). Dansich and Keith are invested in the deliberative imaginary and,
thus, see the potential of civility for creating relationality with others through
communication. Furthermore, they consider the ethical aspects of civility and
argue that, “[u]nderstanding how civility is the site of ethical decision-making
requires us to identify some conceptions and misconceptions about civility and
consider what it means to cross a line into incivility” (28).
In chapter three, the authors identify four different roles people fill in the
discursive sphere: inquirers, advocates, warriors, and trolls. Danisch and Keith
draw distinctions between the roles rather than allow these roles to bleed into
each other. For instance, when discussing the role of the warriors—individuals who are categorized as “do whatever it takes” or “ends justify the means”
types—Danisch and Keith explain, “[t]he warrior’s aggressive tactics may be an
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attempt to shock and shame people into acknowledging their role in injustice
and oppression. Fair enough, though we can still ask, “At what cost? With
what result?” (119). Also important is their distinction between the trolls and
the warriors. Whereas warriors are taking active part in the conversation or
debate over social justice issues, trolls are just there to disrupt and derail the
conversation. Trolls do not have to be invested in either side.
Chapter four begins with the premise that it is not tenable to only engage
in civil or uncivil deliberation. Here, the authors seek to trace the contours
of incivility and its ability or inability to create social and political change.
Mirroring their previous discussions of weak and strong civility, this chapter
identifies weak and strong incivility. They define weak incivility as “rude behaviors intended to offend or produce discomfort through acts that violate
social norms of expectations” (126). Strong incivility takes that a step further
and is characterized as “behaviors and communication practices that disrupt,
intentionally or not, the regular flow of discourse and thus strengthen and
deepen divisions between groups that are understood as morally distinct and
opposed” (126). Although they provide a typology, it is still unclear what
strategies of incivility cross the line and which ones do not.
In chapter five, “Strong Civility and Social Justice,” the authors discuss
the relationship between persuasion and relationality (167). Strong civility is
defined as a set of behaviors that seek to build community and confront differences, which includes “deliberations, deep listening, dialogue, confrontation,
protest, and civil disobedience” (24). They conceive of strong civility as needing
care: “rhetorical citizens ought to care about the strangers whom they meet
within the scene of democratic culture even if they disagree with those strangers vehemently about a particular value or course of action. This is because the
greatest threat to democracy is in the way in which we treat those with whom
we disagree” (169). Coming from the pragmatist tradition, they argue that the
only way to build relationality with others is if we can persuade them, civilly,
or else we risk alienating them. They maintain that strong civility is necessary
for social change. Although they leave space for some instances of incivility,
they urge us to strive for a balance between civil and uncivil.
Beyond Civility concisely identifies the various layers of the debate over
civility and makes an important case for reinvesting in a complex and generous understanding of civility. Their case studies help us consider civility and
incivility in different contexts. Additionally, they outline what is at stake in the
debate over civility. In a time of social injustice and state-sanctioned violence,
these conversations are crucial in determining what future we want to live
in. According to Dansich and Keith, if we have any hope of caring for each
other and creating relationships with others, civility is necessary. I agree that
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we should care for others, though, after reading, I still cannot confidently say
whether—or how—“uncivil” acts of protest are devoid of care or relationality.
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Surviving Becky(s): Pedagogies for Deconstructing Whiteness and Gender, edited by Cheryl E. Matias. Lexington Books, 2019. 326 pp.
Reviewed by Loretta Ramirez, California State University—Long Beach

I

n Surviving Becky(s): Pedagogies for Deconstructing Whiteness and Gender,
editor Cheryl Matias and volume contributors apply counterstory (see
Martinez) to flesh out the characteristics of a tropic figure of white women
in academia: Becky. While the term’s origin remains undetermined (perhaps
stemming from literature’s Becky Sharp of William Thackeray’s Vanity Fair
and/or Becky Thatcher of Mark Twain’s Tom Sawyer), in pop culture Becky
refers to a white woman who performs racial innocence and white guilt to
benefit her social standing (see Negra and Leyda). Matias analyzes the impact of Becky in academia by organizing an all-short-story collection from
twenty-six contributors. In her introduction, Matias describes Becky as donning innocence, benevolence, and alliance while weaponizing racial systems
(based on colonizing methods) to negatively impact diversity and equity in
academia. Matias perceives Becky as stomping the potential of (particularly
women) educators and students of color to refortify white women’s hierarchical positioning. Matias defines this space as a crossroad of white privilege and
patriarchal oppression, wherein Becky—as privileged-oppressed—“need only
to cry out and society falls to its knees” (2). The privileged-oppressed phenomenon assumes an almost neo-mythical narrative quality wherein patterns
of race performance illuminate the constancy of microaggressions. Referencing Derrick Bell’s notion of the permanency of race, Matias makes visible
these patterns to foster “an arsenal of tools to disarm” whiteness (3).
Specifically, Matias structures Surviving Becky(s) into eight sections to
disarm the privileged-oppressed positioning that permits Becky to control
academic spaces undetectably. These sections expose Becky as colonizer, as
weaponized emotion, as entitlement, as terror, as presumed expert, as ally, as
violence, and as manipulator and gaslighter in education. In addition, Matias
engages Critical Race Theory (CRT) to disrupt this form of racial microaggression and its normalized performances on campuses. As Daniel Solórzano
and Lindsay Pérez Huber explain elsewhere, racial academic microaggressions
are symptomatic of institutional racism that subordinates people of color.
Surviving Becky(s) makes clear that, in academia, the results are constraints on
mobility and opportunity for faculty and students of color, which contribute
to perpetuation of racial injustice in society at large.
Surviving Becky(s) is timely in a moment when the national spotlight is
turned to encounters of Karens, Becky’s mainstream sisters. We might recall
“Central Park Karen,” who alleged that a bird-watching Black man threatened
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her and her dog; this example captures the potentially lethal impact of a white
woman’s accusations through exaggerated fear, tears, feigned innocence, and
fabricated helplessness (see Nir). These are everyday examples of white women
who have militarized white innocence to foster visceral reactions in audiences
of color.
Becky, like Karen, is still a neo-mythical figure who ravages real academic
worlds, and the short-story contributors illustrate this by focusing each chapter
on a particular Becky device. The book offers an assortment of encounters with
campus monsters: a tenure-track Godzilla who demands excessive accommodations in “Attack of the 50-ft Becky” by Kakali Bhattacharya and Paul
Maxfield; a dreadful Freddy Kruger slasher who haunts promising students of
color in “Nightmare on Black Magic Street” by author Rebecca George and
Alexanderia Smith; and a body-snatching parasite who colonizes the minds of
CRT specialists in Socorro Morales’s “Facing the Becky Within.”
A chief strength of Surviving Becky(s) is its use of CRT methodology in the
form of storytelling (see Bell; Delgado). Although sometimes bizarre—as in
the aforementioned telling of Beckzilla, Becky Krueger, and Becky the bodysnatcher, as well as Becky relocated from Kansas to an Oz-like reality ruled by
black women academics (G. L. Sarcedo’s “This Ain’t No ‘Wizard of Oz,’ Becky!”)
and Becky as Super-student in conflict with black and brown Mutant-students
(“The Ultimate Superpower” by Erica Wallace and Rachel Kline)—the stories in
this volume serve as therapeutic laughter for Matias’s contributors and primary
audience who relate to campus conflicts using the neo-mythical trope. Surviving
Becky(s) also counters racial microaggressions through micro-affirmations that
acknowledge shared grievances and validate collective fantasies of vanquishing
the beast (see Pérez Huber on micro-affirmation).
As affirmation, Surviving Becky(s) features recurrent spirit guides as various
protagonists navigate Becky strongholds. We see this in “The Makeover not
the Takeover” by Darryl Brice and Derrick Brooms, as a time-traveler directs
a contemporary professor to prevent a future wherein space invaders appoint
Becky(s) as their indigenous-Earth ally in planet colonization. In “The Battle
of the Elders: Queen Becky and the Table of Elders” by Eligio Martinez, Jr.,
an ancestor spirit counsels a warrior-leader to usurp the wicked queen Becky.
In Melva Grant’s “Surviving Becky in Space,” an intergalactic team supervisor
channels her female lineage to manage her new recruits’ devolution into fragility
syndrome; in “A Southern Gothic of Schooling” by Kevin Lawrence Henry, Jr.,
voodoo queen Marie Laveau reveals a looming return to school segregation to
a teacher. These spiritual visitors reaffirm that Surviving Becky(s) contributors
and primary audiences share perceptions of injustice but are supported by
generations of perseverance and progress.
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Surviving Becky(s) attends to a secondary audience, as well—Becky, herself.
Matias organizes each section with introductions and concluding study questions that invite Becky(s) into conversation. Yet it is difficult to imagine any
but the bravest of white woman academics will survive Surviving Becky(s). The
introduction to the “Becky(s) as Colonizer” section says it all: that Becky(s) are
nothing more than a usurper who aligns with whiteness, “knowing that her
participation in racial supremacy grants her a piece of the American apple pie”
(13). Meanwhile, Becky manipulates people of color to think her an ally in
oppression, “like the sly elderly witch convincing a potential victim to satiate
their burning appetite with a bite of shiny red apple” (13). Matias concludes
her introduction with a reminder that Becky reiterates innocence in victimhood, “like white females who teach in urban schools, make false claims of
sexual harassment against Black boys, or characterize themselves as victims of
‘aggressive’ women of color” (13). Though these characterizations are harsh,
Matias deems discomfort a necessary rite of passage to move one from Beckyhood to alliance, adding that this discomfort is minor when contrasted with
centuries of colonization, enslavement, and ongoing racial injustice perpetuated by Becky(s).
This necessary discomfort arrives through a disproportionate number of
narratives that fantastically present one-dimensional villainesses whose sole
purpose is to weaponize white tears, feign innocence in faux victimhood,
gaslight and usurp women of color, refuse to substantially discuss race, win
their conflict, and then repeat in the next story—as a Beckzilla, Becky Krueger,
Becky in Oz, Becky body-snatcher. This raises the question: Do these fantastical
depictions engender dialogue and/or cultivate distinction? Indeed, the stories,
while varied in genre, begin to muddle as elements of Beckyness overlap across
the eight sections. Furthermore, the nuanced micro of microaggressions is
overshadowed by often-exaggerated mythmaking—a concern for those looking
to take action, because microaggressions are daily, subtle, and yet still-stunning
hostilities more frequent and real than threats of a 50-foot Beckzilla. Still,
Matias’ collection grounds fiction in truths that are more unfathomable than
their fictional counterparts.
Accordingly, I close in the spirit of counterstory by reflecting on the anger I
felt as a Latina academic when I slowly recognized, in reading Surviving Becky(s),
that Beckzilla had already stomped my campus. I realized that a poison-apple
giver and supposed ally had gaslighted me, leading me to doubt my truths and
feel guilt every time I encountered her—the person I had supposedly hurt with
my insistence to collaborate rather than follow. I even recalled white men who
thanked her for leading and thereby nullified my teamwork. Time has passed,
yet I still pause before joining each new collaboration opportunity, wondering
if my contributions will be equitably acknowledged. The memory of Beckzilla
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continues to constrain my mobility, if only for those short pauses. In this way,
Becky has gained definition and flesh in my reality, allowing me to take up
Matias’s call to challenge our disbelief that this neo-mythical figure exists.
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and their survival within US Higher Education. She is Director of DBLAC
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Equity in the Entertainment Industry and Awards, sing-/act-/dancer and musician, former Skadden Fellow, Advanced Lecturer in Stanford University’s
Program in Writing and Rhetoric, and frequent public speaker including at
Universidad de los Andes, Oxford, Harvard Medical School, rePRO Film
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Cultural Rhetorics Publishing Space. Her book Back to the Blanket: Recovered
Rhetorics and Literacies in American Indian Studies was published by University of Oklahoma Press in 2017.
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